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Annual Report
&
Financial Statement

2018/19 Season
Manly-Warringah Junior Cricket Assoc. Inc

The Fathers of Manly Junior Cricket – Jim Randall, Les
Gwynne and George Lowe – who commenced coaching
classes for juniors aged between 10 and 16 in October
1933. These classes were held at Manly Oval and
continued through to the 1950’s when the Manly junior
Saturday morning competition was commenced.
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2018/19 Executive Committee
President
Vice President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer

David Nimmo
Toby Horstead
Adrian Molloy
Rachel Chick
Fiona Brewster

2018/19 Management Committee and Supporting Roles
Competition Secretary
Representative Chairman
Girls Cricket Coordinators
Grounds Coordinator
Web Administrator
Northern Beaches Cricket
Council Delegate
Manly Mini Bash Coordinators
MyCricket Administrator
Auditing Administrator
Competition Rules
Committee Life Members
Annual Report / Statistics
MWJCA Umpires Coordinator

Adrian Molloy
Blake Cousemacker
Deanne Hutt, Scott Osborne
Adrian Molloy, Rachel Chick
Stephen Baldwin
Tony Pecar, David Nimmo
Phill Edwards, Kevin Davies, Adrian
Molloy
Rachel Chick
Rachel Chick
Toby Horstead
Tony Pecar, Vicki Carden, Ross Denny
Ross Denny
Errol Cranney, Mat Meers

Life Members
Bob Lind *
David Quarford
Ron Watkins *
Vicki Carden
Danny LeMoy
* Deceased

Michael Pawley
Bob Rollins
Ted Lindsay
Errol Cranney
Ross Trewartha

Tony Pecar
Peter Tasker *
Tony Sullivan
Ross Denny
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Club Representatives
Beacon Hill
Collaroy Plateau
Cromer
Forest District
Harbord Devils
Peninsula
Seaforth
St. Augustines
St Pius X
Wakehurst

Peter Horton, Tharmi Loganathan
Colin Huxley, Jocelyn Huxley
Stewart Edwards
Chris O’Brien, Jeff Downs
Kevin Davies, Warren Evans
Dion Epplett, Susan Senior
Stephen Baldwin, Brendan Williamson
Scott Osborne, Andrew Jamieson
Anthony Nicey
Deanne Hutt, Laurie Zanella

Representative Cricket Committee
Blake Cousemacker
Heather Eady
Kevin Davies
David Nimmo

Andrew Cawsey
Adrian Molloy
Scott Brewster
Toby Horstead

Ross Denny
David Ryals
Scott Osborne

Competition Auditors
Stage 1 – Under 10 to 11
Under 11 Girls
Under 12 Div 1
Under 12 Div 2
Under 13 Girls
Under 13 Div 1 & 2
Under 14 Div 1 & 2
Under 15 Girls
Under 15 Div 1 & 2
Under 16-18 Div 1
Under 16-18 Div 2

Toby Horstead
Scott Osborne
Stephen Baldwin
Stewart Edwards
Dion Epplett
Warren Evans
Stuart Banham
Toby Horstead
Michael Kinna
Peter Horton
Andrew Jamieson
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MWJCA 2018/19 Season Sponsors
The Manly-Warringah Junior Cricket Association is proud to be associated with the
following organisations and welcomed their support for the season 2018-19.
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The Peter Tasker Memorial Shield
2018/19 Club Championship

St. Augustines College

The Eric Palmer Bat Award
For the Most Outstanding Junior Cricketer of the Season

Andrew Boulton
St. Augustines College

The Deanne Hutt Female Player of the Year Award
For the Most Outstanding Female Cricketer of the Season

Chloe Osborne
Forest District Cricket Club
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Life Membership – Ross Trewartha
For Outstanding service to the MWJCA

The Mike Pawley DCA Representative Award
For the Most Outstanding DCA Representative Team

Under 11 DCA J.H.
Creak Shield
Premiership team

The Errol Cranney Presidents Cup Award
For the Most Outstanding Presidents Cup Team

Under 12 Presidents
Cup Premiership
team
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The Eric Palmer Bat Award
Since 1966 this prestigious award has been presented to an
outstanding performer in the Saturday morning
competition. Over the years, many winners have gone on
to play grade cricket. The Executive takes into account a
cricketer’s performance both on and off the field, efforts in
the Saturday morning competition, availability and efforts
in the District Representative games, and achievements in
cricket outside our competition.
We are pleased to announce that this year’s Eric Palmer
Bat Award winner is Andrew Boulton from St. Augustines College.

The Eric Palmer Bat Award Winners
Year
1966/67
1967/68
1968/69
1969/70
1970/71
1971/72
1972/73
1973/74
1974/75
1975/76
1976/77
1977/78
1978/79
1979/80
1980/81
1981/82
1982/83
1983/84
1984/85
1985/86
1986/87
1987/88
1988/89
1989/90
1990/91
1991/92
1992/93

Name
Greg Bush
Stephen Buchanan
Lee Woodward
Sam Mesite
Mark Jolly
Michael McGuire
Terry McTeigue
Ian Travers
Andrew Fraser
Andrew Fraser
Neil Tuckerman
John Sanders
David Batty
Ian Gately
Cameron Williamson
David Ford
Warren Evans
Shawn Bradstreet
Miles Cornish
Brad Verrills
Simon Couch
Darren Bradstreet
Peter Capp
Darren Benson
Cameron Lawes
Gaetan Juul
Steven Ware

Club
Seaforth
St. Augustines College
Frenchs Forest
CBC (St Pauls)
Seaforth
Dee Why RSL
Collaroy Plateau
Wakehurst
CBC (St Pauls)
CBC (St Pauls)
Allambie
Terrey Hills
Belrose RLCC
St. Augustines College
Beacon Hill YC
Palm Beach
Forest District
Redbacks
Forest Anglicans
Redbacks
Beacon Hill YC
Wakehurst
Beacon Hill YC
Wakehurst
Cromer
Cromer
Peninsula

Year
1993/94
1994/95
1995/96
1996/97
1997/98
1998/99
1999/00
2000/01
2001/02
2002/03
2003/04
2004/05
2005/06
2006/07
2007/08
2008/09
2009/10
2010/11
2011/12
2012/13
2013/14
2014/15
2015/16
2016/17
2017/18
2018/19

Name
Michael Dunn
Richie Rainey
Ryan Bonnor
Michael Cosentino
Ben King
Michael Ashton
Luke Edgell
Luke Campbell
Jack Hinksman
Jack Ritchie
Peter Lindsay
Lucas Frazer
Maxwell Burgess
Edward Burgess
Nick McLachlan
Toby Poole
Arshdeep Virdi
Mickey Edwards
Michael Balzan
Jake Carden
Nicholas Hidas
Oliver Davies
Oliver Davies
Jake Osborne
Jake Osborne
Andrew Boulton

Club
Wakehurst Redbacks
Wakehurst Redbacks
Forest District
Wakehurst Redbacks
Wakehurst Redbacks
Seaforth YC
Cromer
St. Augustines College
Wakehurst Redbacks
Cromer
Forest District
Seaforth
St. Augustines College
St. Augustines College
Collaroy Plateau
Harbord
Collaroy Plateau
St. Augustines College
Redlands
Collaroy Plateau
St. Augustines College
Harbord
Harbord
St. Augustines College
St. Augustines College
St. Augustines College
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The Deanne Hutt Female Player of the Year Award
For the Most Outstanding Female Cricketer of the Season
This new prestigious award, introduced in 2019 is
presented to an outstanding performer from the
MWJCA Girls competition. The Executive takes into
account her cricket performance both on and off the
field, including achievements in the Saturday girls club
competition, availability and efforts in the District
Representative games, and achievements in cricket
outside of our competition.
We are pleased to announce that this year’s MWJCA
Female Cricketer of the Year Award winner is Chloe
Osborne from Forest District Cricket Club.
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State and Cricket NSW Representation by MWJCA Players in 2018/19
Under 15 NSW Metropolitan Male Team
Under 15 National Championships - Male – February 2019, Sunshine Coast,
QLD
Joel Davies (captain)
Under 15 NSW Metropolitan Female Team
Under 15 National Championships - Female – February 2019, ACT
Charlotte Camburn (Forest)
NSW School Team - Boys
School Sport Australia 12 and Under National Championships –
December 2018, Western Australia
Andrew Boulton
NSW PSSA Cricket State Championships - Girls - November 2018, Maitland
Lulu Ryals (captain), Ruby Gruber, Eliza Henry, Sophie Lowry (Sydney North – Premiership winners)
Emily Horstead (captain), Maya Nicey (vice-capt) - (Polding Catholic Schools)
Francesca Poate (Combined Independent Schools)
NSW PSSA Cricket State Championships - Boys - October 2018, Barooga
Jack Beverley, Ethan Buchanan, Luke Burgess, Tom Molloy (Sydney North)
Andrew Boulton (captain), Gus Anderson, Will Brewster (Polding Catholic Schools)
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Cricket NSW Academy and Metropolitan State Squads
The Cricket NSW Academy is a State-wide program responsible for the identification and
development of talented male and female cricketers. The following current MWJCA players were
selected and participated in the program during the 2018/19 season:
Under 13 - Female
Ruby Gruber, Eliza Henry, Emily Horstead, Ellie James, Jazzy James, Ashleigh
Karcher, Maya Nicey, Chloe Osborne
Under 13 - Male
Andrew Boulton, Angus McConnell, Jake Hutchings, Toby Laughton
Under 14 - Female
Breanna Henry, Laura Judson, Kate Salmon, Hannah Woolf, Sara Chun (Forest), Amelia Sim (Forest)
Under 14 - Male
Sebastian Bush, Milo May
Under 15 – Female Metropolitan State Squad
Sienna James, Chelsea McLerie, Robyn Medley, Charlotte Camburn (Forest), Kinjal Kumari (Forest)
Under 15 - Male
James Buchanan
Under 16 - Male
Joel Davies, Joshua Seward
Under 17 - Female
Annabel Hutt (Wakehurst), Abigail Powell (Wakehurst)
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Cricket NSW State Challenge - NSW Metropolitan Representatives
Under 13 Female State Challenge - January 2019, Dubbo
Chloe Osborne, Kate Salmon, Sara Chun (Forest)
Under 13 Male State Challenge – January 2019, Dubbo
Andrew Boulton, Roopmehar Dhillon, Jake Hutchings, Toby Laughton,
Joshua Lawson, Angus McConnell
Under 14 Female State Challenge - April 2019, Campbelltown
Chelsea McLerie, Sara Chun (Forest), Kinjal Kumari (Forest),
Amelia Sim (Forest)
Under 14 Male State Challenge - January 2019, Dubbo
Sebastian Bush, Josh Cooper, Toby Mallon, Milo May
Under 15 Male State Challenge – December 2018, Richmond,
NSW
Joel Davies
Under 16 Male State Challenge - April 2019, Campbelltown
Joel Davies
Under 17 Female State Challenge – April 2019, Campbelltown
Charlotte Camburn (Forest), Annabel Hutt (Wakehurst), Abigail
Powell (Wakehurst)
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International and Cricket Australia Representation by MWJCA Players in
2018/19
Under 15 Male Cricket Australia XI squad
Selected after Under 15 National Championships – February 2019,
Queensland - Will compete in the 2019/20 Under 17 Male National
Championships as a Cricket Australia XI
Joel Davies
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Presidents Report
Welcome to the 2018/19 62 nd Annual Report for the Manly
Warringah Junior Cricket Association (MWJCA).
The MWJCA had an increase player numbers again this
season to a total of 188 teams across the association,
ranging from Master Blast (U8) right through to U16-18.
Girls cricket continues to grow and this season we had 16
teams across 3 age groups.
The entry level cricket programs were changed this season with Woolworths
sponsoring Junior Blast (formerly in2CRICKET) and Master Blast (formerly T20 Blast).
Junior Blast was played by Beacon Hill, Collaroy Plateau, Cromer, Forest, Harbord,
Peninsula, Seaforth and Wakehurst. Further changes we introduced based on Cricket
Australia’s new Junior Formats.
The 2018/19 season saw a Under 11 local girl’s competition being run for the first
time, adding to Under 13 and Under 15 girl’s competitions. These competitions were
run at the “Girls Hub” at Millers and David Thomas. Having all the matches in one
location was a great success and this program was nominated by Cricket NSW for the
“Initiative of the Year” at the annual Cricket Australia “A Sport for All Awards”. This
award nomination is recognition for the great work Deanne and Scott are doing with
girl’s cricket in the MWJCA.
The Manly Mini Bash T20 tournament had its 6 th season in 2019. Thanks to Adrian
Molloy for joining long time organisers, Kev Davies and Phill Edwards for their efforts
in running the Mini Bash this season. An awesome tournament that is loved by all the
players.
Congratulations to all teams that won MWJCA premierships and to all the individual
award winners. Well done to St. Augustines College for winning the MWJCA Club
Championship, “Peter Tasker Memorial Shield”.
This season, the MWJCA had teams in Under 11 to Under 16 in DCA and Presidents
Cup for the boys and Under 13 and Under 15 girls DCA teams. Well done to the Under
11 DCA and Under 11, 12 and 16 Presidents Cup teams for winning their respective
competitions. A big thank you to Blake Cousemacker, the Rep Chairman, and the rep
committee for their efforts this season.
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Thanks again go the Manly Warringah District Cricket Club (MWDCC) for assistance
this season. The Manly for Manly program continued, with many grade players
attended junior clubs team training sessions. The volunteer of the month award
winners are as follows:





August 2018 – Jocelyn Huxley from Collaroy
September 2018 – Adrian Molloy from Harbord / MWJCA Vice President
October 2018 – Greg Jones from Wakehurst
November 2019 – Scott Osbourne from St Augustines / MWJCA Girls
Coordinator
 January 2019 – Phillipa Toohey from Cromer
 February 2019 – Tharmi Loganathan from Beason Hill
Next season will see further changes to MWJCA competitions with the rollout of the
CA Junior Formats. We are also expecting some big changes for junior boys and girls
representative programs, that will likely have implications on our local junior
competitions and potentially the Pathway program. We are hoping to have the
proposed new cricket nets at Nolan’s Reserve completed for the start of the 2019/20
season for use by our junior representation teams.
Thank you to the MWJCA Committee for their work this season and the Life Members
who continue to support the MWJCA (Vicki Carden, Ross Denny and Tony Pecar). A big
thank you to the MWJCA Executive Committee made up of new member, Adrian
Molloy who joined as Vice President,
Competition, Toby Horstead (Vice
President, Rules), Rachel Chick
(Secretary) and Fiona Brewster
(Treasurer). You have all made major
contributions to the MWJCA this
season.
Thanks
to
everyone involved
throughout the 2018/19 season,
including Pathway members (MWDCC,
Warringah Shires and the Manly
Warringah
Cricket
Association),
MWJCA committees, clubs, coaches,
managers, scorers and all volunteers.
Our efforts as a group this season have
been recognised by Cricket NSW
nominating the MWJCA for two State
Awards - the “Cricket Association of
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the Year” and “Initiative of the Year” for creating the MWJCA girl’s cricket hub.
On 23rd May, MWJCA representatives attended Cricket Australia’s “A Sport for All
Awards” in Melbourne where we had the honour of being recipients of the “Cricket
Association of the Year” at the national level – a tremendous achievement by many
people. National awards recognise members of the cricket community from around
the nation who have demonstrated excellence in strengthening clubs, growing
participation and building community through diversity and education.
I hope you enjoyed this season and we look forward to your continued involvement in
the MWJCA next season.
David Nimmo
MWJCA President
Criteria for Association Awards 2018/19
BATTING – to qualify, a batsman must bat in 6 innings and score 100 runs or more
during the season.
BOWLING – to qualify, a bowler must take 15 wickets* and bowl 30 overs during the
season
* Where 15 wickets have not been taken by any bowlers in a competition, the bowling average
award will be based on bowling 30 overs and the highest number of wickets taken.
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Secretary’s Report
The 2018-19 Manly Warringah Junior Cricket Association
(MWJCA) season has been a successful and enjoyable one for
girls and boys right across the peninsula. The MWJCA
executive and committee have worked hard to provide an
avenue for junior cricket on the Northern Beaches and
offered players and teams the opportunity to participate in a
variety of formats.
From the Junior Blasters and Master Blaster sites across the Northern Beaches for ages
5 to 9, to the newly established MWJCA Girls Hub U11 to U15, U10 boys through to
U16-18. Saturday mornings across all grounds at capacity full of colour, excitement,
kids enjoying their cricket and for many the start of a long association with the MWJCA
cricket pathway on the Northern Beaches. Mid-week provided an opportunity for
players to participate in the Manly Mini Bash T20 tournament an avenue for different
skill sets and a fast-paced exciting competition.
MWJCA welcomed many new players, parents and volunteers this season and
provided a number of opportunities to support those new to cricket rules, scoring, and
umpiring. Standing room only for the MWJCA Stage 1 and Stage 2 scoring and rules
night delivered by MWJCA Vice President Toby Horstead with over 100 in attendance.
MWJCA also invited all club participants
to attend an Umpiring on the Northern
Beaches for Junior Competitions course
hosted by CLAIRE POLOSAK Umpire
Educator from CNSW.
The enthusiasm and support from all
the parents and volunteers on the
Northern Beaches has been amazing
and made a fun and enjoyable season
full of lots of cricket. Congratulations to
all the MWJCA competition winning
teams and to those that achieved
individual awards and new records for
this season.
Some wonderful events this season set
to be a regular fixture on the MWJCA
calendar highlighting the community
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spirit and engagement through cricket; Harbord Devils Cricket Club held a charity
round on the 17th November for the Children's Cricket Charity - the "Devils Good
Deed for Kids in Need". The “Love for Lachie” Cricket Round in association with the
Peninsula Cricket Club was held on 1 s t December helping to create awareness and
much needed funds for childhood Brain Cancer Research. Seaforth Cricket Club did an
amazing job organising the girls fundraising round for Pink Stumps Day raising valuable
funds for the McGrath Foundation.
Many Thanks to an ever evolving committed team the Association executive President David Nimmo, Vice President Rules Toby Horstead, Vice President
Competition Adrian Molloy, Treasurer Fiona Brewster, Rep Chairman Blake
Cousemacker and of course to our Web Master Stephen Baldwin and Girls
Coordinators Deanne Hutt and Scott Osborne, Life Members Vicki Carden, Ross Denny,
Tony Pecar and to all the MWJCA Club Delegates and Auditors for their efforts, time
and dedication to make this season a success.
This has been recognised by CNSW Nominating the MWJCA for Cricket Association of
the Year 2019, as well as Initiative of the Year for the Girls Hub Program 2019 congratulations to all. MWJCA will be represented at the upcoming Cricket Australia ‘A
Sport for All’ Awards in these categories.
Kind regards,
Rachel Chick - MWJCA Secretary
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Financial Statement
Balance Sheet - As at 30 April 2019
Compiled by Fiona Brewster, Treasurer - MWJCA
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Profit & Loss Statement – 1 May 2018 to 30 April 2019
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Junior Blasters
Junior Blasters is the entry-level cricket program, formerly
known as In2CRICKET. Junior Blasters is designed for boys and
girls from 5 to 8 years old, and gives participants a chance to
take part in a variety of activities to develop cricket, physical
fitness and social skills, sportsmanship and an understanding of the game of cricket.
The emphasis is on fun and maximising participation.
The following clubs established a Junior Blasters program this season: Beacon Hill,
Collaroy Plateau, Cromer, Forest, Harbord, Peninsula, Seaforth and Wakehurst.

Master Blasters – Under 9 Cricket
Cricket Blast captures the colour and excitement of the
Men's and Women's Big Bash League in a fun and fast
format.
After learning all the basic skills in Junior Blasters, Master
Blasters allows kids to experience modified games of
cricket using lighter equipment in a format that is fast paced with equal participation.
The program was developed to ensure junior cricketers can progress with confidenc e
to Stage 1 of Junior Formats.
MWJCA's Saturday morning Master Blasters was previously known as the Kanga
format. In line with Cricket Australia, Saturday Master Blasters was this year extended
to boys and girls under 9 years of age with games played at a number of venues
across the Northern Beaches within our existing club structure.
The MWJCA had the following Master Blasters centres on Saturday mornings:
 Jackson Road, Warriewood
o Participating Club was Peninsula
 Hews Parade, Belrose
o Participating Clubs were Forest and Wakehurst
 Beacon Hill Oval, Beacon Hill
o Participating Clubs were Beacon Hill, Collaroy Plateau and Cromer
 Adams St Reserve, Curl Curl
o Participating Club was Harbord
 Seaforth Oval, Seaforth
o Participating Club was Seaforth
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Manly Mini Bash 06 - 2019
In February 2014 MWJCA introduced a T20 competition
called “Manly Mini Bash” so that that young players could
get an understanding of T20 at a young age to become
better, well-rounded players and great T20 players of the
future. The tournament was successful and received a lot
of very positive feedback from both players and parents.
In light of that, the tournament has continued to run and
is now in its sixth year.
Some of the driving principles underpinning Manly Mini Bash are that participation
comes ahead of winning, and that you play for enjoyment - winning is a bonus.
Scores are not entered into MyCricket so players tend to play in a more carefree
manner purely for the fun of the game. Bonus points are awarded for achieving
certain milestones. These are important factors that make it so enjoyable for both
players and parents.
Some minor changes were made to the 2019 Manly Mini Bash 06:
 Team sizes and pitch lengths were adjusted for U12s to be consistent with the
rule changes for MWJCA’s weekend comp.
 As U11 teams now play average cricket and don’t have score books, a special
MMB score sheet was made available for them to use in MMB matches.
Once again it was run as a separate tournament and data was not entered into
MyCricket. As it was wholly standalone from the Sat morning competition:
 Match results had no impact on the Saturday morning league tables.
 Player scores had no impact on individual player awards at the end of the
season.
 Match results and scores had no bearing on club championship points.
Consideration was again given to a girls’ Manly Mini Bash tournament, but was
decided against this as girls already play T20 in the MWJCA weekend comp.
However, this year boys’ teams were strongly encouraged to invite girls to play in
their team with girls allowed to play up to 2 years below their age group.
Unfortunately, there was little evidence of this being implemented by teams.
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Structure
As usual, boy’s teams from U11 Division 1 and above were invited to participate.
Adrian Molloy managed the recruitment campaign this year for the first time and his
assistance was greatly appreciated. MMB 06 was comprised of the following 8
leagues. Each league comprised of four teams except for U15/A which had 6.
Under 11 / A (4 teams)
Under 12 / A (4 teams)
Under 13 / A (4 teams)
Under 14 / A (4 teams)
Under 15 / A (6 teams)
Under 16-U18 / A (4 teams)

Under 11/12 / A (4 teams)
Under 13 / B (4 teams)

Out of this season's 90 eligible teams 34 played MMB – a participation rate of 38%.
All teams that wanted to play were accommodated. It appears that MMB
participation rate is trending downwards:

Once again, MWJCA provided bright orange balls which not only help to create a
sense of difference from other cricket, but also have a very practical impact on
visibility which is an important safety consideration with matches completing at
7:15pm. Orange balls are unavailable in the smaller size so pink balls were used for
U11s and U12s.
Leagues with four teams played each other once in pool rounds. Knockout semifinals were then played (1 vs 4 and 2 vs 3) for places in the finals. The bonus system
of points for certain playing milestones was the same as the previous year.
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The league with six teams played four pool rounds.
There were no semi-finals – after four rounds the
top two teams played the final.
This year there was only one match washed out
due to bad weather during the entire tournament.

Finals
Semi-finals and finals were decided purely on runs
scored with bonus points playing no part. With the
kind cooperation of the Manly Touch Football
Association we were able to play all finals at
Nolans Reserve which proved to be a very good
option as it creates a carnival atmosphere. This is
something we hope to do every year from now on.
A BBQ was provided.
The support of independent umpires for the finals
was very much appreciated.
Thanks go to Mike Pawley Sports for yet again
providing generous prizes for finals including
cricket bats.
Sydney Sixers again kindly donated a bat autographed by Sydney Sixers players
which was awarded to Andrew Boulton of St Augustines U14 Gold at the finals for
the Most Valuable Player award based on earning more bonus points for his team
than any other player. He scored a total of 146 runs during the four pool rounds.
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Results
League

Umpire

Match

Winner

U11/A

Andy Franks

U11-12/A

Andrew
Melville
Ross Denny

Harbord Barbarians
vs Wakehurst Black
Peninsula Pacers vs
Harbord Scorchers
Harbord Skylanders
vs Seaforth Sixers
St Augustines Gold vs
St Augustines Green
Harbord Howzats
vs Beacon
Hill Bombers
St Augustines Gold vs
Collaroy Plateau
Electric
St Augustines Gold vs
Peninsula Terrys
Harbord Falcons vs St
Augustines Gold

Harbord
Barbarians
Harbord
Scorchers
Seaforth Sixers

U12/A
U13/A
U13/B

Rob
Easterbrook
Danny LeMoy

U14/A

Adrian Molloy

U15/A

Mickey
Edwards
Ross Denny

U16-18/A

Player of the
Match
Nelson Davis

Runner up Player
of the Match
Jack Kalms

Billy Robertson

Annabelle Fegan

Lukas Overhoff

Luke MacFarlane

St Augustines
Green
Harbord Howzats

Ethan Buchanan

Gus Anderson

Ryan Clarke

Mitchell Simkins

St Augustines
Gold

Toby Laughton

Josh Lawson

Peninsula Terrys

Taylor Frowde

Ethan Buchanan

St Augustines
Gold

Samuel Gartner

Ben Harris

MWJCA would like to thank the umpires who gave up their own time to officiate at
finals, Mike Pawley and Sydney Sixers for being generous sponsors, and everyone
who took part in Manly Mini Bash 06. We hope that players, parents, coaches and
managers all had fun and found it an enjoyable and rewarding experience.
We’ll be back for more next year.

The Future
We don’t envisage any major changes to MMB 07 in 2020, other than trying to
encourage more teams to play
to get a higher participation
rate. We would also like to see
boys’ teams inviting more girls
to join their teams for MMB.
We would still like to provide
the opportunity for some
finals to be played under lights
in future years, should a venue
become available.
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Tournament Trivia
Here are a few pieces of trivia about MMB 06.
MMB 06 MMB 05 MMB 04
All matches (pool rounds, semis and finals)
Totals teams entered

34

40

44

Number of matches scheduled (incl. semis &
finals)

76

90

99

Number of matches actually played (incl. semis &
finals)

73

87

88

10,030

13,145

11,439

Average team score

93

117

102

Most runs scored in an innings

228

195

260

Biggest run difference

112

112

109

Total wickets taken

600

704

735

Average wickets taken per innings

6.3

6.3

6.6

2/179

2/168

1/149

Number of super overs

0

0

1

Close matches won by team batting first1

2

5

N/A

Close matches won by team batting 2nd2

5

6

N/A

59%

68%

N/A

Most points earned in a match (winning + bonus
points)

21

19

22

Most joker points earned by a player

3

7

6

Pool rounds only (excluding semis and finals)
Total runs scored

Least wickets lost when batting first

% of matches won by team batting first

1
2

Number of matches won by team batting first with a margin of 10 runs or less
Number of matches won in the last 2 overs by team batting second
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For more information, refer to the Manly Mini Bash area of the MWJCA web site at
http://manlyjuniorcricket.nsw.cricket.com.au/Manly-Mini-Bash-05.aspx?rw=c
Phill Edwards, Kevin Davies and Adrian Molloy - Manly Mini Bash Coordinators
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2018/19 Manly-Warringah
Female Cricket
Summary
Another fantastic year for girl’s cricket on
the Northern Beaches with the MWJCA girls’ competitions continuing to grow at a
rapid pace. This year the Under 11 competition was launched and expands the
MWJCA club competition to cover U11, U13 and U15s. We had 16 teams play across
the age groups and the number of girls playing cricket has reached 200, that is up
from 20 four seasons ago – so well done to all involved. A big thank you to all the
Club girl coordinators for their big efforts over the season.
This year we expanded our “girls’ hub” concept to include all three age groups. This
meant that all girls cricket games were played at the same location – David Thomas
and Millers Reserve (allowing 5 grounds next to each other). This proved to be very
popular and feedback received has been very positive. The hub allowed the girls and
their families to feel part of the cricket community and enabled the girls to get to
know other girls more easily and see friends in other teams more often. We were
able to store gear at the grounds that included the new magenta shade tents –
which provided a great look and feel not to mention shade, scorer’s tables and gear.
We were also able to make trips to events from the ground, including 2 bus trips to
watch the Australian women and Women’s Sydney Sixers. In December, leaders of
each competition were presented with medallions at North Sydney oval by Sydney
Sixers players.
In some exciting news CNSW nominated MWJCA in the CA “A Sport for All Awards
2019” for “Initiative of the Year” for creating the girls Hub. We are very pleased to
report that the judging panel voted us as best Initiative in NSW. A big thank you to
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our Northern Beaches Development manager, Fiona Penny, for her nomination and
continued support of girl’s cricket on the Northern Beaches.
Well done to Sam Croll (Seaforth) and his helpers who drove fundraising for Pink
Stumps Day raising $1700 for the McGrath Foundation.
Another sign of the growth and interest in girls’ cricket was clearly demonstrated at
the recent representative trials for U13 and U15 DCA teams which where attended
by over 50 girls - a 35% increase on last year.
MWJCA girls have also represented at the NSW PSSA cricket state championships,
NSW State Challenge in the U13 and U14 ages this season and we had a record
fourteen girls selected into the CNSW Academy program. Congratulations to all the
local girls who were successful in gaining representative selection for the 2018/19
season.
Our Manly female cricket pathway is as follows
 MWJCA club entry level Junior and Master Blaster cricket
 MWJCA Sixers League club U11
 MWJCA Sixers League club U13
 MWJCA Sixers League club U15
 MWJCA Representative cricket for U13 and U15 (played on turf)
 MWDDC (Manly Premier Cricket club) - U15 (on turf), U18 Brewer Shield (on
turf), 3rd grade and coming soon 2 nd grade (on turf)
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The MWJCA Sixers League will feed our teams in the representative DCA
competition and the Sydney Women’s Premier Grade competition as well as the
Cricket NSW Academy Metropolitan Programs.

Manly-Warringah Under 11 Sixers Girls Cricket Competition
The Manly Under 11 girls only competition was a new addition
this season and proved to be very successful with girls having a
great time. The U11 Sixers Girls Cricket League is designed to
keep girls in the game after they graduate from the Junior and
Master Blaster programs. Five teams entered the competition:
Seaforth (2 teams), Forest, Wakehurst and Beacon Hill clubs.
The competition is a 7-a-side T20 format (stage 1) played with a
modified ball. The batters bat for their allotted 17 balls (no
actual outs for this age group). The games were played on a Saturday afternoon at
the ‘hub’ and completed in 2 hours.
Congratulations to Wakehurst who ended the season on top of the table.

Manly-Warringah Under 13 Sixers Girls Cricket Competition
The Under 13’s competition is part of the Sixers Girls Cricket League and continues
to be a huge success. Seven teams entered the competition: Forest, Peninsula,
Wakehurst, Harbord, Collaroy (2 teams) and Seaforth clubs.
The competition is a 9-a-side T20 format played with a hard ball (when you’re out,
you’re out), with retirement after 18 balls. The games were played on a Saturday
afternoon at the ‘hub’ taking 2.5
hours to complete.
Many congratulations to the Forest
District Cricket club for winning the
competition.

Manly-Warringah Under 15
Sixers Girls Cricket Competition
The Under 15 girl’s competition had
four teams enter the competition:
Forest, Peninsula, Wakehurst and
Harbord. As with the 13’s this
competition is part of the Sixers Girls
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Cricket League. It is a 9-a-side T20 format played with a hard ball with retirement
after 25 balls faced. Games were played on Saturday afternoon at the ‘hub’.
Congratulations to the Forest District Cricket Club for winning the competition.

Representative Competitions
For the third year running we entered a representative team into both the Under 13
Mollie Dive and the Under 15 Margaret Peden DCA competition. It was our second
year in the Under 18 Brewer Shield competition which is part of the Sydney
Women’s Premier Cricket competition. A pilot Under 15 Sydney Women’s Premier
competition was also trialed and Manly entered a team in this competition as well.
We are very pleased to report that all teams performed very well with the girls
thoroughly enjoying their cricket.
More information on the representative competition can be found later in the
representative section of this report.

Interested in playing girls cricket?
If your club (or daughter) is interested in joining any of the above competitions or if
you require more information, please visit the girls’ tab on the Manly-Warringah
Junior Cricket website: www.manlyjuniorcricket.nsw.cricket.com.au.
There is a bright future ahead for keen girl cricketers, so please encourage all your
friends, sisters and neighbours to give it a go!
Deanne Hutt & Scott Osborne – MWJCA Girls Cricket coordinators
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Under 10 and 11 Cricket - Junior Format Stage 1
The Australian Cricket Junior Formats have delivered outstanding results and have
proven to provide a far better playing and learning experience for boys and girls
early in their cricket journey.
The evidence confirms the players face more balls, can play more shots in more
areas, take more wickets and field far more than a traditional 11 a side, full-length
pitch formats.
From 2017/18 the MWJCA adopted the Cricket Australia Club Stage 1 Junior
Formats for Under 9 and Under 10 cricket. For the 2018/19 season MWJCA moved
with the roll out desired by Cricket Australia and moved Stage 1 Format cricket to
U10 and U11. Both age groups used the Kookaburra Rookie plastic/rubber cricket
ball and played on 16m pitches.
The MWJCA’s aim of Club Stage 1 cricket is to enable EVERY player to participate in
an enjoyable game. This is no longer an average cricket format of batting in pairs
and bowling on rotation. Instead with 7 a side batsman face 17 balls each and
everyone gets to bowl. Wickets result in an addition of 4 runs to the bowing team.
Player roles are rotated fairly and equally throughout the team to enable them to
develop as cricketers and reach their full potential later in their playing life.
There were 61 teams across the Stage 1 boy’s competition and 5 girl’s teams in
2018/19.
Boys
Girls

Under 10 Div 1
14 teams

Under 10 Div 2
18 teams

Under 11 Div 1
14 teams
5 teams

Under 11 Div 2
15 teams

Under 12 Boys Cricket - Junior Format Stage 2
From 2018/19 the MWJCA moved with Cricket Australia and adopted Stage 2 Junior
Format for Under 12 Boys cricket. This is a move away from the more traditional
forms of cricket, and also signaled an end to two-day Under 12 cricket.
From the 2018/19 season Under 12 is only one-day matches of 30 overs per side
played on an 18m pitch. Teams are 9 a side with batsmen retiring after 35 deliveries.
Bowling is shared around. The ball used is now the 142gm leather ball. Additionally,
MWJCA continued our participation rules for this age group to ensure that as many
cricketers get a go as possible.
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The Ron Buroughs Trophy
Under 10 Division 1
Premiers: SEAFORTH “Storm”
Oscar Brown
Hamish Day
Ned Hutton

Banjo Kirkham
Harvey Matheson
Mitch McCombe

Coach: Richard Matheson
Assistant Coach - Andrew McCombe
Manager: Tom Hutton

James Pallant
James Sheehan
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The Ron Watkins Trophy
Under 10 Division 2
Joint Premiers: PENINSULA “Pacers” and
WAKEHURST “Black”
Peninsula “Pacers”
Kai Aungle
Lachlan Carlton
Benjamin Carroll

William Cunningham
Jack Jennison
Cooper Kelsall

Coaches: Mick Rulli, Matt Kelsall
Manager: Alan Carroll

Jasper Lowe
Joshua Mahon
Rocco Rulli
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Wakehurst “Black”
Noah Booker
Anton Boulos
Keegan Hiskett-Jones

Rohit Jayaram
Joshua Jones
Matthew Judson

Coaches: Mark Judson, Lachlan Molyneux
Manager: Madhura Bhagwat

Benjamin Keller
Thomas Mikhail
Joshua Watkins
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Under 11 Girls
Premiers: WAKEHURST “Redbacks”
Eloise Bennett
Zoe Friedlein
Malie Goddard

Stefanie Hannemann
Amelie Mason
Ella Paxton

Coach and Manager: Jamie Friedlein
Scorer: Scott Goddard

Edie Scarf
Kate Strain
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The Alex Anderson Cup
Under 11 Division 1
Premiers: SEAFORTH “Sixers”
Tobia Depree
Claude Gatehouse
Sean Gray

Miguel Hemingway
Max Lello
Jackson Merrick

Coach: Michael Hemingway
Managers: Jane Merrick, Tony Wishart, Andy White

Ollie White
Nathan Wishart
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The Tony Pecar Cup
Under 11 Division 2
Premiers: FOREST “Green Machine”
Tom Basile
Charlie Cockle
Sam Dillon
Coach: Sandro Basile
Manager: Kellie Munn

Justin Faulkner
Harrison Gallagher
Richard Kupec

Thomas Munn
Angus Pike
Kai Wyllie
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The John Bright Memorial Trophy
Under 12 Division 1
Undefeated Premiers: WAKEHURST “Red”
Zane Cassie
Matthew Melville
Thomas Stoddart
Toby Collinson
Myles Nockolds
Arlo Thompson
Ethan Edwards
Noah Pitkin
Max Thompson
Hugo Gaudry
Jordan Siladi
Coaches: Phil Stoddart, Chris Melville
Manager: Pete Edwards Scorer: Nick Gaudry

Association Awards – Under 12 Division 1
Name

Club

Award

Figures

Lukas Overhoff

Seaforth

Junior Cricketer of the Year

102.9 points

Matthew Melville

Wakehurst

Batting Average

60.33 ##

Lukas Overhoff

Seaforth

Batting Aggregate

529 runs ##

Lukas Overhoff

Seaforth

Highest Score

78* ##

Luke Kennedy

Cromer

Bowling Average

4.88 ##

Ryan Baldwin

Seaforth

Bowling Aggregate

24 wickets ##

Harley Cruickshank

Collaroy Plateau

Best Bowling Figures

6/7 from 3 overs ##

## MWJCA record – U12 records recommenced in 2018/19 due to junior format rule changes
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The George Lowe Cup
Under 12 Division 2
Premiers: HARBORD “Tigers”
Liam Cameron
Nelson Davis
Lachie Hansen
Barnaby Hodgson
Coach: Steve Matthews

Henry Matthews
Hannah Moss
Nathanael Newman
Xavier Osborn
Manager: Angela Cameron

Jared Potgieter
Harry Smythe
Toby Williams

Association Awards – Under 12 Division 2
Name

Club

Award

Figures

Sam Roche

Peninsula

Junior Cricketer of the Year

90.8 points

Nelson Davis

Harbord

Batting Average

75.75 ##

Jackson James

Harbord

Batting Aggregate

357 runs ##

Beau Gowenlock

Seaforth

Highest Score

58 ##

Barnaby Hodgson

Harbord

Bowling Average

3.07 ##

Sam Roche

Peninsula

Bowling Aggregate

24 wickets ##

Sam Roche

Peninsula

Best Bowling Figures

4/3 from 3 overs ##

## MWJCA record – U12 records recommenced in 2018/19 due to junior format rule changes
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Under 13 Girls
Premiers: FOREST
Eliza Ambler
Abigail Bland
Jeabray Engmann
Matilda Foster

Bianca Kaoutal
Ava Marshall
Naomi Morrison
Madeleine O'Donnell

Coaches: Mark Foster, Simon Smith

Holly Sheridan
Indie Smith
Isabelle Van Dijk
Chelsea Wilson

Madison Wilson

Manager: Joanna Gregg

Association Awards – Under 13 Girls
Name

Club

Award

Figures

Lauren Muriti

Peninsula

Junior Cricketer of the Year

43.4 points

Lauren Muriti

Peninsula

Batting Average

48.5

Lauren Muriti

Peninsula

Batting Aggregate

194 runs

Chloe Nichols

Collaroy Plateau

Highest Score

36*

Arabella Handley

Collaroy Plateau

Bowling Aggregate

13 wickets ##

Darcey Whiteley

Collaroy Plateau

Best Bowling Figures

3/2 from 3 overs

## MWJCA record
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The Les Gwynne Trophy
Under 13 Division 1
Premiers: SEAFORTH “Spartans”
Jack Beverley
Connor Costello
Tyson Dagenais
Patrick Day

Alfie Gatehouse
Nicholas Holland
Beau Kelley
Oliver Mann

Coaches: Nigel Kelley, Geoff Rowley

Will Matheson
Alexander Pallant
Nathaniel Ryan
Arkie Thomas

Cameron Thomas
Sam Wells

Manager: Stephen Day

Association Awards – Under 13 Division 1
Name

Club

Award

Figures

Seth Thompson

Beacon Hill

Junior Cricketer of the Year

78.1 points

Tom Molloy

St. Augustines

Batting Average

73.5

Seth Thompson

Beacon Hill

Batting Aggregate

401 runs

Archie Hodgson

St. Augustines

Highest Score

83*

Luke Burgess

St. Augustines

Bowling Average

5.10

Eshaan Holla

Wakehurst

Bowling Aggregate

25 wickets

Tom Molloy

St. Augustines

Best Bowling Figures

6/20 from 6.5 overs
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The Clem Skelton Memorial Trophy
Under 13 Division 2
Premiers: ST. AUGUSTINES “White”
Toby Golden
Lachlan Mann
Lucas Hamann
Oscar McFarland
Henry Lucius
Louie Moran
Hamish Macqueen
Caleb O'Reilly
Coach: Steve Sciberras

Tyrone Pengelly
Nicholas Varano
Benjamin Rigney
Brodie Sciberras
Jack Toohey
Manager: Sam Varano

Association Awards – Under 13 Division 2
Name

Club

Award

Figures

Jack Toohey

St. Augustines

Junior Cricketer of the Year

100.7 points

Cooper Horley

Wakehurst

Batting Average

62.6

Jack Toohey

St. Augustines

Batting Aggregate

507 runs ##

Jack Toohey

St. Augustines

Highest Score

92*

Max Shacklock

Collaroy Plateau

Bowling Average

5.52

Max Shacklock

Collaroy Plateau

Bowling Aggregate

23 wickets

Charlie Dwyer

Seaforth

Best Bowling Figures

5/2 from 3 overs

## MWJCA record
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The James Randall Memorial Trophy
Under 14 Division 1

*

Undefeated Premiers: ST. AUGUSTINES “Gold”
Andrew Boulton
Nicolas Burgman
Aidan Foldes
Bailey Foster
Coach: Paul Frost

Cameron Frost
Oscar Grealy
Charlie Last
Harry Last

Toby Laughton
Aiden Perry
Jackson Lehmann
Patrick Trevaskis
Max Martin
Daniel Osbourne
Manager: Martin Grealy

Association Awards – Under 14 Division 1
Name

Club

Award

Figures

Andrew Boulton

St. Augustines

Junior Cricketer of the Year

116.8 points

Andrew Boulton

St. Augustines

Batting Average

498.0 ##

Andrew Boulton

St. Augustines

Batting Aggregate

498 runs

Toby Mallon

Harbord

Highest Score

115*

Cameron Frost

St. Augustines

Bowling Average

5.13

Cameron Frost

St. Augustines

Bowling Aggregate

39 wickets

Andrew Boulton

St. Augustines

Best Bowling Figures

5/0 from 4.3 overs

## MWJCA record
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The Bob Rollins Cup
Under 14 Division 2
Premiers: ST. PIUS X “Red”
Declan Carroll
Antony DiMauro
Jonah Gonzales
Nicholas Green

Andrew Guerrera
Leo Hart
Darcy Keenlyside
Jamie Leong

Coach: Justin Donnelly

James Maloney
Aiden Wilson
Cormac Molloy
Justin Park
William Ramsbottom

Managers: Joe Gonzales, Tony DiMauro

Association Awards – Under 14 Division 2
Name

Club

Award

Figures

Declan Carroll

St. Pius X College

Junior Cricketer of the Year

65.3 points

Samuel Tildesley

Harbord

Batting Average

48.0

Declan Carroll

St. Pius X College

Batting Aggregate

253 runs

Samuel Tildesley

Harbord

Highest Score

60*

Cormac Molloy

St. Pius X College

Bowling Average

5.25

Isaac Burke

St. Augustines

Bowling Aggregate

27 wickets

Declan Carroll

St. Pius X College

Best Bowling Figures

4/5 from 3.5 overs
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Under 15 Girls
Premiers: FOREST
Charlotte Ambler
Zoe Ellis
Jessica Manning

Abbey Melville
Catherine Morrison
Chloe Osborne

Coach: Scott Osborne

Kate Salmon
Lauren Turner
Jasmin Wilson

Hannah Woolf

Manager: Sharon Melville

Association Awards – Under 15 Girls
Name

Club

Award

Figures

Gemma Lacey

Wakehurst

Junior Cricketer of the Year

65.6 points

Ruby Gruber

Peninsula

Batting Average

53.33

Hannah Woolf

Forest District

Batting Aggregate

213 runs

Hannah Woolf

Forest District

Highest Score

43*

Laura Judson

Wakehurst

Bowling Average

5.63 ##

Laura Judson

Wakehurst

Bowling Aggregate

16 wickets ##

Lauren Turner
Kate Salmon

Forest District
Forest District

Best Bowling Figures

3/2 from 2 overs
3/2 from 3 overs

## MWJCA record
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The Bob Lind Cup
Under 15 Division 1
Premiers: ST. AUGUSTINES “Gold”
Jess Conners
Joshua Cooper
Mitchell Gilligan

Alex Greig
Tyler Inchley
Charlie Johnston

Hunter McLennan
Benjamin Paddison
Max Pengelly

Toby Seward
Liam Toole
Hayden Williams

Coach: Steve Conners

Association Awards – Under 15 Division 1
Name

Club

Award

Figures

Josh Cooper

St. Augustines

Junior Cricketer of the Year

86.8 points

Josh Cooper

St. Augustines

Batting Average

51.0

Josh Cooper

St. Augustines

Batting Aggregate

408 runs

Jackson Griffiths

Collaroy Plateau

Highest Score

100*

Hayden Williams

St. Augustines

Bowling Average

5.42

Hayden Williams

St. Augustines

Bowling Aggregate

24 wickets

Mitchell Norton

Wakehurst

Best Bowling Figures

5/6 from 5 overs
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Under 15 Division 2
Premiers: ST. AUGUSTINES “White”
Charlie Adams
Jimmy Brown
Charlie Edgeworth

Alexander Gale
Travis Hamann
Joshua Hemsworth

Sam Odell
Angus Pepar
Samuel Phelps

Cole Van-de-Water
Thomas Webster
Max Westbury

Coach: Andrew Pepar

Association Awards – Under 15 Division 2
Name

Club

Award

Figures

Tristan Acord

Peninsula

Junior Cricketer of the Year

107.4 points

Tristan Acord

Peninsula

Batting Average

46.0

Tristan Acord

Peninsula

Batting Aggregate

414 runs

Tristan Acord

Peninsula

Highest Score

128* ##

James Pholi

Peninsula

Bowling Average

5.58

Sienna James

Harbord

Bowling Aggregate

20 wickets

James Pholi

Peninsula

Best Bowling Figures

5/5 from 4 overs ##

## MWJCA record
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The Tony Rainey Cup
Under 16-18 Division 1
Premiers: ST. AUGUSTINES “Gold”
Jack Berry
Joshua Blank
Joshua Bortolussi
Jordan Brewster

Ky Broome
Jack Chick
Samuel Gartner
Cooper Hatvany

Coach: James Scholtens

Oscar Lucius
Luke Morley
Dominic Murphy
Jake Osborne

Lincoln Waller

Manager: Sean Gartner

Association Awards – Under 16-18 Division 1
Name

Club

Award

Figures

Ky Broome

St. Augustines

Junior Cricketer of the Year

90.7 points

Ky Broome

St. Augustines

Batting Average

41.70

Ky Broome

St. Augustines

Batting Aggregate

417 runs

Evan Dunnachie

Harbord

Highest Score

104*

Cooper Hatvany

St. Augustines

Bowling Average

9.89

Lincoln Waller

St. Augustines

Bowling Aggregate

26 wickets

Daniel Flew

Beacon Hill

Best Bowling Figures

5/9 from 4 overs
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Under 16-18 Division 2
Premiers: CROMER “Kookaburras”
Hugh Arundel
Jet Baker
Mackenzie Brus
Patrick Campbell

Michael Chambers
Nicholas Chambers
Joel Ellul
Kai Holland

Coaches: Duncan Weller, Nathan Parr

William Kennedy
Nicholas Rushton
Kieran Wan
Michael Wan

Manager: Dorothy Kennedy

Association Awards – Under 16-18 Division 2
Name

Club

Award

Figures

Patrick Campbell

Cromer

Junior Cricketer of the Year

77.9 points

Joshua Overton

St. Pius X

Batting Average

66.57 ##

Joshua Overton

St. Pius X

Batting Aggregate

466 runs ##

Ethan Brown

Forest District

Highest Score

152* ##

Patrick Campbell
Darcy Fleming

Cromer
Collaroy Plateau

Bowling Average

8.81

Nicholas Chambers

Cromer

Bowling Aggregate

25 wickets

Nicholas Chambers

Cromer

Best Bowling Figures

6/22 from 9 overs

## MWJCA record
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Representative Chairman’s Report 2018/19
What an honor it is to be the Representative Chairman MWJCA.
It was another great season.
The Manly Warringah Junior Cricket Association’s
Representative Cricket program is very demanding and requires
dedication, teamwork and a significant commitment.
Representing Manly at Rep cricket is the highlight of our player’s junior cricketing days
– especially as it involves playing in possibly the toughest and most demanding junior
cricket competition in Australia. With the help of a large number of dedicated people,
both on and off the Representative Committee, Manly fielded 14 teams compete
across age groups from Under 11 through to Under 16 - eight in the NSW Cricket DCA
competition (six boy’s teams and two girl’s teams) and a further six boy’s teams in the
IDCA Presidents Cup development competition. Teams also represented Manly in
various country carnivals. Congratulations to all involved.
2018/19 was another successful for Manly Warringah where we won 5 competitions Under 11 DCA, Under 11 Presidents Cup, Under 12 Presidents Cup and Under 16
Presidents Cup. Also, the Under 13 DCA won the Ballina Carnival. We were also
successful in being joint winners with North Shore for the overall Presidents Cup.
Both under 11 teams won their competitions undefeated which is an outstanding
achievement - the history books are being search to see if any association has
achieved this in one age group. The Under 12 Presidents Cup were also undefeated
claiming the title and deservedly named winners of the Errol Cranney Presidents Cup
Team Award, with the Under 11 DCA team named winners of the Mike Pawley DCA
Team award. The Under 16 Presidents Cup finished their rep playing careers winning
the final in comprehensive fashion.
The under 15 Margaret Peden girls team and the under 14 DCA boys team were also
outstanding with both teams making the
semi-finals. To finish in the top four of a DCA
competition is a great result. While the Under
13 DCA boys did not lose a 50 over match the
two T20 matches proved costly in the
competition restructure. In seasons past they
would have finished the rounds undefeated their talent was however rewarded with them
winning the Ballina Carnival
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The on field performances of
the boys and girls saw 14 of our
Manly rep players selected by
Cricket NSW for the State
Challenge. six from the under
13 DCA Boys, two from the
under 13 DCA girls, one from
the under 15 DCA girls, four
from the under 14 DCA boys
and one from Under 15 DCA
boys.
Manly also have a huge
presence at the Girls and Boys
State Primary Schools Championships. Another great achievement by Manly Cricket
Special mention should be made of the outstanding achievements at a state level of
Andrew Boulton and Joel Davies. Andrew was selected for the NSW team which
competed in the National Primary Schools Championships in Perth, December 2018.
Joel was selected as the Captain of NSW team which competed in the under 15
National Championships on the Sunshine Coach in February 2019. Andrew was top
aggregate run scorer for the National Primary Schools Championship and Joel was the
top aggregate run scorer for the National under 15 Championship. An outstanding
achievement by two wonderful cricketers and great boys, and a great achievement for
Manly Cricket.
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We had five players win individual awards for their performances in their respective
DCA and IDCA competitions. Jess Mulcahy won the batting award for the NSW DCA
U13 Mollie Dive. We had four winners of individual awards in the Presidents Cup
competition. Will Toohey won the under 11 batting award, Bailey Foster won the
under 13 batting award, Cameron Frost won the under 14 bowling award and Ben
Eady won the under 15 bowling award. Congratulations on outstanding seasons.
Congratulations and thanks to all the players for all their performances on the field
and their behaviour, attitude and upholding the good name of Manly both on and off
the field.
The 2018/19 season is the final season of Junior Rep Cricket for some of the girls in the
Under 15 DCA and the boys in the 16 DCA and Presidents Cup teams. Thank you for all
your service to Manly Junior rep cricket and we wish you well in your cricketing future.
To Phil Munting (U16 DCA), Ross Trewartha (U16 Presidents Cup) and Simon
Waddington (U15 DCA girls) along with all the managers, thank you for all your work
over previous seasons and we look forward to seeing you again at some point in the
future.
The rep games would not be possible without the selfless work of all the parents
driving the kids to training and matches and putting together the lunches Manly are
renowned for - we thank you for your dedication in helping your sons and daughters
play this great game.
Manly Rep Cricket does not exist without the hard work of a number of people. The
executive Committee, David Nimmo, Toby Horstead, Adrian Molloy, Rachel Chick and
Fiona Brewster do all the hard the work running the association and provide me with
endless support.
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An unsung person behind the reps is Stephen Baldwin who handles the internet and
social media. Stephen posts squad selections, weekly match reports and stories of
achievement. Thanks Steve.
Manly Rep Cricket starts at the clubs. All the hard work of the committees of each
club, coaches and managers provide the talent that fill the rep teams. Thanks to all the
people involved with running the clubs.
The success of the Junior Rep Program is thanks to the wonderful people who make up
the Rep Committee. Heather Eady, David Ryals, Ross Denny, Scott Brewster, Kev
Davies, Scott Osborne, Adrian Molloy and Andrew Cawsey. Without these people, we
could not get the players on the field.
Errol Cranney umpire guru of NSW, coordinates all the umpires for the Junior Rep
matches. Without Errol, we do not get teams onto the field. Thanks Errol.
This year we welcomed a new major sponsor. Styleness have come on board and
Vanessa and Anthony Johnson are great supporters of Manly Cricket. Thanks Anthony
and Vanessa for support and we look forward to a continuing relationship. Our other
great sponsors are Manly Warringah District Cricket Club, Red Property, FinVu and
Mike Pawley Sports. Thank you all for your support.
Fourteen teams require a lot of hard work of all the coaches and managers who are all
passionate and committed to the jobs they do. Thank you for all your hard work.
This year all the Junior rep wicket keepers undertook training with First Grade Captain
and Sydney Thunder’s Jay Lenton. Jay is very passionate about wicket keeping and a
great coach. Thanks Jay for your great work.
Manly Warringah Cricket has a Pathways Program that is the yard stick for all other
Cricket Districts. Roy Vumbaca, Pathways Manager does an outstanding job and is a
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great support of mine. David Gainsford, head coach of the Green Shield and MWDCC
Deputy President also provides me with great support. Both David and Roy are very in
touch the boys Junior Rep Players and Coaches which makes the Pathway model such
a success. Roy also organized and ran a training night for all the rep coaches with Phil
Marks (MWDCC Assistant Coach) and David Gardiner (MWDCC Fielding Coach)
providing guidance and knowledge which was a great success and well received by all
the coaches and managers.
Thanks also to Ross Denny and Simon Waddington who are developing the Girls
Pathway. This was another monumental season for female cricket in Manly. With the
success of girl’s cricket at a club and now rep level, and the achievements of girls
making various other representative teams, Manly-Warringah District Cricket Club
now have a pathway for Women’s cricket on the Northern Beaches with MWDCC
entering teams into the prestigious Under 18 Brewer Shield competition, 3 rd grade
Women’s Premier cricket and an inaugural Under 15 Premier cricket competition.
These teams were made up of players from our past and present Mollie Dive and
Margaret Peden junior rep teams.
The local senior men’s Competition (MWCA), Warringah Cricket Club (Shires) and
Manly-Warringah Premier Cricket Club provide wonderful support to the Junior Reps
everyone involve in those three groups make the Pathways Program a success and
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give the girls and boys a future beyond Junior Cricket.
Another special mention to Joel Mason (MWDCC) and his social media team. Joel and
his team post the achievements of the Juniors, making the Manly Cricket family the
envy of all other associations.
A number of players who have been through the Junior Rep Program have achieved
great results. Mickey Edwards and Jack Edwards selected in the NSW Sheffield Shield,
NSW One Day teams and Sydney Sixers. Congratulations to Jack Edwards named NSW
One Day player of the year.
Ollie Davies was selected as Captain of the NSW under 19 team and had a wonderful
national championship which resulted in selection in the Australian under 19 team.
Ollie Captained the Australian team for one match on the Sri Lankan tour.
It is truly an honour to be the Rep Chairman of such a wonderful organisation.
Blake Cousemacker
MWJCA Representative Chairman

1979 Cawsey Shield capping night held at the prestigious Mona Vale Hospital cafeteria
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The Mike Pawley DCA Representative Award
For the most outstanding DCA Junior Representative Team of the season
Season

Team

2004/05

Under 10 DCA Foster Shield

2005/06

Under 14 DCA Moore Shield
Under 11 DCA Creak Shield

2008/09

Under 15 DCA Weblin Shield

2009/10

Under 15 DCA Weblin Shield
Under 16 DCA Watson Shield

2010/11

Under 14 President’s Cup

2011/12

Under 15 DCA Weblin Shield

2012/13

Under 13 DCA Gee Shield

2013/14

Under 14 DCA Moore Shield
Under 11 DCA Creak Shield

2014/15

Under 15 DCA Weblin Shield

2015/16

Under 13 DCA Gee Shield

2016/17 Under 12 DCA Cawsey Shield
2017/18

Under 11 DCA Creak Shield

2018/19

Under 11 DCA Creak Shield
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MWJCA Representative Player of the Year Awards
Under 11 Creak Shield

Harley Cruickshank

Under 11 Presidents Cup

Will Toohey

Under 12 Cawsey Shield

Tom Molloy

Under 12 President’s Cup

Under 13 Mollie Dive Shield
Under 13 Gee Shield

Oliver Goldsworthy

Chloe Osborne
Andrew Boulton

Under 13 President’s Cup

Bailey Foster

Under 14 Moore Shield

Toby Mallon

Under 14 President’s Cup

Under 15 Margaret Peden Shield
Under 15 Weblin Shield

Ollie Kantor-Smith

Jessica Mulcahy
Joel Davies

Under 15 President’s Cup

Ben Eady

Under 16 Watson Shield

Lachlan Trewartha

Under 16 President’s Cup

Liam Chang
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2018/19 Under 13 Mollie Dive Shield Report

Mollie Dive Shield Chloe Osborne (captain), Ruby Gruber (vice-captain), Kate
Team: Salmon (vice-captain), Caitlin du Preez, Eliza Henry, Emily
Horstead, Ellie James, Jazzy James, Laura Judson, Ashleigh
Karcher, Maya Nicey, Lulu Ryals
Filled in: Sophia Chick, Jaime Loh
Coaches: Ross Denny, Scott Osborne
Assistant Coach: Danny LeMoy
Managers: Anthony and Amanda Nicey
Scorer: Toby Horstead
Player of the Year: Chloe Osborne
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Season 2018/19 was one the Manly Mollie Dive girls should be very proud of.
Although the season did not finish the way the Mollie Dive girls and supporters would
have liked and hoped there were still many wonderful achievements. The cricket and
attitude was at a very high standard. Having formed a new team around a core of girls
that played Mollie Dive for the last couple of season, success for this team is not just
measured by game results / overall position, but more personal development,
commitment and most importantly enjoyment, and in these areas the girls have
excelled.
The Mollie Dive girls started their pre-season back in July, and from our first session
together the girls trained or played together every week for the following 16
consecutive weeks. The level of commitment, enthusiasm and overall dedication the
girls displayed was remarkable. As their cricketing skills progressed so too did the
willingness to support and look after each other, not to mention their bond and
friendships. The weekend soon became much more than cricket, but more a
wonderful opportunity to catch up with all. This is a credit to the girls and the way they
all approach the game.
Off the back of a Grand Final appearance for this team the season before there was
expectation to perform and they did not disappoint. As the season progressed it
became very clear that the pools were not ideal as we found ourselves in the stronger
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half. Reflecting back, our second round loss to Sutherland was the one that got away.
After the first 4 rounds of the competition we found ourselves on top of our pool,
however we knew that if we didn’t win our round 5 game against North Shore we
were going to miss out on a semi-final spot altogether. A tough last game considering
we started the game on top of our pool. As it went, we feel short that game and
missed out on progressing. Never the less I’m sure we will be better for it.
Our season was special in so many ways, it signaled the end of an era as the Mollie
Dive team says goodbye to 4 of our top 5 most experienced Mollie Dive players. For
Chloe, Kate, Lulu & Ellie they had combined a total of 66 games spanning over the last
3 seasons. For all the other players, it was the start of their rep careers representing
Manly.

Our Pre-Seasons Highlights:
 Playing our U15 Margaret Peden side three times as part of our pre-season
 Kookaburra Cup Grand Final Appearance, going down to our very own U15
Margaret Peden side.
 Scoring the most runs from 6 games at the Kookaburra Cup, 119 more than the
next best being our u15 Manly team.
 Spending a total of 11 consecutive weekends training/playing hard together in
preparation for round 1, including a fun filled trip to Canberra
 We had a record 10 players selected in the CNSW Cricket Academy
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Our Mollie Dive Season Achievements / Highlights:
 Highest Mollie Dive Score Ever by Manly, with 6 for 190 off 30 overs (round 3
against Canterbury & Western Suburbs)
 Ellie James with 6/22, First 5 for and best ever Manly Mollie Dive Bowling
Figures plus 4 th best overall since competition started
 Chloe Osborne and Eliza Henry with highest seventh wicket partnerships of 82
for any team in Mollie Dive history
 Lulu Ryals and Kate Salmon with highest second wicket partnership of 79 for
Mollie Dive Manly team
 Kate Salmon and Chloe Osborne with an equalling highest third wicket
partnership of 74 for Mollie Dive Manly team
 The James sisters opening the batting together, Ellie & Jazzy sent in creating the
perfect photo opportunity
 Chloe Osborne with two 50’s in only 4 innings
 Kate and Chloe both selected in inaugural girls Under 13 State Challenge, Sydney
Metro Magenta team
Mollie Dive Leading Run Scorers:
 Chloe Osborne with 143 runs @ 47.7
 Lulu Ryals with 81 runs @ 20.2
 Kate Salmon with 78 runs @ 19.5
Mollie Dive Leading Wicket Takers:
 Ellie James with 8 wickets @ 5.6
 Maya Nicey with 7 wickets @ 8.4
 Chloe Osborne with 5 wickets @ 9.6
Congratulations to Our Mollie Dive Player of the Year: Chloe Osborne
Mollie Dive Competition Results
3 Wins, 2 Losses ending third in our pool
Round 1:
Round 2:

Round 3:

Manly 6/136 off 30 Overs (C Osborne 63no, K Salmon 16, E Henry 15no)
defeated Newcastle 61 (E James 6/22, M Nicey 2/11, K Salmon 1/10)
Manly 10/80 off 23.3 Overs (L Ryals 21, C Osborne 14, K Salmon 10, R
Gruber 10) defeated by Sutherland 6/81 off 23.3 overs (M Nicey 2/10, C
Osborne 1/10, E James 1/11)
Manly 6/190 off 30 Overs (C Osborne 61, K Salmon 48, L Ryals 33)
defeated Canterbury and Western Suburbs 7/105 off 30 overs (E Henry
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Round 4:

Round 5:

2/14, J James 1/6, L Ryals 1/8)
Manly 1/19 off 2 overs (E James 8) defeated Hornsby Ku-ring-gai 10/18
off 15 overs (M Nicey 3/3, L Ryals 3/3, C du Preez 1/2, K Salmon 1/5, C
Osborne 1/5)
Manly 9/93 off 30 Overs (L Ryals 20, E Henry 14, E Horstead 10, A Karcher
10no) defeated by North Shore 3/94 off 25 overs (C Osborne 2/12, E
James 1/12)

Player Profiles:
Chloe Osborne (Captain)
CNSW Academy Squad Member, U13 State Challenge Sydney Metro Magenta Team,
MWDCC U18 Brewer Shield Team
Chloe had a season to remember, as Captain Chloe lead from the front in all areas of
the game and her contributions were exceptional. As the leading batter for the team,
Chloe scored an impressive 147 runs @ 47.7 with a strike rate of over 114. With 2
fifties for the season including high scores of 63 not out and 61. Her consistency and
ability to hit the ball hard, and scoring more than a run a ball, meant that she often put
us in match winning situations - the 63no was off just 50 balls. Chloe was also involved
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in a couple of record breaking partnerships, including the highest all time DCA 7th
wicket partnership, with the previous record being set back in season 1998/99. Chloe’s
dominant Mollie Dive season was no different to her Kookaburra Cup form where she
scored 34no, 25no and 20no. With the ball, Chloe finished with 5 wickets @ 9.6 our
3nd highest wicket taker. Always up for a challenge, Chloe was the best of our bowlers
in our sudden death round 5 game against North Shore with figures of 2/12. After
three successful seasons in Mollie Dive, Chloe now leads the way with 15 wickets as
the highest all time Manly Mollie Dive player and 5th best all time DCA player in Mollie
Dive history, not a bad effort considering she is 3rd on the Manly all-time run scoring
list for the Mollie Dive team as well. Chloe continues to develop her knowledge of the
game as she captained the side through a very successful season. Chloe should be
more than pleased of her contributions and the way she lead the team. Well done
Chloe on an exceptional and memorable season. A clear winner of the Player of the
Season award.
Kate Salmon (vice-captain)
CNSW Academy Squad Member, U13 State Challenge Sydney Metro Magenta Team,
MWDCC U18 Brewer Shield Team
Kate is enormously talented in all aspects of her cricket. After a strong Kookaburra Cup
with the bat and ball, Kate finished the Mollie Dive season as the third highest run
scorer with an average @ 19.5, her best was in round 3, scoring 48 runs. It was that
innings where Kate was involved in two Manly record breaking partnerships, 79 runs
for the 2nd wicket and 74 for the 3 rd wicket. The records with the bat did not stop
there, Kate finishing the season on top of the all-time run scorers for the Manly Mollie
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Dive team with 244 runs, after three very successful seasons in the team. As our first
change bowler, Kate bowled consistently well in all games, maintaining a tight line and
length. She was without luck but still managed an economical rate of 2.66 runs per
over that went a long way to our seasons success. With figures of 4/8 at the
Kookaburra Cup, Kate is clearly a talented all-rounder than can influence the game
with both bat and ball. Well done Kate on three wonderful years in the Mollie Dive
team.

Ruby Gruber (vice-captain)
CNSW Academy Squad Member, MWDCC U18 Brewer Shield Team, MWDCC U15
Premier Cricket Team, PSSA Sydney North Team
Ruby’s value to the team both on and off the field is enormous. As our regular keeper
in the team and very handy with the bat she was often in the match. There are various
roles in successful teams - Ruby leads the charge on the field, looking after her mates
and making sure the team is at their best. To Ruby’s credit, her contributions did not
stop there - with the bat it was Ruby’s innings against Sutherland that highlighted to all
what she is capable of. Adding some much needed spark with a late dominant display
scoring 10 off only 15 balls before being run out. As a keeper, Ruby excels, a very safe
pair of hands gave our girls the ability to play without the backstop. It was in the same
game against Sutherland where Ruby effected a run out plus a wonderful diving catch,
up close to the stumps off our spin bowler Maya. A hard catch for even the most
experienced keeper, behind the stumps Ruby displays the confidence and skill beyond
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her years, not to mention her ability to maintain a lively chat (like all good keepers).
Thanks Ruby for your huge impact to our huge season!
Caitlin du Preez
MWDCC U15 Premier Cricket Team
The improvement in Caitlin’s bowling is one of the highlights of the season. As the
season progressed, Caitlin was one of the most talked about bowlers in the team. With
an impressive economy rate of just 2.55 runs per over Caitlin finished the season with
the most number of maiden overs, applying pressure to all opposition batters. Caitlin’s
best was against Hornsby in round 4 - after her 3 overs she ended up with her first
Mollie Dive wicket for just 2 runs. When Caitlin was at her best, she would bowl stump
to stump leaving the opposition with few scoring options. Whilst wicket-less again
Canterbury & Western Suburbs, Caitlin bowled three maiden overs in a row early in
their run chase placing the Manly girls well ahead and on path to another
victory. Caitlin had limited opportunities with the bat, however as her first season in
reps, the experience will position Caitlin well with both bat and ball for seasons to
come.
Eliza Henry
CNSW Academy Squad Member, MWDCC U15 Premier Cricket Team, PSSA Sydney
North Team
Eliza is one of those players that creates impact on each game with her consistent
performance, energy and positivity. As one of the smallest girls in the team she was
soon known as the ‘Pocket Rocket’ with her explosive approach. A gifted all-rounder,
Eliza will succeed in all areas in future season to come. Her determination is
unmatched and she is willing to accommodate the different positions and roles as the
team’s needs continue to change. Very impressive given Eliza was another of our
younger girls playing up. Her innings in round 1 was one of highlights of the season,
with the team in trouble at 6/54, batting at no. 8 Eliza scored an unbeaten 15,
combining in a record-breaking partnership of 82. In round 5, again when the team
was behind, Eliza scored an impressive 14 before being run out, which is an unusual
dismissal for Eliza who finds the crease quicker than anyone with her trademark
dive. With the ball, Eliza bowls beyond her size and years - with limited opportunities
this season, Eliza did not disappoint. Taking 2/14 off her only 4 overs, an average of
just 7. No doubt her bowling will feature in seasons to come. Her contributions and
team first attitude is something that she should be very proud of. The coaching staff
and her mates certainly noticed it. Thanks Eliza for a wonderful season and well done
on that record-breaking partnership.
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Emily Horstead
CNSW Academy Squad Member, MWDCC U15 Premier Cricket Team, PSSA Polding
Team (captain)
Another one of our young stars, Emily was given the challenging role as the opening
batter. Emily continuously got the team off to a positive start, often scoring runs in the
first couple of overs setting the tone for the remainder of the innings as well as placing
the opponents under immediate pressure. Emily saved her best to last, as she shared
in an opening first wicket partnership of 42 runs with Lulu in Round 5. A talented allrounder, Emily secured her maiden Mollie Dive wicket, ending with figures of 1/11 as
well as effecting a very memorable run out from fine leg off the very first ball of the
innings. The experience gained this season will place Emily well for a strong second
year in the Mollie Dive team.
Ellie James
CNSW Academy Squad Member, MWDCC U18 Brewer Shield Team, MWDCC U15
Premier Cricket Team
A mixed season for Ellie with illness playing a huge part in what was looking like a big
year, especially after Ellie’s round 1 bowling performance. A talented all-rounder who
has the ability to dominate the game with bat or ball, it was with the ball in round 1
where Ellie left her mark. Ending the day with bowling figures of 6/22 off 4 overs, with
5 of her 6 wickets being cleaned bowled and her last 5 wickets for just 2 runs. Ellie’s
efforts returned the best ever figures for a Manly Mollie Dive player as well as the 4th
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best figures ever in the history of the Mollie Dive comp. After a strong Kookaburra Cup
with scores of 19no, 14no and 14no Ellie, to her own high standards would be
disappointed with her batting in the Mollie Dive comp, the combination of illness and
a very short run chase in round 4 really left her with limited opportunities. In fact, in
our round 4 clash where the team was chasing only 19, Ellie reminded all of her ability
to dominate dispatching two of the first three balls to the boundary. A talented
cricketer, who also made a positive impact to all her team mates, both on and off the
field. Well done Ellie.
Jazzy James
CNSW Academy Squad Member, MWDCC U15 Premier Cricket Team
Jazzy is an excellent team player and as our youngest player, has a big future with the
Manly Mollie Dive Team. With the bat, Jazzy provided spark and energy to the team
with her confidence in taking the quick singles. Her best with the bat was during the
Kookaburra Cup carnival when she scored 20no and 16, as well as her not out innings
in the run chase of just 19 after opening the innings with big sister Ellie. With the ball,
Jazzy is developing into a strong bowler who hits the deck hard. With limited
opportunities this season, which will no doubt change in the future years, Jazzy’s best
with the ball was in round 3 where she collected her first Manly Mollie Dive wicket for
just 6 runs. Jazzy’s willingness to put the team first and play her role is something that
was extremely appreciated and noticed by all. As one of the youngest members of the
team, Jazzy should be pleased with her development and can look forward to a big
future representing Manly.
Laura Judson
CNSW Academy Squad Member, MWDCC U18 Brewer Shield Team
Laura’s potential, especially with the ball in hand is enormous. As our opening fast
bowler, she unfortunately had limited opportunities with sickness in round 1 and
injury ruling her out of our round 3 match. We missed Laura being at her best but
know she will be back for a bigger and better season next year. With the ball this year,
Laura still returned the best economy in the team, @ just 2.5 runs per over, in a 30
over game format the economy rate is highly respected. A hard working cricketer, it
was just Laura’s first season of representative cricket and she learnt a lot about her
game, which we are confident will position her well for continuous growth and
improvement. Dominance at this levels is not too far away.
Ashleigh Karcher
CNSW Academy Squad Member
Ash continues to develop her game, and as the season progressed so too did Ash’s
confidence to play a few more scoring shots. It wasn’t until Round 5 where Ash took
the lead role in a much needed 30 run partnership for the team, ending up not out in
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that game and reminding all of her ability to be able to hit the ball hard. In the field
Ash has a safe pair of hands, taking several catches at point, plus as our second keeper
she did not disappoint when given an opportunity in round 3, taking her first wicket
keeping dismal with a sharp caught behind dismissing the opposition’s best batter. We
look forward to watching Ash build on her impressive round five innings in future
seasons to come.
Maya Nicey
CNSW Academy Squad Member, MWDCC U15 Premier Cricket Team, PSSA Polding
Team (vice-captain)
As our left arm spin bowler, Maya was able to make an impact in most games. With
figures of 3/3, 2/10 and 2/11 she should be proud and pleased with her contributions,
ending the season as our second highest wicket taker with an impressive average of
just 8.4 runs per wicket. With the bat, Maya’s confidence grew throughout the season,
and when alongside Jazzy consistently upped the team’s tempo with aggressive
running between the wickets, always looking for the quick single. Her best with the bat
was 17no in the Kookaburra Cup Carnival. We look forward to watching Maya in
seasons to come challenging the best batters with her left arm spin.
Lulu Ryals
PSSA Sydney North Team (captain)
A third season for Lulu in the Mollie Dive
team, Lulu did not disappoint. As the
second highest run scorer for the season
with 81 runs at 20.2 Lulu had an
impressive season. As opener, Lulu often
got the team off to a positive start with
her consistency returning scores of 33, 21
and 20 - two of those innings were a
personal best, her 33 included a highest
ever 2nd wicket partnership for the Manly
Mollie Dive team of 79 runs and her 21 in
round 2 was off only 23 balls. Her ability
to hit the ball into the gaps and rotate
the strike was a main part of her
success. With the ball, Lulu also finished
strongly, with a total of 4 wickets, Lulu’s
best was in round three where she took 3
wickets for just 3 runs. Well done Lulu for
a very strong final season with the Manly
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Mollie Dive team as well as some strong Kookaburra Cup performances.
Shadow Players
A huge thanks to the following payers who played important roles along our journey.
Sophia Chick (Round 1), and Jaime Loh (Round 3 and 4) not only left an impression
with their skills but also the way they committed themselves to assist, support and
train alongside the team, Jaime effecting a run out against Canterbury & Western
Suburbs to help close out our win. On behalf of all the team, thanks for helping us out.
Lastly to the support team, thanks to all the parents who played an important role in
helping with the scoring, umpiring, cooking and most importantly supporting.
We sincerely hope everyone enjoyed the opportunity to be part of the team. We have
no doubt the girls formed some wonderful friendships and shared some special
memories. Well done girls on the commitment you made to each other, your
continuous efforts and of course your improvements. The cricket played was
outstanding, and the fun we had was even better. The coming seasons look really
promising for Manly with this group of girls.
Thanks Ross, Scott, Anthony and Danny
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2018/19 Under 15 Margaret Peden Shield Report

Margaret Peden Shield Robyn Medley (captain), Breanna Henry, Sienna James,
Team: Gemma Lacey, Jessica Manning, Chelsea McLerie, Abbey
Melville, Jessica Mulcahy, Mia Nel, Amelia Sim, Jasmin
Wilson, Hannah Woolf
Filled in: Chloe Osborne
Coach: Simon Waddington
Manager: Sharon Lacey
Scorer: Brendan James
Player of the Year: Jessica Mulcahy
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2018/19 DCA Margaret Peden Shield Semi Finalists
MWJCA U15 girls finished 2 th in our pool reaching the semi-finals for the first time. This
is the 3rd year of our involvement in this competition and we have improved our
position each time. We won 3 of our 5 pool games and went through ahead of
Newcastle on Net Run Rate losing to the strong ACT team in the semi-final.
Congratulations to ACT for going on to win the grand final.
Many of our team played in the 2017-18 Manly Brewer Shield team last season and
this additional experience playing on turf against strong opponents was evident in the
increased confidence levels of the team. There were a number of strong individual
performances such as Jess Mulcahy’s brilliant 102 not out against Illawarra but the real
strength of the team was its depth particularly in our bowling. We made a significant
improvement in reducing the number of no balls and wides this season which enabled
us to put increased pressure on opposition batting line ups.
We had a strong pre-season and everyone contributed at various times throughout
the short season and our high level of fielding and catching complemented our strong
bowling attack.
Robyn Medley was a natural choice for captain after doing a great job leading the
Manly Brewer Shield team last year. She promoted a competitive but inclusive
environment and led from the front whether it was with the bat or ball. After a strong
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season last year, Robyn is probably
disappointed in not getting any really big
scores this season but played some very
important innings nonetheless.
Jessica Mulcahy was the leading run scorer
for the whole competition which is a
fantastic achievement. She was ever reliable
with the bat always looking to get on the
front foot. Her bowling also improved
greatly as she found a bit of extra pace in the
pre-season to add to her good control.
Sienna James moved to off spin and can
generate some really good revs on the ball.
She had a number of batters mesmerised by
her flight and turn off the wicket. She was
our equal leading wicket taker with Jess
Mulcahy. Her highlight with the bat was a
game changing 35 off 27 balls against
Canterbury-Western Suburbs.
Hannah Woolf was very consistent behind
the stumps and a great motivator in the
field. Hannah has a great positive attitude and put up her hand to open the batting
achieving two scores in the 20s to get us off to a great start.
Jasmin Wilson had limited opportunities with the bat but shows some steady
progress. Jasmin’s outswinger continues to trouble batters and take wickets.
Gemma Lacey started and finished the season well but is very much a confidence
player. Once she locks in some minor changes to her action her pace and swing will
return. Similarly, her confidence is currently limiting her results with the bat as she
definitely has the potential to make bigger scores.
Amelia Sim opened the bowling most games and bowls with good pace. Unlucky at
times not to get more wickets but was very economical. Her batting continues to
improve as she starts to increase her range of scoring shots.
Chelsea McLerie is the other half of our regular opening bowling attack. Chelsea
bowled accurately at a good pace to put the opposition immediately on the back foot
and can do some damage when she gets the seam upright.
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Abbey Melville changed to off-spin in the pre-season and showed great control. She
didn’t spin the ball a long way and didn’t pick up many wickets but bowled very
accurately demanding respect from the opposition batters.
Mia Nel is a great team player. Happy to put up her hand and open the batting when
needed. She did a great job in Wollongong getting us to a 50 run opening partnership.
Her bowling is also a match winner whether it be with her very accurate seamers or
occasional leg spinners.
Jessica Manning showed great improvement in her control with the ball this year.
When she gets her fast outswinger going, she is very difficult to face.
Breanna Henry showed her capabilities in our clash against the top Gordon side.
Breanna picked up 2 wickets and was our second top scorer in the match which shows
she is also capable of match winning performances.
Thank you to all the parents for their support, catering and ground set up each week
especially at home games and a very special thank you to Sharon Lacey for her great
job as manager of the team. Thanks also to Brendan James for scoring throughout the
season and Karen Wilson as catering manager.
The girls continue to improve and the energy and spirit of the girls throughout the
season continues to be a pleasure to be their coach. It is rewarding to see the big
smiles on their faces each week and their enthusiasm to learn and play cricket.
Congratulations to everyone for a great season.
Simon Waddington
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MWJCA 2018/19 Under 11 Season Report

DCA Team: Caleb Conners (captain), Matthew Melville (vice-captain),
Aidan Boulton, Zane Cassie, Harley Cruickshank, Angus
Greenland, Bill Martin, Lukas Overhoff, Flynn Pavely, Neo
Pressley, Arlo Thompson, Scott Tipton
Newcastle Carnival: Harry McCracken
President’s Cup Team: Tyrone Fender (captain), Harry McCracken (vice-captain),
Rohan Chang, Lachlan Coy, Matt Dixon, Robbie GrahamMcDowell, Luke Kennedy, Myles Nockolds, Julian Osbourne,
Luke Peters, Will Toohey, Keegan Webb
Filled in: Claude Remond, Sam Roche
Coaches: Chris Melville (DCA), Steve Conners (Assistant), Simon
Tipton (Assistant)
Regan McCracken (President’s Cup)
Managers: Nathan Cassie (DCA)
Shane Fender (President’s Cup)
Players of the Year: Harley Cruickshank (DCA)
Will Toohey (President’s Cup)
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DCA J.H. Creak Shield – Under 11
2018/19 DCA J.H. Creak Shield Undefeated Champions
Winners - The MIKE PAWLEY DCA Representative Award
for the most outstanding DCA Representative Team of the season

What a year for the boys, parents and coaches!!
We thought that we should be competitive but being our first year of reps, we didn’t
really know. However, by the time we won the Grand Final, by over 50 runs, and going
through the competition undefeated, we can safely say we did have a good little team
and we were competitive.
My congrats must go to the boys, who gelled into a team that never gave up and when
we asked them to lift, they did that. Whenever the team was challenged or there was
a moment in a game that we needed to win, we did. Full credit must go to the boys
who had a belief that they could win from anywhere or any situation.
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As coaches, we told the boys that the games were never about them but the team. We
asked them to put the team first when they were batting, bowling or fielding. We were
not playing for averages or stats, we were playing for our team and we were going to
contribute to the team each day. To each boy’s credit they did that. What was most
pleasing was the boys recognised selfless play by others and encouraged them.
Success for us also involved each boy enjoying the experience of playing
representative cricket and improving in one aspect of their game. I believe I can say
that each boy loved the experience of playing representative cricket and improved in
one thing. The bonus was that we won the competition whilst meeting these
objectives.
We as coaches and parents could not be prouder of a group of boys who just loved
playing with, and for, each other and that showed every week.
Season Summary
I believe that our trial match against Hornsby set the scene for a belief that took us to
the premiership. In the trial our top order batsmen showed the team that we could
compete at this level. The performance of our top order gave the team so much
confidence. We continued this form into round 1 where we defeated Northern
Districts quite comfortably.
The win in round 2 against North Shore (Defending Under 10’s premiers) showed that
our boys could now compete with the best in the competition. This game had many
ebbs and flows. North Shore had a strong bowling side and for the majority of the
innings we were looking like we would get 90-100 but somehow the boys managed to
get 136, which gave them a real boost and put North Shore on the back foot. The
momentum continued into the field where tight bowling and some good fielding
restricted North Shore to 1.5 to 2 runs an over until one partnership got North Shore
back into the game. With the boys staying positive, we got the break through and with
that North Shore were restricted to 123. This game we showed that we could fight
with both bat and ball, as well as in the field.
Game 3 v Hornsby was a game where we won not playing well. This win was down to
the boy’s belief and desire to win a game. We scored 123 and got Hornsby our for 109.
We had a tough start with the bat, but our middle order steadied and got us to a total
we believed that we could defend. Hornsby top order took them to 3-55 and we were
in a bit of trouble, but we managed to make the break through and from their turned
the screws and slowly suffocated them to be all out for 109 in the 38 th over. A great
win. Again, these boys just didn’t want to lose.
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Game 4 vs Parramatta, I would say, was the best win of the year. When going into the
competition, I was told you bat first and get 120 and you win. Well we didn’t bat first,
and Parramatta got 159 off their 40 overs, with one guy getting 100no. I thought we
were in a bit of trouble, silly me. Our batsmen were on song. An opening stand of 84
set a platform to attack and that we did. We lost a couple of quick wickets but that
didn’t stop us, and we got the runs with an over to spare. That game showed me that
again, no matter what situation we were put in, we would find a way to get out of it,
what a win. Parramatta coaches were stunned and said they couldn’t believe that run
chase and to tell you the truth, neither could I. Great win boys.
Game 5 vs Central Coast was a weird game. A game where we only got 107 but really
never looked like losing. The outfield was slow which meant that score was closer to
130. Again, our middle order helped us to get a score that was competitive This game
we bowled really well from the start. We got early wickets and just completely
suffocated Central Coast in the field which meant they only got 88.
QF vs Blacktown was a game we turned up and played well. We got 168 and they got
68, which really summed up how well we played with the bat, ball and in the field.
Semi Final vs South Eastern was our best performance in terms of fight. Batting first,
we were 7 for 64 and I was hoping to get 80 or 90, with our bowling and fielding
hopefully getting us home. Silly
me, our 8th and 9th wicket
partnerships took us to 115, all out
115. But again, this showed the
depth and belief in this team. We
had all the momentum, to the
point where Kev Davies said to me
you will win this and a parent who
shall remain nameless, Alex
Boulton, said we only needed 80.
South Eastern started well with
their opening partnership taking
them to 25 before the boys got the
first wicket. We continued to bowl
tight and field unbelievably well to
roll South Eastern for 60. Kev and
Alex were right, although Alex,
mate we only needed 70 😊. We
were paid a very big compliment
by the coaching staff of South
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Eastern who said they hadn’t seen a team bowl and field like that for this age before. I
was just so pleased that these boys fought and believed in each other that day.
Grand Final vs St George. Well we were 7 from 7 and had a great season and I was
wondering how the boys would react to the pressure of a final. The day started well
when we won the toss and batted. We got off to another good start (0-48) before a
little collapse saw us lose 4 wickets to be 4-64 and all the momentum with St George. I
was thinking how the boys would respond to this challenge, well actually quite nicely
as we ended up with a score of 152 off our 40 overs, a really good score but one that
we will need to bowl and field well to defend.
Like the semi, the boys were on fire from the start, picking up early wickets and just
applying the pressure with the bowling and fielding for the whole innings. Four run
outs showed how sharp we were in the field. We eventually got St George out for 95 in
the 32nd over and victory was ours. The only disappointment of the final was our final
wicket where a not named bowler, who loved, sometimes too much to bowl a slower
ball, bowled a slower ball and cleaned bowled the batter – Harley that is the only time
you are forgiven for bowling the slower ball.
Again, the team was paid a big compliment by the umpires who said our fielding was
at another level they hadn’t seen from such a young age group. We should be proud of
the compliments we received in the 3 big matches of the QF, SF and GF. That showed
me a lot about these boys.
Boys, our season can be summed up as a team of mates who fought and believed in
each other and loved playing together. Very proud of you all.
Individual summaries – I am not into stats, so I will just give commentary of how I saw
the boys contributed to a great team.
Angus “Guuuss” Greenland – Our rock of an opener and keeper, whose keeping just
got better as the season went on. Guuuss and Scotty gave us a platform most games
and was a key to us getting the scores we did. Guuuss’ calmness and relaxed nature
gave the rest of the boys so much confidence both on and off the field. Guuuss’ was a
key leader for this team. Yes Guuuss – you can call me Beachball.
Scott “Scotty” Tipton – The other Rock – refer above. Scotty’s was our biggest
improver in the field. He became such a reliable fielder, both in the air and on the
ground. Scotty’s positive on field talk was always an encouragement to the team.
Bill “Billy” Martin – Billy was our Aston Martin number 3 who when on song or not
running himself out would destroy attacks. Billy played some key innings for us that
helped set a belief of winning in the team. His carnival form in Newcastle showed us all
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how good of a bat he is and vital to our team. Billy also contributed with the ball by
getting some vital wickets.
Aidan “Aidos, Butter Chicken, Aids, Smiling Assassin” Boulton – Our youngest but that
didn’t show at all. Played some vital innings for us, non-more so than in the final when
he came in after 3 quick wickets and batted with so much maturity, that swung the
game back to us. His tight bowling had the opposition under pressure which often led
to wickets at the right time for us. His confidence grew as the season went on and was
a vital team player.
Neo “Elvis” Pressley – Neo played some good innings for us, highlighted by his innings
against North Shore which helped set up the win. His bowling in that game which kept
the screws on North Shore was also vital to the win. Neo is a good team man and was
ready to serve the team as he was needed.
Lukas “The Hoff” Overhoff – The Hoff was a key batsman for us. He played many vital
innings. The Hoff not only scored consistent runs but scored them quickly. His batting
turned games, no more so than in the semi and Grand Final where his innings were
vital to our win. The Hoff’s fielding was first class. A key member of our team that
helped us win the comp.
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Harley “Ice Man” Cruickshank – Harley became our Ice Man and played a significant
role for us with the bat and ball. His tight opening spells were a joy to watch while he
also played an important role when returning to bowl at the end of the innings. The
“Ice Man” played some vital innings for us, no more so than in the GF and against
Central Coast. Harley’s confidence grew as the season went on and in the end was a
key leader in our team.
Arlo “The Sheik of Tweak” Thompson – The Sheik of tweak was just that. He
bamboozled all opposition with his accuracy and flight. No team got on top of the
Sheik and he turned games for us either through getting a vital breakthrough or
putting the opposition run rate in reverse. Arlo is playing a year up, yet the way he
bowled, you would never had known. Arlo’s bowling gave his team mates so much
confidence.
Flynn “Errol” Pavely - Flynney was our big opening bowler who can hit a ball. When on
song, he was deadly, and this was shown in his spell against North Shore to break their
vital partnership. Flynney would bowl some spells that were just unplayable and too
good for the batsmen. Flynney’s positive chat and excitement for other team
member’s success, helped create a great team atmosphere and was one of the keys to
our success.
Zane “Smiley” Cassie – Smiley made some key breakthroughs for us during the season.
His wicket in the Grand Final was an absolute jaffa. His chat and encouragement on
the field was second to none. No matter what had happened to Smiley on the day he
would always be encouraging his mates right to the last ball.
Matthew “Buckets” Melville – Buckets was our VC and led the team with Captain
Caleb unbelievably well for his first season of reps. His constant encouragement of his
mates and his chat on and off the field showed his leadership qualities. Buckets had
limited chances with the bat but his innings in the semi to help us get to the score we
did was vital. Buckets’ ground fielding and catching was of a very high standard all the
way through the competition. He very much set the standard in the field.
Caleb “Love a chat or Captain Caleb” Conners – For his first year of captaining a side,
Captain Caleb did an amazing job. He was always encouraging and trying to keep his
players up for the whole game. He was thoughtful in his field placement and bowling
changes. Caleb, you should be very proud of how you led this team and how your
captaincy played a key role in the success of the team.
Caleb played some key innings for us, no more so than the trial where his innings gave
the team so much confidence. Caleb also bowled some key spells for us which pick up
some vital wickets.
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To the other coaches, Steve, Reg and Simon –
thank you, your passion and care for the boys
was evident for all to see. It was a true team
effort in the coaching department, and I was
grateful for the team of coaches we had.
Steve – your wisdom and willingness just to serve
and do what was needed was so appreciated –
thanks mate for everything you did for the team
and me.
Simon – I am so grateful for your servant heart
and passion for the boys. Nothing was too hard
for you and you just loved being around the
team. Your efforts in running our fielding drills,
led to the compliments we got in the finals.
Thanks so much.
Special thanks to Reg who was committed to
both the DCA and Pres Cup teams. It was a lot of
cricket and time away from the family but you
were always there and willing to help in anyway,
thanks so much.
To our Managers, Nath and Kez – you made my
life so simple and were always ahead of me to
ensure things were done and done well. Thank
you so much for your time and efforts in keeping me and the team organised
throughout the year.
To our scorers, Maggi, Lani and Adam – you were invaluable to our team and served
the team immensely through your scoring – it was greatly appreciated.
To our scribe Shanks, your reports were funny and entertaining and captured each
game perfectly. Thank you for all the effort and time you put into these. Thanks also
for the many photos that captured the games so well as well.
To Alex, Carol, Simon and Fiona, your previous rep experience was invaluable to me
and the team. Thank you for your willingness to share this with us.
To our Assistant coach Carol, if only I saw your potential earlier – what could have
been?? For an Irish lady, you are one funny lady, who took her assistant coach role
very seriously.
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To the Hoff’s – your can-do approach to everything was so appreciated. Nothing was a
bother to you and that was so appreciated.
To the Sheiks Parents, the Thommos, thanks for putting on the GF after-party, such a
great way to cap off the season. Simon still wants to know the whereabouts of Guuuss
from Sunday night to Tuesday morning.
To all parents – your support and encouragement of this team was so appreciated by
both the boys and coaches. As a group, it was such a positive and enjoyable
environment to be a part of, one I thoroughly enjoyed.
To Shane and the Pres Cup team, we vowed to make the under 11’s a squad and the
support shown by you and your parents to the DCA team clearly showed this. The
messages that we got before the finals were really appreciated by the boys – thanks so
much.
To Jacqui, you always let me do what I needed to do to coach this team. Thank you for
your unconditional support and understanding for me to do this role.
Great year boys, enjoy the off season.
Chris Melville (Coach)
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President’s Cup – Under 11 Colin Cooper Cup
2018/19 IDCA Colin Cooper Cup Undefeated Champions
The players and coaches of the Manly-Warringah Under 11 President’s Cup team are
extremely proud of their achievement of taking out the Colin Cooper Cup undefeated
in their first real season of competitive representative cricket.
There are seven games in a President’s Cup season and we thought that winning five
would be the minimum criteria for a good season, six wins would be great and seven
wins would certainly have to count as unforgettable.
This team really is a fantastic bunch of boys, all of whom have developed and
improved their game considerably over the course of the season. Back in August when
the teams were announced, the coaches decided that we would implement a ‘total
squad’ culture between DCA and President’s Cup by training together, watching each
other’s games whenever possible and generally aiming to improve as a unit.
I think this mission was definitely accomplished, with both teams winning their
respective competitions undefeated! They pushed each other hard at training and
there was an overall ‘team first’ culture whereby the boys really enjoyed the successes
of their team mates over the season as much as their own.
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The DCA coaches and managers (Chris Melville, Steve Conners, Nathan Cassie and
Simon Tipton) and a number of players were regular spectators at our games which
was much appreciated by all of the President’s Cup squad.
Whilst the boys remained undefeated for the whole season, they were confronted
with a variety of pressure situations. There were some comfortable victories on the
back of large first innings totals but defending a low score of 99 vs Blacktown and then
in the Grand Final vs Newcastle recovering from 6/24 to a defendable (and ultimately
match winning) score of 121 were two of those games that should give the boys belief
that they can win from ANY situation.

Every one of the boys contributed to the success of this season with the bat or ball but
ultimately it was our fielding that was the main differentiator to other teams. Our
overall energy, enthusiasm and the ability to take key catches when it mattered won
us this competition.
Representative cricket is a massive commitment and this year was a huge team effort
by our extended squad…the parents! There were many amazing contributions
throughout the season (too many to mention) but particular thanks must go to Jason
Coy, Pat Kennedy and Jason Chang who regularly put their hands up for scoring duties.
The efforts of the guys that baked out in the sun as square leg umpires (Mike Dixon,
Mike Webb, Andrew Toohey and Jeff Osbourne) are also very much appreciated.
A huge thanks to Shane Fender for doing the hardest job of all as team manager,
getting us organised each week with umpires, catering roster, balls, scores entry,
assistance at training just to name a few.
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Every single one of the parent group were in some way involved in catering, gazebo
construction, ground setup, coffee runs which really allowed the coaches to get the
boys focused and ready to play on game day.
A few end of season statistics highlight how well the team performed as a unit as well
as individually:





Manly had most wins:
Manly scored most runs:
Manly took (equal) most wickets:
Manly had the highest Net Run Rate:

7 (Undefeated)
996
64
1.4705

 Manly had 5 Batters in Top 20 Runs Aggregates
o Will Toohey:
198 (1st)
o Robbie Graham-McDowell:
138 (6th )
o Rohan Chang:
113 (10th )
o Luke Kennedy:
107 (13th )
o Tyrone Fender:
94 (16th )
 Manly had 5 Bowlers in Top 20 Wickets Aggregates
o Julian Osbourne:
11 (2nd)
o Lachlan Coy:
10 (Equal 3rd )
o Myles Nockolds:
9 (Equal 5th )
o Harry McCracken:
8 (Equal 12th )
o Luke Peters:
7 (Equal 15th )
It has been an absolute pleasure to coach this group of players and I am really excited
to keep playing a role in their cricketing development over the next few years.
Match Results:
Round 1: Manly Warringah 7/191 (40 overs) defeated Penrith 6/111 (40 overs) at
Harbord Park, Sunday 2nd December, 2018
Rohan Chang 37, Will Toohey, 36, Robbie Graham-McDowell 33, Luke Kennedy 31
Myles Nockolds 2/14
Round 2: Manly-Warringah 7/188 (40 overs) defeated Hornsby Red 9/90 at
Thornleigh Park, Sunday 9th December, 2018
Rohan Chang 50, Will Toohey, 45, Tyrone Fender 31
Myles Nockolds 3/8, Lachlan Coy 2/4, Harry McCracken 2/23
Round 3: Manly-Warringah 7/143 (40 overs) defeated Fairfield-Liverpool 86 at
Collaroy Plateau Park, Sunday 16th December, 2018
Will Toohey, 43, Tyrone Fender 32
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Lachlan Coy 4/12, Harry McCracken 2/15
Round 4: Manly-Warringah 196 (40 overs) defeated Hornsby Blue 134 at Mount
Kuring-Gai Park, Sunday 27 th January, 2019
Will Toohey, 53, Robbie Graham-McDowell 42
Julian Osbourne 2/18, Robbie Graham-McDowell 2/23
Round 5: Manly-Warringah 9/99 (40 overs) defeated Blacktown 63 at Collaroy Plateau
Park, Sunday 3 rd February, 2019
Luke Kennedy 27, Robbie Graham-McDowell 21
Julian Osbourne 3/6, Matt Dixon 2/5
Round 6: Manly-Warringah 6/57 defeated Sutherland 55 at Lakewood City Park,
Sunday 10th February, 2019
Rohan Chang 18, Will Toohey 13 no
Julian Osbourne 2/6, Luke Peters 2/12
Grand Final: Manly-Warringah 121 defeated Newcastle 9/103 at Collaroy Plateau
Park, Sunday 17th February, 2019
Robbie Graham-McDowell 32, Luke Peters 21 no
Luke Peters 2/5, Matt Dixon 2/7, Harry McCracken 2/19, Myles Nockolds 2/19
CHAMPIONS!!!!

The Players:
Captain:
Vice-Captain:

Tyrone Fender
Harry McCracken

Tyrone Fender (Captain)
Tyrone was given the honour of captaining the Under 11 President’s Cup team. Tyrone
is a well respected, natural leader and took on this responsibility with a huge amount
of enthusiasm and energy. His captaincy continued to develop as the season
progressed as he became more match aware and willing to change bowling
combinations and try different field placements based on the state of the game.
Tyrone was always in the game and in addition to his leadership role he was a key part
of our successful opening batting partnership. As an opener, we could often rely on
Tyrone to see off the new ball and set a great foundation that our big totals were
based on. Two innings’ in particular (31 vs Hornsby and 32 vs Fairfield) stand out as a
demonstration of his ability to be patient, turn over the strike and build an innings.
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Tyrone will always remember the time he captained the MWJCA Under 11 President’s
Cup team to Grand Final victory!
Harry McCracken (Vice-captain)
Harry really embraced his leadership role as vice-captain this season and
demonstrated considerable growth in match awareness and strategy as the
competition progressed. Harry’s workload as our leg-spinner was immense, bowling
nearly 50 overs! Greater flight and consistency was the most noticeable improvement
over the course of the competition for Harry resulting in an impressive haul of 8
wickets. Harry was often asked to bowl 8 overs straight and regularly got wickets in
key situations (particularly his 2 wickets in the Grand Final) via a combination of tight,
economical bowling with smart field placements. Harry’s batting always showed
promise and energy. He often arrived at the crease in the later stages of the innings
and with more time at the crease he will continue to develop his shot selection,
placement and his ability to convert those 15s and 20s into substantial scores. Harry’s
fielding was also solid, taking some nice, sharp chances off the quick bowlers in the
gully and point region.
Rohan Chang
A solid first season of rep cricket for one of the younger players in our team. Rohan
was thrown straight into the line of fire as one half of our opening batting pair and got
off to a flyer with scores of 37 and 50 in the first two games. Rohan likes to play
aggressive cricket and will continue to improve his game next season by adjusting his
mode based on the state of game. A little more patience in the early overs and better
placement and shot selection will see him convert those good starts into the bigger
scores we know he is capable of achieving. Rohan improved his fielding as the
competition went on with a great direct hit runout and outfield catch vs Blacktown on
the highlights reel. Rohan should be proud of his contributions to the success of this
team.
Will Toohey
A very impressive season with the bat resulted in Will winning the overall batting runs
aggregate for the whole Under 11 President’s Cup, an outstanding achievement,
particularly given that Will is one of the youngest players in the competition. Will
consistently delivered match winning contributions in the key number 3 batting
position. Whether he came in to bat in the 2 nd or the 20th over, Will showed great
maturity to stay calm under pressure and adapt to the situation. A development area
for Will is converting those 30s and 40s into 80s, 90s, 100s next season which will be
achieved by developing shot selection, having the discipline to leave good balls and by
working on his running between wickets.
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Julian Osbourne
Julian should be extremely proud of finishing the season with a haul of 11 wickets, 2 nd
in the overall President’s Cup competition aggregates. At the start of the season we
knew Julian would be one of the quickest bowlers in the competition and as such we
challenged him to be the spearhead of our attack. With his raw pace, a shorter run and
the realisation that he can use his natural height whilst still pitching the ball up, Julian
transformed into an extremely damaging bowler and was just about unplayable on
occasions. The result by season end was an extra yard of pace and a lot more control.
Julian didn’t get too many opportunities with the bat but really stood up when we
needed some lower order runs in the Grand Final. If he keeps developing his batting
and respects his wicket Julian certainly has the ability to play a more prominent role in
the middle order in years to come.
Robbie Graham-McDowell
Robbie enjoyed a very consistent season, with great contributions in just about every
game. Robbie scored four 20+ scores but it was his innings of 32 in the Grand Final
that was the stand out. With the team in deep trouble at 6/24, Robbie really
understood his role that day and delivered an extremely disciplined, mature and
ultimately match winning performance. Robbie is a ‘confidence player’ and when his
head is up, he is just about unstoppable with the bat on his day. Robbie was also one
our best fielders with a very safe pair of hands, taking some sharp chances at midwicket and cover. Robbie’s versatility was on display when he also assisted with
wicketkeeping duties when required plus a few overs thrown in for good measure.
Robbie’s performances this year should give him the self-belief to back himself and to
know that he played a key role in the team’s overall success.
Luke Kennedy
Luke is one of the most ‘coachable’ players in the squad and an extremely good
listener of any advice provided to him by the coaches. Consistency was the theme of
Luke’s season with five consecutive double figure scores in the first five games. A
particular highlight was his match winning score of 27 in a very low scoring game
against Blacktown (Manly scored 99 that day) on the long grassy outfield of Collaroy
Plateau Park. Luke was also one of our ‘go to’ men when we needed a couple of tight
overs and he was rewarded with 4 wickets for the season. With some further
development in his follow through and momentum through the crease Luke has the
ability to generate some additional pace and play a bigger role with the ball in future.
Luke was always placed in key fielding positions and took some nice catches,
particularly a couple in the covers. A great team man with a fantastic attitude.
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Keegan Webb
Keegan’s development as a wicketkeeper throughout the season was great to see.
Whilst solid in the early games, Keegan’s performances improved to another level in
the second half of the season and it became clear that he had benefited from some
focused keeper skills training sessions. He became aware of his ‘power position’, really
started to keep low and to move his feet, whilst also gloving them well. A couple of
stumpings will live long in the memory. An ultra-sharp one from leg-spin and another
from medium pace were both stumpings executed in different ways but both showed
great skill and awareness. Keegan also realised that the keeper is the heart beat of the
team and ramped up his talk, energy levels and always tried to be first in position for
the next over. Keegan didn’t get too much time at the crease and had to play for the
team in the final overs most of the time. With his great general attitude, willingness to
learn and his good cricket brain, Keegan was a great guy to have around the squad.
Lachlan Coy
Lachlan was one half of our lethal opening bowling combination. Bowling partnerships
are just as critical as batting partnerships and as a left armer, Lachie gave us a great
variety in our opening attack. Lachlan achieved a 10 wicket haul across the season
(equal 3rd in the competition bowling wickets aggregates) which he should be very
proud of. His consistent top of off stump line, length and accuracy actually contributed
to building scoreboard pressure for the team that greatly assisted our other bowlers.
Because of his accuracy, we often used Lachie for a second spell in the last few overs
to close out the innings. He always seemed to take on that challenge with a smile on
his face and he seemed to cope with that pressure and responsibility extremely well.
Lachie puts a lot of work into his fielding and has one of the strongest throwing arms
in the team. He really enjoyed his time roaming the boundary as sweeper when the
spinners were on. Lachlan wasn’t required too much with the bat this season but
when given the opportunity he showed what a nice technique he has and was able to
play an important role in batting out the overs in the Grand Final.
Luke Peters
Luke’s innings in a low scoring Grand Final showed us all what he is capable of as he
saved his best performance for the last match of the season. His aggressive game
changing knock of 21 really set the platform for our recovery from the loss of some
early wickets towards a defendable score. He really decided that attack was the best
form of defence that day and took on the bowlers with some quality lofted straight
drives. He then backed that up with a key two wicket haul. Luke is an X-factor on his
day and is capable of batting at any position in the order depending on the state of the
game, a challenge he always took on with the best interests of the team in mind. With
a little more work on his patience and shot selection with the bat and momentum
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through the crease and control with the ball, Luke has the potential to develop further
into a fine all-rounder.
Matt Dixon
This year was almost a tale of two seasons for Matt. He didn’t get as much of an
opportunity as he would have liked and a few things didn’t go his way in the first half
of the competition. Matt came back after Christmas with a new approach of backing
himself a little more. His 5 wickets from his last 3 games should give him the self-belief
that he can compete at rep level. Matt bowled well in the last game of the regular
season in a match that cemented our spot in the Grand Final and he also took a couple
of key wickets in the decider itself. Although scoring only 8 runs in the Grand Final, it
was his match awareness in this innings to turn over the strike to his batting partner
(who was set), that showed us that he really understood his role that day. Matt is a
confidence player and with a little more self-belief can reach his potential.
Myles Nockolds
Myles was a key member of our bowling attack this year as our first change option. We
knew that whenever Myles came on to bowl that the run rate would soon grind to a
halt as demonstrated by him conceding only 57 runs off the 30 overs he bowled
throughout the competition. His 9 wickets put him well up there in the competition
wickets aggregates as well. Myles would bowl all day if given the opportunity. Myles
was often thrown into the cauldron to close out the innings and he always did so with
a sense of calmness under pressure when the opposition batsmen were swinging.
Although a significant part of Myles’ success with the ball this year was his Glenn
McGrath-like line, length and consistency, it was great to see him work on a few
variations of outswing / inswing in the second half of the season which showed us that
he is starting to develop the concept of bowling plans. If he can work on ‘staying tall’
at the point of delivery (and not falling away) he will be even more effective.
Replacement Players: Sam Roche (1 game), Claude Remond (1 game)
Regan McCracken (Coach)
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MWJCA 2018/19 Under 12 Season Report

DCA Team: Tom Molloy (captain), Will Brewster, Ethan Buchanan, Tom
Cole, Ben Cook, Matthew Evans, Eshaan Holla, Lockie
Kinstler-Smith, Harry O’Sullivan, Zach O’Sullivan, Charlie
Poynton, Lewis Whiley
Lismore Carnival: Saurav Holla
President’s Cup Team: Angus Williams (captain), Jack Donnan (captain), Zachary
Buchanan, Oliver Goldsworthy, Saurav Holla, Oliver Mann,
Angus McGrath, Will Read, Archie Rochford, Robbie Tipton,
Jack Toohey, Luke Watts
Coaches: Scott Brewster (DCA), Warren Evans (Assistant)
Adam Williams, James McGrath (President’s Cup)
Managers: Zia Cole (DCA)
Emma Donnan (President’s Cup)
Players of the Year: Tom Molloy (DCA)
Oliver Goldsworthy (President’s Cup)
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DCA Arch Cawsey Shield – Under 12
2019 Lismore Under 12 Carnival Semi Finalists
The U12 age group was blessed with a large turnout for the trials and it was great to
see several players who had not played the year before showing obvious
improvement. Places in the squad were in demand and standard set high.
Having won the DCA competition the year before in the U11’s there were high hopes
for another strong showing as the U12’s.
A pre-season warm up again against Hornsby, a semi-finalist from the year before, did
nothing to dampen those hopes with a very convincing performance.
Our first competition game saw us host Central Coast at Harbord Park. As expected,
the outfield was lush but still in good condition. Captain Tom Molloy won the toss and
elected to bat. Openers Harry O’Sullivan (64) and Matt Evans (23) put on 67 for the
first wicket in solid fashion against tidy bowling. Tom Molloy joined Harry for a 50-run
stand for the second wicket but upping the scoring rate was proving difficult in the
conditions. We ended our innings on 3/138, probably 20 odd runs short of what ended
up being a par score.
In reply Central Coast also struggled against tight bowling during the middle overs
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from the Tom’s, Cole and Molloy as well Will Brewster and Ethan Holla. Wickets were
not coming though and even though the run rate was slow Central Coast made a fight
of it as the game seemed to drift and ended up 6/126, a narrow victory in the end but
not convincing.
A return trip to Hornsby in Round 2 saw us bat first again. Tom Molloy played a
Captains knock with a fine 74 not out, well supported by Matt Evans (24), Ethan
Buchanan (23), Will Brewster (24) and Lewis Whiley (27 not out). A total of 4/194 off
40 overs was a very competitive total.
As with the week before wickets were not easy to come by and the 20 over mark
Hornsby were 1/72. With 123 required off the last 20 there was no reason to panic or
foresee what happened next. With 10 overs remaining Hornsby still needed 71 to win.
Pressure can do funny things and what seemed to be a season and a half of misfields,
overthrows and dropped catches saw the game go to the last over with Hornsby
requiring 3 to win. Will Brewster bowled 3 dot balls, the fourth resulted in a run out
with the batsman going for a second. Their opener was unfortunate to be run out for
98 in what was an excellent innings. Hornsby secured their win with a scrambled single
off the last ball to win what seemed the unwinnable game, if there is such a thing in
cricket. A great game to watch and a very hard lesson for the boys to take forward. As
soon as you think the job is done in cricket you find out it’s probably not.
The new DCA format (not a popular one) meant Round 3 was now two T20 games. We
were the hosts to Penrith and the ACT down in Maroubra! The pink ball, small
boundaries and coloured clothing gave the boys some excitement and allowed us to
mix things up a bit.
Penrith batted first in game one and laboured to 7/83 off their 20 overs against
miserly bowling from Buchanan, Brewster, Molloy and Evans and were well supported
in the field. Tom Cole (35), Will Brewster and Benji Cook saw us home in the 15th over.
Game 2 saw us play the ACT for the first time. Batting first Buchanan (47) and Poynton
(37 not out) were brutal after a quick start from Brewster and Molloy. A total of 4/139
was very competitive. A great opening spell from Lewis Whiley (2/12) and a couple of
run outs saw ACT reeling at the half way mark but to their credit they kept going to the
last over finishing on 9/108.
Round 4 was back to the 40 over format and a return trip to Maroubra to play South
Eastern. As it was Armistice day, I don’t like to use the term surrender, but the boys
forgot it wasn’t T20 and were promptly flattened for 107. A few home truths at the
break seemed to do the trick as the boys suddenly found their competitive spirit and
worked extremely hard on a hot day to reel in South Eastern. Despite the best efforts
of Ethan Buchanan (1/17 off 7) South Eastern were extremely well placed at 1/48 in
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14th over. A change of pace did the trick and Eshaan Holla (1/25 off 8) and a superb
spell of slow bowling from Molloy (4/7 off 8) had us right back in the game with the
score at 8/82 off 30 overs. A cameo partnership held us off until Buchanan got the 9 th
wicket at 104 and then with a caught behind turned down and with both batsman in
the middle of the wicket a run out chance was missed and the game was gone.
Another unbelievable game to be involved in but we were again left wondering what
should have been.
With our demise in the DCA confirmed we travelled to our second home ground in
Lane Cove to face rivals North Shore. When the draw came out this looked like the
decider for the group but in the end ironically neither team progressed when really,
they both should have.
North Shore batted first and 4/90 in the 30 th over it looked like we had them covered.
But the errors in the field that had dogged us in the previous rounds came back to
haunt us in the last ten and we paid heavily as North Shore scored 71 runs finishing on
6/161. At 2/43 we were in the game but again too many promising starts amounted to
nothing as we were rolled for a very disappointing 94 in only the 32 nd over.
A season that had promised much in the end was a season of missed opportunities. If
we could find a way of shooting ourselves in the foot, we seemed to take it. Poor
concentration, not poor skills was the reason. The well known saying of ‘how you train
is how you play’ was not adhered too and the boys now have a very clear
understanding of that.
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At the end of the day we could have changed the outcome of two games with just one
ball in each and therefore made the finals, but the boys know it shouldn’t have got
that close. It may well be the season that teaches them more than any successful
seasons that follow and as this is just one step on a long journey its probably best to
learn that lesson earlier rather than later.
With our season now over a week before summer officially begins you can see that a
rethink of the schedule is required. Talented young cricketers need to play more
games at this level not less.
Fortunately, we did have the Lismore carnival to look forward to and the fantastic
opportunity to play several games on turf wickets.
The weather was superb all week and a great time was had by the boys and their
families. These carnivals really are a great part of the rep calendar.
The 25 over format for the first two days wasn’t ideal in terms of giving everyone a go
especially with two very one-sided wins on day one against North Coast and Armidale.
However, day 2 saw us back up against regular rivals Hornsby and Central Coast.
The Hornsby game was a cracker, full of incident including a 2 run short out of three
attempted runs in the penultimate over of our run chase! Enough to make the coaches
hair fall out. In the end two deft late cuts for 4 from Zac O’Sullivan saw us home. Zac
had excelled with the gloves but hadn’t seen his batting pads for some time!
Central Coast followed at the ground next door and we again batted first. Molloy,
Brewster and Evans made their 30’s before making way for some Poynton fireworks in
the last few overs which took the game out of Central Coasts reach. Charlie has found
a batting style to suit him that generally means he smashes everything straight and
hard with most fielders looking quite relieved they were not required to get a hand on
it.
Semi Final time and it was about time we played North Shore again as it had been a
few weeks! It is a shame that it wasn’t the final as it was a great contest on another
very hot day. Again, though we were the masters of our own demise, being bowled
out for 157 with three overs to go including 4 stumpings and a run out! A grafting 36
from Matt Evans and several cameos made up the total but again no one could go on
to make the telling score.
In reply we bowled some dross mixed in with some outstanding overs. Lewis Whiley
(2/15 off 7), Tom Cole (0/13 off 5) and another great spell from Tom Molloy (1/10 off
8) kept us in the game but with 21 wides and 4 no balls we were at our slightly over
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generous best! In the end, North Shore got home 7 down and went on to thrash
Parramatta in the final.
For the record, we beat Far North Coast to finish in 3 rd place in the dreaded play off
game but it was a nice way to finish the season.
This time the effort was total but the skills under pressure were wanting.
This team has no lack of talent and I am sure there will be many performances to
enjoy in the coming years both individually and as a team. As frustrating a season as it
has been at times it has also been great fun and I’d like to thank all the boys and their
families for making it so.
Thanks again to Warren Evans my side kick, who probably spent more time trying to
sedate me, for his time and contribution to the season.
We will learn from this season and be all the better for it.
Scott Brewster
U12 DCA Coach
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President’s Cup – Under 12 Alfred James Cup
2018/19 IDCA Alfred James Cup Undefeated Champions
Winners - The ERROL CRANNEY Presidents Cup Award
for the most outstanding Presidents Cup Representative Team of the season

It is not every year that a Manly Representative Junior Cricket Team wins the
Competition!
As I write this report, memories of the Season come flooding back: Angus McGrath
and Ollie Goldsworthy consistently getting the Team of to a fantastic start, our
opening bowlers of Robbie Tipton and Jack Toohey who strangled the opposition
batsmen of runs and set the tone for the rest of our bowlers, Saurav Holla’s spellbinding spin bowling, Ollie Mann’s superb glovework behind the stumps, Jack
Donnan’s impenetrable defence, Zac Buchcanan’s flashing bat, Archie Rochford’s
ridiculous amount of turn he generates with the ball, Luke Watt’s 49 runs against
Blacktown, Will Read’s 2-8 in the scorching heat at Maitland and Angus Williams’ 4/3
in our first game against Penrith.
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This team worked very hard to achieve what they did. Self-discipline, hard work and
natural ability were key ingredients for the team’s success. Our practice sessions were
just as intense as any game we played and the boys game sense and skills, as a result,
went to a new level. Our skills in the field produced some unbelievable run-outs and
catches and prompted an official from North Shore and the captain from Blacktown to
say the boys were the best fielding team they have ever played!
I think our captains deserve a special mention - Angus Williams and Jack Donnan. Their
leadership showed a maturity beyond their years, they set all the fields for our bowlers
and worked together perfectly when any urgent and important decision had to be
made on the field. This teamwork provided themselves and the team a new
confidence and direction which was impressive to watch.
Lastly, but by no means least, thanks to the parents, led by the team’s manager Emma
Donnan. Emma made everyone’s job easier and put in a lot of hours behind the
scenes. A big thank you to all the families for supplying food for the home games and
the now mandatory protein energy balls at drinks break. Also, the groundsmen Luke
Donnan, Andrew Rochford and Paul Goldsworthy – also Andrew Rochford for
umpiring.
Massive thank you goes to Duncan Read who scored, umpired and wrote all our match
reports, we all loved reading your Reports on a Monday and I know the boys loved
reading them too.
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Congratulations boys - We are very proud of what you have achieved, but we are
mostly impressed by the respect you have for each other and your opponents and the
fun you have every time you play in the baggy blue of Manly. #Bleedblue
Adam Williams and James McGrath Season 2018-19

Player’s Profiles:
Jack “Two eyes” Toohey
Jack you have bowled with a tonne of guts all season and opened the batting twice
with positive results. Asked to do a different role for the Team this year you should be
proud of the way you have applied yourself especially in some very hot conditions.
Robbie “Froggo” Tipton
Once again you have led the attack with Jack Toohey being feared by all opening
batsmen in the competition. You have a real determination to give your all and every
ball you bowl is an example of that.
Will “Ready” Read
What can we say? As a teammate you tick all the boxes. Always looking out for your
fellow team member to lend a hand. Your role this year to plug an end after the
opening bowlers have softened up the openers isn’t an easy one but your accuracy
and swing bowling is impressive. Still has the strongest arm in the outfield.
Saurav “Scratchy” Holla
Our King of Spin – when you bamboozle our top batsmen at training then collect key
wickets just at the right time tells us your season has been a success. Your fielding this
year has been a reason why
the team has done so well.
What about those catches!!!
Zac “Butcherman” Buchanan
You have been our teams Xfactor this year. When asked
to fire down some rockets
and get wickets off your first
ball or hitting the winning
runs or taking some freakish
catches the smile on your
face says it all. A very
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valuable contribution this year.
Archie “Rochy” Rochford
Started the year with a 50 in a trial match and then continued to land those leggies
where most batsmen struggle to defend. Your sharp throwing from the deep is often
applauded by opposition parents and your ability to change a game is an asset.
Sometimes you were a little unlucky not to snag more wickets but that’s cricket.
Ollie “Twisty” Mann
The best gloveman in the competition. This was your first year with the Preso’s boys
and your maturity and work ethic are normally seen in players well beyond your years.
Never complained about keeping in trying conditions, especially in Maitland with 40degree heat, and was always leading the chat from behind the stumps.
Jack “Bradman” Donnan
One of our fearless leaders who always puts his team-mates first. You have certainly
scored some vital runs to get the team over the line and the partnership with Luke
Watts at Blacktown was one of the best we have seen. Your growth as a Captain
continues and the ability to move fielders strategically shows great game
management.
Angus “Willow” Williams
As a top order batsman, you are a great leg spinner. You were the leading wicket taker
for the team and you took wickets at vital stages when the team really needed it. Your
captaincy with Jack Donnan showed us that you are always thinking about your fellow
players and always encouraging them to do their best.
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Luke “Shano / Watto” Watts
Another one of the boys making his Rep debut he became our smiling assassin. Don’t
be fooled he has a killer instinct and sets the highest standards for himself. Whatever
you put your hand to this year you did so with great results. Your innings against
Blacktown was a standout but your willingness to have a crack and get stuck in
ensured we were in winning positions every week.
Ollie “Goldie” Goldsworthy
Probably the calmest opening batsmen we have seen, you took everything in your
stride. Your innings against Hornsby in the T20 game was a fantastic way to kick of
your Rep cricket career with 71 runs and you kept it going through the season
becoming our leading run maker.
Angus “Zebra” McGrath Along with Ollie Goldsworthy you became the most reliable
and successful opening batting partnership in the competition. You set up our batting
innings with a great platform ready for the rest of the lineup to launch. You owned the
‘Point’ position with some amazing runouts and catches and you found a new weapon
in your arsenal with trying off-spin in the last game of the year and grabbing a very tidy
2 for 4 of 4 overs.
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MWJCA 2018/19 Under 13 Season Report

DCA Team: Andrew Boulton (captain), Luke Burgess, Arjun Chakravarty,
Roopmehar Dhillon, Jake Hutchings, Nathaniel (Billy) Kwan,
Toby Laughton, Joshua Lawson, Angus McConnell, Jeremy
Scarf, Jack Slater, Harry Wood
President’s Cup Team: Jack Beverley (captain), Archie Hodgson (vice-captain),
Vehaan Akbarally, Gus Anderson, Tomas Cheetham, Bailey
Foster, Patrick Frost, Will Matheson, George Saunders, Seth
Thompson, Dylan Vlatko, Joshua Wilkinson
Filled in: Patrick Day
Coaches: Michael Slater (DCA), John Jackson (Assistant)
Steve Thompson, Tim Hodgson, Luke Cheetham (President’s
Cup)
Managers: Michael Kwan (DCA)
Scott Anderson, Nick Beverley (President’s Cup)
Players of the Year: Andrew Boulton (DCA)
Bailey Foster (President’s Cup)
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DCA W.S. Gee Shield – Under 13
2019 Ballina Under 13 Carnival Undefeated Champions
Team
Andrew Boulton (c), Luke Burgess, Arjun Chakravarty, Roop Dhillon, Jake Hutchings,
Billy Kwan, Toby Laughton, Joshua Lawson, Gus McConnell Jeremy Scarf, Jack Slater,
Harry Wood
Michael Slater (coach), John Jackson (Assistant Coach), Michael Kwan (Manager)
Player of the year:
Best batting aggregate and average:
Best bowling aggregate and average:
Fielder of the season:

Andrew Boulton
Andrew Boulton, 298 @ 42.6
Josh Lawson, 13 wickets @ 9.5
Billy Kwan

The U13 DCA team of 2018-19 had an exceptional season. The team was undefeated in
50-over formats throughout the DCA season and at the Ballina Carnival. Consequently,
they were undefeated champions at Ballina.
Significant changes were made to the nature of this season’s DCA competition. These
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changes severely disadvantaged the stronger teams in our area i.e. MWJCA, North
Shore and Hornsby. Being undefeated in 50-over round-robin games was not enough
to get a chance at DCA finals cricket. Of course, this performance would have been
enough to qualify for finals cricket in any of the previous 50+ years of DCA cricket.
However, to their credit, the boys showed the resilience and character to continue to
play outstanding cricket despite being disadvantaged by factors outside their control.

Match Summaries
Round 1: Manly 4-178 (J Hutchings 51, A Boulton 90) defeated Central Coast 10-99 (T
Laughton 5-2-6, J Lawson 8-3-15)
This match was a comprehensive win on a slow ground on the central coast. A wellmanaged partnership between Hutchings and Boulton enabled Manly to take control
of the game. As he did throughout the season Boulton showed he is a batsman of
class.
Tight bowling by Laughton, McConnell, Dhillon and Chakravarty ‘strangled’ central
coast. Laughton’s pace was much discussed by opposition batsmen throughout the
season. On debut, Lawson showed he deserved his place in the DCA team.
Round 2: Manly 10-119 (A Chakravarty 23, H Wood 19, T Laughton 22) defeated
Hornsby 10-86 (J Lawson 8-4-10)
This was a win for the ‘true believers”. Hornsby was the favoured team in the
competition and had soundly defeated Manly in last season’s quarter-final. Manly
were in trouble at 5-29 batting first. Resolute batting from Dhillon, Chakravarty and
Wood followed by some attack by Laughton got Manly to a credible total.
Manly then proceeded to bowl and field very tightly and build pressure on key
opposition batters. McConnell’s dismissal of the dangerous Hornsby opener was
important. A well-taken catch by Scarf on the boundary off Chakravarty was a killer
blow to Hornsby. This was an excellent bowling performance typified by leg spinners
Dhillon’s 10 overs for 14 runs.
The team showed great character to win this game and took on great confidence for
the games ahead.
Round 3 T20’s:
Manly 9-80 (T Laughton 22) defeated by Penrith 6-82 (A Chakravarty 2-8)
ACT 4-98 defeated Manly 8-64 (A Boulton 21)
No comment.
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Round 4: South Eastern 10-151 (R Dhillon 10-4-29) defeated by Manly 7-152 (J Slater
24, A Boulton 74)
This was a hard-fought match. South eastern compiled a useful total through one key
innings which did feature several half chances. Dhillon got just reward for tight leg spin
bowling and took 4 wickets.
Manly’s run chase was anchored by Boulton who was well supported by Slater and
Burgess.
Round 5: Manly 5-160 (J Scarf 23, A Boulton 80, R Dhillon 25) defeated Northern
District 10-135 (A McConnell 8-2-12, R Dhillon 10-2-26, A Chakravarty 5-2-17, A
Boulton 7-3-19)
Manly batted first and compiled a competitive total with the grass up at Lake Park.
Boulton provided the backbone of the innings and he was assisted by Scarf and
Dhillon.
McConnell showed his potential as a left hand quick in his best bowling performance
of the season.
Round 6: North Shore 9-197 (R Dhillon 10-2-34, J Lawson 7-3-13) defeated by Manly 4199 (L Burgess 44, J Hutchings 50, J Scarf 32, A Boulton 28, T Laughton 28*)
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This match featured an impressive run chase against the reigning premiers. The boys
showed a maturity in batting seldom seen in young players. Burgess’ attacking innings
set the tone for the run chase. This was a preview of his match winning attacking
innings against the same opposition in the final at Ballina. Hutchings continued his
good work. Hutchings batted consistently well all season and the left hand/right hand
opening combination with Burgess worked well. Fittingly the game was ended by a big
six from Laughton. To chase down nearly 200 runs against good opposition is an
excellent effort in any class of junior cricket.
In my experience with club, rep and school coaching and umpiring, this team is a
standout. It is a team with some outstanding players and excellent balance, and no
weaknesses — a team with a high level of skill. However, it is one thing to achieve a
high level of skill but another to achieve a high level of consistency. This consistency
relies on team work and some versatile players being flexible and getting the job done
when called upon. In my assessment, these versatile players are the heroes of this
season.
To go undefeated (in a valid format) against the best U13 players in NSW is a
marvellous achievement. If this group is able to continue to play as a team then the
‘sky is the limit’. I wish them well.
Finally, I extend my thanks to Michael Kwan (manager par excellence) and Michael
Slater (great player and great coach).
John Jackson
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President’s Cup – Under 13
Team:
Vehaan Akbarally, Gus Anderson (Gussie), Jack Beverley (captain, Bevo), Tomas
Cheetham (keeper, Tommy), Patrick Frost (Frosty), Bailey Foster (Bails), Archie
Hodgson (vice-captain, Arch), Will Matheson (Matho), George Saunders (G-Train), Seth
Thompson (Tommo/Matix), Dylan Vlatko (Davey/Vlats), Joshua Wilkinson (Wilco)
Reserves: Patrick Day, Luke Larson, Angus Williams
Coaching Team: Steve Thompson, Tim Hodgson, Luke Cheetham
Management team: Scott Anderson and Nick Beverley
Various other important roles: Awesome parent group
Player of the year: Bailey Foster

We welcomed new players to representative cricket in the form of Will Matheson and
Bailey Foster. We also welcomed Patrick Frost and Tommy Cheetham to our ranks,
who have played representative cricket before. Patrick Day played 4 games for the
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team while Tom Cheetham was injured. The new players were quickly grafted into the
team. We sung our team war cry (Oh when the Blues go marching in) with one voice.
There were 13 teams in our competition this season and we finished 8th
We played two warm up games vs. North Shore and Hornsby Red at the start of the
season. This was good preparation for us. The match schedule included 2 first time 2
experimental T20 games.
We had excellent input from our Manly seniors Aidan Baker who focused on batting
skills and Michael Counsell working with our left arm quick bowler Dylan Vlatko. This
was a part of the “Manly for Manly” program which I thought was excellent.

Match Summaries:
Round 1: Manly 4/181 (B Foster 96, A Hodgson 29) defeated Penrith 7/184 (A
Hodgson 4-40 off 8, J Wilkinson 1-8 off 6) at Lake Park, Narrabeen
This was our teams first real outing. The team dynamic was starting to take root.
Manly won the toss and elected to bowl. Our bowlers toiled hard. Their opening
batsman was given out LBW on 77 runs by debutante Will Matheson. Prior to this it
seemed as if things just weren’t going our way. This dismissal opened the flood gates
and along with Archie bowling 8 overs of off spin for 4 wickets for 40 runs we managed
to dismiss them for 184.
Bailey and Archie built a beautiful platform for the team to win the game; Bailey
hitting 8 4’s and 2 6’s. Bailey’s knock will be remembered for a long time to come.
Round 2: Manly 10/176 (B Foster 61, W Matheson 31*, S Thompson 21) defeated by
Hornsby Red 6/178 (J Wilkinson 0-7, S Thompson 0-5, G Saunders 2-33) at Mt Ku-ringgai Oval
Manly won the toss and decided to bat. We were sitting pretty at 100 for 2 off 27
overs. Bailey and Seth batted well together after losing Vehaan and Archie. But the
introduction of the wily “spin twins” from the Reds saw Bailey (61) and Seth off, and
continued to build pressure. Matho provided a late onslaught with the bat to deliver
31*. We hoped we could defend the 176.
The field was sandy which made bowling and fielding treacherous, and despite our
bowlers putting in some tight spells, the Reds showed an outstanding display of
running between the wickets to chase down our score. It was a nail-biter to the end.
Unfortunately, Tommy injured himself prior to this game and was unable to keep for
some time. Credit must go to Arch and Wilco who bowled and then kept. It also
highlighted the benefit of having a specialist keeper in the team.
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Round 3 (T20): Manly 8/102 (A Hodgson 20, V Akbarally 20) defeated by Blacktown
7/104 (P Frost 1-8, W Matheson 1-8, S Thompson 0-4) at Montview Oval
Manly won the toss and Bevo elected to bat first. The change of format brought with it
some batting challenges. We struggled to adapt. Vehaan and Arch did their best to try
and get us to a competitive total. We struggled with the bat. Dylan came on and hit 3
4’s in 5 minutes which was useful.
Our spinners bowled some tight overs, but the Blacktown batsmen, crafty as ever, put
on another good run chase and frustrated our fielding team. Although our lads gave it
everything, in the end it went down to the wire. So close.
Round 4 (T20): Manly 9/105 (B Foster 28, G Saunders 18, V Akbarally 16) defeated by
North Shore 3/186 (S Thompson 1-11, A Hodgson 2-12) at Montview Oval
Bevo once again won the toss and made the brave decision to bat first. On the back of
losing to Blacktown in a narrowly contested game, coming up against this team was
going to be a challenge. Our boys tried their hardest, but the combination of format,
good bowling and powerful hitting saw us undone by a very polished outfit.
Bails, Vehaan and George showed some batting flair and Arch and Seth dampened
some of the Northies enthusiasm with the bat. It was a long day at the office for all of
us!!!
Round 5: Manly 1/105 (B Foster 65*) defeated Sutherland 11/104 (V Akbarally 0-10
off 8, G Anderson 2-14, S Thompson 2-14 off 7) at Lake Park, Narrabeen
Bevo had a great run winning the toss, but Sutherland won and elected to bat first. It
was as hot as Hades. Our boys bowled very well, tight and put pressure on Sutherland.
Vehaan beautifully controlled the run rate with some deceptive flight for 8 overs. Our
spin department bowled superbly - Frosty, Tommo, Arch and Gussie all piled on the
pressure enabling our quicks to scavenge for wickets and contributing to their demise.
All out for 104 – a great result especially after the previous week’s games.
Bails then delivered a batting display of supreme concentration and application,
anchored by Vehaan and Arch. A fine achievement and a great way to bounce back as
a team.
Round 6: Manly 2/84 (B Foster 50*, J Beverley 19*) defeated Blacktown 10/90 (S
Thompson 2-2, V Akbarally 2-6, J Wilkinson 1/8 off 6) at Mittigar Reserve
Bevo once again called it correctly and under the watchful eye of the astute umpire,
sent Blacktown into bat. Our boys were still smarting from the loss in the T20 and
were keen to make amends. Our quick bowlers were in fine form and in tandem with
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our spinners proceeded to dismantle the batting of the Towners all out for 90.
Fantastic effort.
With time on our hands, once again Bailey batted patiently, superbly getting his 50*
with a 4 on the last ball to win the game. He was ably supported by Arch and Bevo to
bring the team home for a convincing win and revenge. We won the game in the 35th
over.
Round 7: Manly 10/118 (S Thompson 34, G Anderson 18) defeated by North Shore
4/120 (G Saunders 1-8, G Anderson 1-11) at Lake Park, Narrabeen
North Shore won the toss and sent us into bat. We had an uncharacteristic slow start
to our innings due to high quality bowling. Gus gave it his best and Seth went on to
score 34, but more runs were needed in the bag.
Our bowlers toiled hard with both seam and spin delivering tight bowling but not
getting the breakthrough wickets. The team never gave up against a team that we
played 3 times and that finished second in the competition.
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Round 8: Manly 5/163 (T Cheetham 55*, G Anderson 33*) defeated by Northern
Districts 8/164 (J Wilkinson 2-15, B Foster 2-15) at Lake Park, Narrabeen
Jack won the toss chose to bat first. We were aiming for a score of 150+ and quite a
few of our batsmen got double figures. Tom showed his class and batted with patience
and concentration…working hard to convert singles into two’s. His 55* supported by
Gus’s 33* took us to 163.
This was a close finish with a jubilant Sutherland getting the runs in the 49 th over. The
stubborn resistance of their number 5 scoring 64* swung the game in their favour.
This is a game we should have won. The team played with determination and true
Manly spirit, never giving up until the last gasp of the game.

Summary:
It’s been a privilege to coach such an amazing group of lads this season - we’ve all
learnt a lot. Both Jack and Archie have led the team well and grown as captains in
relation to field setting, bowling choices and leading by example. Every player has
worked hard and has developed in some aspect of their game. Their best is yet to
come.
I’d like to thank Tim for his support, insight and assistance over the season. Luke for
his voice of reason and experience.
To the best management team ever: Scott and Nick well done for keeping our machine
purring along so efficiently.
Thanks to Mel for being our catering chief – this young army marches on its stomach.
To the scorers, umpires, report writers, first aiders, boundary markers, pitch blowers,
chefs and supporters thank-you.
Steve Thompson
“Oh when the Blues….”
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MWJCA 2018/19 Under 14 Season Report

DCA Team: Joey Braund (captain), Sebastian Bush, Marcus Campbell,
Josh Cooper, Luke Emery, Ryan Lynch, Toby Mallon, Will
Marks, Milo May, Keelan Mendel, Billy O'Brien, Toby Seward
Ballina Carnival: Cameron Frost, Ollie Kantor-Smith,
Harrison O'Brien, William Pavely
President’s Cup Team: William Pavely (captain), Mason Ballard, Kai Connors,
Cameron Frost, Mitchell Gilligan, Charlie Johnston, Ollie
Kantor-Smith, Sentarou Murata-Davison, Harrison O'Brien,
Luke Smith, Noah Sturzaker, Whiley Toll
Filled in: Will Brewster, Sam Smythe, Jasper Vajdic, Keelan
Mendel
Tamworth Carnival: Josh Cooper, Ryan Lynch, Jasper Vajdic
Coaches: Blake Scheffers (DCA), Todd Marks (Assistant)
Stu Pavely (President’s Cup), Paul Frost (Assistant)
Managers: Mark Cooper (DCA), Lara von Ahlefeldt (President’s Cup)
Players of the Year: Toby Mallon (DCA)
Ollie Kantor-Smith (President’s Cup)
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DCA Harold Moore Shield – Under 14
2018/19 DCA Harold Moore Shield Semi Finalists
The Under 14s DCA team started the season with high expectations on the back of a
highly successful 2017/18 season.
The weather confined us to just the one trial match with a close loss to Hornsby with
plenty of positives especially the batting combining for a 200 plus score (something we
would have loved to repeat at least once during the DCA season) with Marcus
Campbell looking in ominous touch with a 60.
Round 1 against Central Coast saw a slow Terry Hills outfield combined with the most
consistent feature of our season - an inability to convert starts in to big scores and 50
plus partnerships – to see a sub-par score of 154. A pair of run outs stopped Josh
Cooper and Marcus Campbell just as they started to flourish before a quick fire 28
from Milo May ensured a respectable total was reached. The boys found some good
rhythm with the ball with wickets shared as Central Coast could only muster 53. Leg
spinner Will Marks led the attack with 3/9 off 7 overs.
Hornsby was next in what was a result that was too close for everyone’s liking. With
Hornsby looking in a formidable position at 2/82 with plenty of overs to go, some tight
bowling all round saw Manly restrict the opposition to just 8/145 off their 50 overs. On
a fast outfield that was difficult to field on, this appeared a very chaseable target.
What followed was a top order collapse with wickets falling regularly. Some starts to
skipper Joey Braund and wicket keeper batsman Toby Mallon helped us inch towards
the target before a calm and measured innings by Toby Seward closed off the match.
The T20 day through a spanner in the works with the boys needing to adapt quickly to
the new format to get the right results. The first match saw Manly limit Penrith to 94
with some tight death bowling. Keelan Mendel claimed 2 wickets whilst Josh Cooper
took up the unfamiliar task of opening with his off spinners. With the bat, wickets fell
regularly throughout the Manly innings. Toby Mallon however took his opportunity as
opener to score a brilliant counter attacking 41 off just 39 balls and Milo May batted
maturely for his 25 to get Manly home. Batting first in the second T20 against ACT,
Manly posted 116 with Billy O’Brien leading the way with 35 with support from Josh
Cooper and Milo May. The highlight for the boys was probably Seb Bush’s 6 in his
pinch-hitting role at the end. Consistent wickets through the beginning and middle of
ACT’s innings saw Manly in a commanding position. However, the boys learnt a lesson
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in needing to adapt to the match circumstances to adjust where they bowl and the
fields set. Unfortunately, ACT got the runs with 3 balls to spare.
Our toughest test of the season awaited us in the next round with South Eastern one
of the better sides in the competition. Unfortunately, Manly didn’t rise to the occasion
as the promising opening stand of 30 between Josh Cooper and Billy O’Brien was not
matched until Milo May and Seb Bush put on 32 towards the end of the innings. Josh
unfortunately could not go on with his 45 and Joey Braund was starting to look
dangerous before he was out for 22. A score of 146 looked below par against a strong
team. An early wicket to Seb Bush got Manly’s hopes up but South Eastern’s no.3
batsman showed his class as South Eastern won only 3 wickets down.
A morale boosting win over Northern District followed next week as Seb Bush and
Milo May made a mess of their batting order. Ryan Lynch in his new role bowling
second change bowled well to restrict Northern Districts through the middle. Chasing
82 to win, the openers batted positively with a 65-run partnership before Billy O’Brien
fell for another start having done the hardest work. Josh Cooper finished on 46 not out
with Northern District’s unfortunately not mustering up enough runs to allow him to
reach 50.
The last regular season match against North Shore was a winner takes all match. The
winner made the semi finals whilst the loser was left to think about what might have
been. Manly responded to the challenge well. With the message all season being to
attack in the field with the best opening bowling attack in the competition, Manly
went for the throat to bowl North Shore out for 72. Seb Bush and Milo May started
the rot getting 3 and 2 wickets respectively before being followed up by Luke Emery’s
2 wickets. Toby Seward had the amazingly economical figures of 3.3 overs 1/0. The
highlight however was the “crab” behind the stumps, Toby Mallon, as he took 5
catches including some amazing low diving catches in front of first slip. In the batting,
another top and middle order collapse eventuated as Manly struggled to cope with the
pressure North Shore applied. At 5/20 things were looking ugly, but the cool Toby
Mallon ensured Manly would live to fight another day with a brilliant 33 not out.
Semi Finals time saw Manly excited to test themselves against another quality side.
Batting first at 2/9 off as many overs, things weren’t looking great. However, our
leading batsmen for the season Josh Cooper and Toby Mallon absorbed the pressure
Newcastle were applying before counterattacking through the middle in 37-degree
heat. Josh finished with 52 and Toby 61 with our largest partnership of the season.
Unfortunately, wickets then fell regularly, and the momentum was lost as a possible
score of 200 ended at 178. Newcastle started off with two 50 plus run partnerships to
be well on top but Manly showed true fighting spirit to get back in the game as
Newcastle lost 6/59. Will Marks bowled a terrific first spell of leg spin bowling to claim
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the first wicket. Milo May bowled superbly for his 10 overs and Ryan Lynch got 2
important wickets. However, Luke Emery was the pick of the bowers with 9 excellent
overs of fast bowling in the heat to continuously trouble the outside edge of
Newcastle’s batsmen but what could have 3+ wickets on another day only ended up
being 1 wicket. A slightly controversial end saw Newcastle win based on Manly’s slow
over rate in 37-degree heat when the scores were tied – cricket is a funny game
sometimes.
Overall it was a positive season making the semi-final and being so close to a grand
final berth. If the boys can build on this for next season, they will again be contenders.
The Newcastle carnival saw a few Presidents Cup boys (Ollie Kantor-Smith, Harrison
O’Brien, Will Pavely and Cam Frost) get their opportunity to play with the DCA team as
Seb Bush, Milo May, Toby Mallon and Josh Cooper were rightfully rewarded with spots
in the NSW State Challenge. Unfortunately, results didn’t go our way with another
close game against Hornsby ending in a last over loss and a wet synthetic pitch seeing
another batting capitulation against Newcastle Presidents Cup. A win against North
Coast helped boost Manly’s confidence however a 4 th place finish in our group saw
Manly in the bottom 4 play offs. Two comfortable wins followed to end the carnival
with 3 wins on turf and 2 losses being on synthetic (seems like Newcastle hadn’t heard
of covers for their pitches).
There were many highlights for the carnival with everyone contributing in at least one
game with bat or ball. The stand out was Ollie Kantor-Smith who fell just short of
player of the tournament with 124 runs at an average of 62 and 9 wickets including
best bowling figures of 5/20. Keelan Mendel also did well to touch out the tournament
with just the one hamstring. The kids’ highlight though would have been winning the
battle of the banter with Illawarra in the pool after each day’s play. Illawarra though
let their cricket do the talking and finished in the top 4 – a lesson I would love the
Manly boys to learn one day.
I would like to thank all those who made the season so enjoyable, successful and run
smoothly. Firstly, thank you to Todd Marks for his tremendous help assisting me at
training and on game days. Mark Cooper managed the off the field side of things
superbly. Thank you to all those who scored throughout the season in particular Mark
Lynch who scored at least half a game and all of Newcastle. To the players, whilst I
may lose my hair sooner than I would like listening to your chat, your enthusiasm for
the game made most training sessions enjoyable and losing my Sundays not such a
bad thing.
Lastly, thank you to the parents for the lovely spreads they put on each home game –
the lunches are definitely the real reason I do this.
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Enjoy the off season and look forward to seeing everyone back ready to rumble next
season.
Blake Scheffers (coach)
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President’s Cup – Under 14 Anthony Neale Cup
2019 Tamworth Under 14 Carnival Semi Finalists
Our three main objectives at the start of the season were to play tough, positive
cricket, enjoy ourselves and lastly, to win the competition. Whilst we didn’t win the
competition, we did win 6 of the 8 games and with another 10-15 runs in the two
games that we were defeated, we would have ticked off all of our pre-season goals.
Despite the two losses, the season was great a success. Of course, in all our games we
would have loved a few more runs, and admittedly we just couldn’t get going with our
batting. We saw glimpses by all the batters of what they are capable of, but we just
failed to do it consistently throughout the season. Ollie Kantor-Smith had a great
season with the bat. He was always difficult to get out and was consistently amongst
the runs. Will Pavely, too showed what he can do when given an opportunity up the
order. Ollie and Will both notching up 50’s. Sentarou Murata-Davison, Charlie
Johnston, Mitch Gilligan, Whiley Toll, Luke Smith and Harrison O’Brien all got starts
and contributed, but all would agree that they would have liked a few more runs.
What was pleasing to watch was that all of these boys played for the team, and when
they were required to step up a gear, whether it was in the 20/20 games or late in the
innings of a 50 over innings, they all had a crack and were successful at various times
in getting those much-needed runs.
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It is worth mentioning,
that due to injury and
illness we were only able
to field our starting 12 on
one occasion throughout
the season and we’d like
to thank Sam Smythe,
Jasper Vajdic and Will
Brewster for their terrific
contributions.
One difficulty we faced is
that we largely have a
team of all-rounders and
whilst we didn’t excel in
the batting department
this season, the bowling
on the other hand, was outstanding and having eleven bowlers to choose from the
boys had to step up when given the opportunity.
Our bowling attack was well balanced, with all disciplines represented - outswing,
inswing, quick, leg-spin and off spin.
One our biggest challenges came at the start of our first game where the combination
of the new ball and turf left us searching for an opening bowler. Harrison O’Brien took
it upon himself to take the new ball and throughout the season, his opening spells lead
to early wickets using his variable swing, pace and bounce.
Kai Connors mastered
the art of swinging the
ball both ways and
Mason Ballard swung
the ball away nicely to
the right handers.
It was pleasing to see
Noah Sturzaker and
Ollie Kantor-Smith find
their pace and rhythm,
who
along
with
Harrison
O’Brien,
intimidated
the
opposition with hostile
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spells. Indeed, at the
end of our game
against Sutherland, the
umpires declared our
bowling attack to be as
good as any they’d
seen this
season,
including the DCA
comp.
Quite
a
compliment for the
players.
Consistently over the
last few seasons our
stand out bowler was leg spinner Cam Frost and whilst supported by the darting offspin of Mitch Gilligan and Will Pavely, Cam’s haul of 26 wickets from 8 games included
2 five wicket spells and brought his rep wicket tally to 59 in three seasons. An
incredible return once again from Cam who played his last five rep games of the
season with an injured foot.
Without a lot of runs to play with in half of our games, it meant that both bowling and
fielding had to be ‘on song’, and ‘on song’ it was. It featured the best fielding and
wicket keeping in the competition and led astutely by skipper Will Pavely. The fielding
was first class, the best we have seen by a junior team, and leading the way was
Sentarou Murata-Davison. His individual brilliance led to many run outs that helped to
turn games. Mitch Gilligan’s outfield arm could grace any game at any level and
between them they inspired the other boys, who stepped up to provide ridiculous
catches, run outs and impressive ground fielding. Whilst Sentarou was the king of the
run outs, Charlie was
certainly king of the
catches, taking at
least 3 screamers,
and averaged at least
one catch per match.
Behind the stumps
we had Whiley Toll
for the first time as
our starting keeper.
Wow, his glovework
and timing were
impeccable
and
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combined with his athleticism, he became the leading keeper in the competition with
25 dismissals, including 12 stumpings. Cam Frost’s relationship with Whiley Toll was
truly boy’s own stuff.
In summation, we were thrilled as coaches to have such an able and willing group of
young men who fought their way through every game and fell just short. It’s been a
pleasure.
Stu Pavely and Paul Frost
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MWJCA 2018/19 Under 15 Season Report

DCA Team: Joel Davies (captain), Ky Broome, James Buchanan, Jack
Chick, Toby Cousemacker, Sam Debien, Raja Ganeshraj,
Jackson Griffiths, Lachlan Johnson, Ethan Langridge, Logan
Nicey, Tom Wood
Selected but unavailable due to injury: Jasper Straetemans
President’s Cup Team: Ben Eady (captain), Finlay Marks (vice-captain), Hayden
Calvert, Nathan Colyer, Jimmy Downs, Taylor Frowde, Luke
Harvey, Sam Kemp, Harry Ryals, Hurshwin Sharma, Hayden
Williams, Lachlan Williams
Filled in: Zac Wishart
Coaches: Darryl Buchanan, Kev Davies (DCA)
Marc Eady, Clint Colyer (President’s Cup)
Managers: Blake Cousemacker (DCA), Jeff Downs (President’s Cup)
Players of the Year: Joel Davies (DCA)
Ben Eady (President’s Cup)
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DCA E.G. Weblin Shield – Under 15
Despite being a thoroughly enjoyable experience, 2018/19 proved to be a frustrating
season on the field and one of unfulfilled promise. The overall feeling was that this
team was 10% off their best in most games and that ultimately proved costly.
We were in a very tough pool (nothing unusual about that) and put ourselves in
position to win almost every match. However, we paid the price for the occasional
drop in concentration; for putting in two excellent sessions in the field and then a poor
third session; and for establishing neat little 20-30 run partnerships but not building
them into dominant ones.
The net effect was a series of missed opportunities and performances far below what
we had expected and were striving for.
That said, all the players gelled well and contributed at different points during the
season. Attendance and effort at training and in games was exemplary and there was
much laughter and enjoyment. The coaching staff wish to thank and congratulate all
the young men in this team for their cooperation, enthusiasm and positive attitude.
A few of the highlights during the season included:
 A near perfect game against Hornsby which Manly dominated from the start,
scoring 9/294 from our 50 overs before restricting Hornsby to 7/171.
 An imperious 145 off 115 balls by Joel Davies against Hornsby. Joel finished the
season as the 4 th highest run scorer for the competition despite batting fewer
times than the players ahead of him.
 Sam Debien receiving a late call up to the team for his first season of DCA cricket
and finishing as the team’s leading wicket taker (7 wickets).
Once again, support from all parents was exceptional and greatly appreciated. There
are many roles to fill in organising and running a DCA fixture and the parent group are
always willing and able. Many thanks to all.
Season results were:
Round 1 Manly 9/177 (J.Davies 75, K.Broome 38) defeated by Central Coast 8/195
(T.Cousemacker 2/32, S.Debien 2/34)
Round 2 Manly 9/294 (J.Davies 145, J.Chick 44, J.Griffiths 37) defeated Hornsby
7/171 (S.Debien 2/29)
Round 3 Manly 7/166 (J.Chick 41, K.Broome 31, L.Johnson 30*) defeated by North
Shore 5/168 (S.Debien 2/37)
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Round 4
Round 5

Manly 9/130 (J.Buchanan 28, K.Broome 27) defeated by South Eastern
2/134
Manly 10/134 (J.Davies 44) defeated by Northern Districts 5/204 (J.Davies
2/15)

Player Profiles
Joel Davies: Joel had a very good DCA season with
both bat and ball. He was the leading run scorer (284
runs) and his left arm orthodox spin bowling has
developed to make him one of the dominant bowlers
in the competition. Joel’s ability to tie down the
opposition was exceptional – from the 50 overs he
bowled during the season, Joel’s economy rate was
1.9 runs per over. Joel’s fielding is top class and his
captaincy is second to none; he is rightly held in the
highest regard by everyone associated with the
Manly team and across all other teams.
Logan Nicey: Logan has a compact technique, good
defence and an effective pull shot. He looks like the
quintessential opening batsman and all his skills were
on display during an innings of exceptional quality in
the first trial match. Runs eluded him during the
season proper, however Logan is a committed
cricketer with a strong work ethic and these qualities
will lead to further success.
Ky Broome: Ky reinvented himself as an opening
batsman this season and proved to be outstanding. Ky’s technique is very solid, his
running between the wickets is assertive and he has the capacity to play strongly when
needed. Ky was the second top run scorer for the team (127 runs) and is well placed to
build on this success next year. Ky is passionate about his cricket and he is a player of
promise.
James Buchanan: James is a technically sound batsman who made promising starts in
four out of five matches yet finished with a high score of 28 for the season. The
capacity to take these starts and use them as a foundation for big scores and
influential partnerships is an important part of the next phase of James’ development.
James’ bowling continues to improve and he should persevere with it as he is
developing increasing speed and has good variations.
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Tom Wood: Tom is a dynamic cricketer who bats flamboyantly and typically scores at a
run-a-ball or better. He scored consistently in the teens throughout the season and his
next advancement as a batsman will be turning some of these starts into big scores.
Tom’s leg spin bowling was mesmerising at times and expensive at others, whilst his
fielding was consistently exceptional. Tom is a clearly gifted cricketer.
Jack Chick: Jack returned to the DCA team after a very good season in Presidents Cup
the year before. Jack played strongly and confidently and contributed important
knocks against Hornsby (44) and North Shore (41). In addition to his powerful middle
order batting, Jack adds a lot to this team with his presence in the field and excellent
slips catching.
Jackson Griffiths: Jackson is a powerful hitter who has the ability to increase the run
rate dramatically and change the game in an instant. His innings against Hornsby (37)
was a highlight and his power hitting during one of the trial games was ferocious.
Jackson plays at his best when his mind is free and he backs his judgement. Jackson
has the potential to play some important innings for this team next season.
Lachlan Johnson: Lachie really stepped up with his batting this year, playing with
power and strength as well as a heightened confidence and freedom. The result was
some handy, fast-scoring knocks of 30*, 17* and 17 in the final three matches. Lachie’s
wicketkeeping was consistent, taking 3 catches, 2 stumpings and being involved in 2
run outs.
Ethan Langridge: Ethan is a bowler who thrives on rhythm. When he is in full flight and
feeling confident, Ethan has a beautiful high action and swings the ball away at good
pace. With a strong pre-season and regular bowling, Ethan’s capacity to consistently
bowl with rhythm will be enhanced. Ethan is an athletic cricketer, who also strikes the
ball cleanly when he bats.
Sam Debien: Sam was a late addition to the DCA team and performed exceptionally
well, finishing the season as our leading wicket taker with 7 wickets. Sam opened the
bowling on most occasions and threatened the batsmen each time with his late
inswing. He regularly came back to bowl his second spell when the batsmen were in
full flight and picked up important wickets. Sam is well placed to continue his rapid
development with a strong pre-season.
Toby Cousemacker: Toby is the team’s reliable opening bowler, using cunning
outswing and precise line and length as the tools of his trade. Toby battled
courageously through a pre-season knee injury and ongoing leg soreness, at times
needing to bowl off a short run. Toby always gives 100% and his contributions in spite
of the discomfort he endured throughout the season were inspiring to his team mates.
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Toby will have much to offer in 2019/20 with a solid preparation and an injury-free
start to the season.
Raja Ganeshraj: Raja had a solid season with two particularly strong performances
against Hornsby (1/29 of 10 overs) and Northern Districts (an unlucky 0/32 off 10
overs). As Raja further develops his consistency and his confidence when bowlers try
to take him on, he will reap great rewards. Raja continues to be the most improved
fielder in this team and it is quite deserving that he took the most catches this season,
including a cracker on the boundary against North Shore.
A special word of acknowledgement to Jasper Straetemans, who was selected in the
DCA team after excelling in the pre-season trials, only to miss the entire DCA season
due to injury. Jasper attended all games, providing outstanding support to the players
and assisting the coaching staff. Jasper is a highly valued member of the team and we
look forward to him returning healthy and ready to go in 2019/20.
Congratulations also to Joel Davies, James Buchanan and Tom Wood who were part of
the highly successful Manly Green Shield team which made the final this season. The
team won 9 games straight before going down in the final. Joel captained the team
and finished as the leading run scorer for the competition as well as breaking the
Manly Green Shield run scoring record.
Joel also captained the NSW Under 15 team to victory in the National carnival, where
he finished as the top run scorer (two centuries and a half-century) and was named in
the Australian team.
The 2019/20 season offers great hope for this team. It will be their last season of Rep
cricket and an opportunity to step up and have a season of playing to their full
potential. In addition to the DCA season, all the players are eligible to be selected in
the Manly Green Shield team which offers further opportunities to develop their
cricket through high quality training and high standard matches.
Darryl Buchanan and Kev Davies
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President’s Cup – Under 15
My goal as Coach this year was to encourage the boys to relax, play with freedom and
most of all enjoy their cricket. Week after week at training and on match day, they did
this, making it a thoroughly enjoyable experience. I shared the coaching duties with
Clint Colyer and his enthusiasm as always was infectious. We pushed and guided the
boys at training but on match day Clint and I took a back seat. We made it their
responsibility as maturing young men to make decisions, to work as a team and
respect each other as they fulfilled their Representative playing duties for Manly.
Jeff Downs continued to be the manager of all managers supported by a fantastic and
co-operative parent group who chip in with scoring, umpiring, catering and match day
setup.
Marc Eady, Coach
I came onboard this year with the aim of getting the boys to explore the idea that
there were things they could learn to ‘train’ outside of the normal batting, bowling
and fielding skills. We did a lot on mindset and preparation and belief. To learn ways
to be a genuine team player and identify their role and responsibility within the group.
Marc and I watched them develop in these areas and we have no doubt these skills
will not only make them become better cricketers in the future but more importantly
help them develop even further into the fine young men that they are.
Clint Colyer, Coach

Player Summaries:
Hayden Calvert (WK)
‘Mr. Cricket’s’ passion for the game and his team is second to none. This year he
struggled with the bat at times, often getting a great start but unable to build a big
innings. A big positive for his batting this year was his wider variety of shots and the
power in which he was hitting the ball. Hayden’s lightning fast hands behind the
stumps again resulted in some fantastic stumpings.
Nathan Colyer
Nathan set a goal this year to score a 50 and he is to be commended for getting close
and compiling a gutsy 43, top scoring in what was a tough run chase for our boys in
Round 2. As always, his enthusiasm in the field was outstanding, throwing himself
around putting his body on the line time after time. He has been a solid team player
since the U11’s and is the leader of the laughs, ensuring everyone is always having a
good time on and off the field.
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Jimmy Downs
‘Mr. Reliable’. Whether it’s with the ball taking a quick wicket to break a partnership or
someone to support with the bat after the loss of a few early wickets, Jimmy is ready
to take on the challenge, and rarely disappoints. Calm under pressure and the ability
to hit the ball 360 degrees, he has a great ability to get the job done and showed us
that again this year particularly in Rounds 2 and 5.
Ben Eady (Captain)
‘Benny’ was this year’s leading wicket taker and run scorer. His off-spin bowling has
developed into a real weapon, coupled with the odd leggy and a quicker delivery he
had a lot of batsmen guessing. Despite taking a 5-for in Round 3, his 4-10 off 10 overs
in Round 6 was a memorable spell of bowling. With the bat, he showed how strong he
is and with a captain’s knock of 83 in Round 1 showed he can perform when the
pressure is on. As captain, Ben, with assistance of Finlay, made all the on-field
decisions and was outstanding throughout the season with spot-on fielding and
bowling changes.
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Taylor Frowde
After the initial disappointment of just missing out on selection, Taylor was welcomed
into the team replacing a batsman who succumbed to injury. ‘Frowdey’ showed his
excitement & dedication from the first training session and quickly became an integral
part of the team. When given the chance to open the batting he showed he had ‘what
it takes’ to play rep cricket. With experience, Frowdey will gain more ‘belief’ and
become more patient and back himself to play his shots. He played a great innings of
28 in our Round 4 win against Sutherland.
Luke Harvey
Luke is one of the nicest young men I’ve had the pleasure to coach. As an opener / top
order batsman, he does put a lot of pressure on himself which can have him back in
the sheds before we’d all like. His Round 4 innings of 45 proved that playing with
freedom and being more relaxed will show what’s he’s capable of. In the field, Luke is
second to none with his safe hands and accurate arm. Luke has vowed to start bowling
again and we look forward to him returning next season with this weapon back in his
armory. He is one of the hardest workers in the team and we have no doubt this
commitment will pay off in the future.
Sam Kemp
Sam is the most enthusiastic debutant we’ve seen. His commitment at every training
session and willingness to learn at every opportunity was impressive. Sam’s pace
bowling throughout the season was solid, consistently taking wickets and bowling tight
spells when needed. A hard hitter of the ball, Sam was also very handy with the bat. In
the field, Sam had speed and accuracy and great game awareness which paid off on
more than one occasion. With one season under his belt, his ongoing dedication and
commitment and continuing to learn to ‘relax’ we have no doubt Sam will develop into
a wonderful cricketer.
Finlay Marks (Vice-captain)
Fins leg spin bowling this year showed promise with a great start in our first trial taking
6 wickets. During the regular season, Fin struggled at times to find his line and length
early but being a leggie you need a lot of resolve and Finlay has it in bucket loads. His
persistence often resulted in making the batsman make a lot of decisions. His batting
as always was entertaining, often hitting boundaries late in an innings to see the
match out. Fin took on the role as VC this season and it was great to see him getting
involved and helping Benny out in this capacity.
Harry Ryals
Coming into the Preso’s from DCA this year we knew Harry would be a great asset to
our team. He was relaxed and ready to enjoy his cricket. His left arm over in swing
bowling was on line and extremely consistent taking wickets in every match bar one,
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with a great bowling
display in Round 2 taking
3/27. I’d have to say he
was also one of the
unluckiest
bowlers
having dozens of plays
and misses. Harry is also
very handy with the bat
- he can play some
wonderful cricket shots
and score quickly when
needed, reaching the
boundary with ease.
Harry’s fielding ability is
brilliant, keeping many
batsmen honest with his
strong arm and amazing
anticipation.
Hurshwin Sharma
With a year of rep cricket under his belt Hurshwin was ready to let loose as the
opening bowler. Never wanting to be taken out of the attack, he’d bowl all day if he
was able. Hurshwin is hungry for wickets and if he didn’t have one nearing the end of
his spell, he’d rip in even harder working to the death for the scalp. A big hitter of the
ball Hursh is never afraid to let loose towards the end of an innings teasing the
opposition with catching opportunities. Hursh is a very ‘coachable’ young man and
simply wants to learn and get better and with this attitude undoubtedly he will.
Hayden Williams
Hayden thoroughly deserved his spot in the team this year and only just missed out in
the early trials. On debut, this quiet, respectful and super keen young cricketer was a
Coach’s dream. Perfect line and length pace bowling and giving it his all week after
week was his strength. He put his body on the line in the field and saved many
boundaries. Unfortunately, Hayden didn’t have many opportunities with the bat, but
when he did he showed strength and composure. With continued hard work Hayden’s
game will develop on a very steep upward curve.
Lachlan Williams
Lachie, another debutant, was selected for his pace bowling. He would sometimes let
speed take over from control and didn’t take as many wickets as he would have liked
but it wasn’t for the want of trying. We saw early on that Lachie had a great ‘eye’. He
had a very solid defence and he could also hit the ball very hard and had a good
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repertoire of shots. He was given the opportunity of opening our innings a few times
during the season and his 38 in our Round 5 win against Penrith was a great batting
display.
Zac Wishart
Unfortunate to not make the team this year, Zac made himself available to fill in when
needed and played 2 matches. A huge thanks to Zac for his line & length reliable
bowling attack and a special mention for his 1/7 off 5 in Round 3.

Match Results:
Round 1: Manly (9/137) defeated by NWS Hurricanes (5/141)
Ben Eady 83, Jimmy Downs 15, Taylor Frowde 12
Hayden Williams 2/18
Round 2: Manly (9/191) defeated by Wenty Leagues (8/196)
Harry Ryals 3/27, Sam Kemp 2/33,
Nathan Colyer 43, Jimmy Downs 31, Lachlan Williams 23
Round 3: Manly (7/123) defeated Newcastle (11/122)
Ben Eady 5/35, Harry Ryals 2/20, Sam Kemp 2/13
Ben Eady 40*, Sam Kemp 19, Harry Ryals 15
Round 4 – Manly (10/176) defeated Sutherland (8/107)
Hurshwin Sharma 3/7, Ben Eady 2/27
Luke Harvey 45, Taylor Frowde 28, Nathan Colyer 19
Round 5: Manly (3/70) defeated Penrith (10/69)
Jimmy Downs 3/6, Ben Eady 3/12, Sam Kemp 2/15
Lachlan Williams 38, Ben Eady 16*
Round 6: Manly (10/120) defeated by NWS Hurricanes (11/160)
Ben Eady 4/10, Jimmy Downs 2/16
Hayden Calvert 23*, Harry Ryals 22*, Finlay Marks 17
Player of the Year:
Congratulations to Ben Eady our MWJCA Presidents Cup Player of the Year. Ben also
received the IDCA Cup award for the U15 age group for his bowling.
Batting: 159 runs, avg. 39.75. Highlight: 83 in Round 1
Bowling: 15 wickets, avg. 8.73 Highlights: 5/35 off 9.3 in Round 3, 4/10 off 10 in
Round 6
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Carnival Summary:
U15 Walter Taylor Shield (2-5 January, Armidale)
All 12 boys were fit and able to play and we hit the ground running with a healthy
squad. We had one casualty along the way though with Jimmy tearing the webbing in
his hand and ending up in hospital. Carnival week is not just about 275 overs of cricket;
it’s about the post-match shenanigans, hanging out with our cricket families and
experiencing all the host town has to offer. We played off for 3rd in a nail bighting
match against hosts Armidale but unfortunately the boys fell 6 runs short chasing
Armidale’s total.
Congratulations to the following boys who received awards during Carnival week:
 3 or more wickets taken in match: Nathan Colyer, Ben Eady, Taylor Frowde
 50 or more runs: Luke Harvey
 Player of the Match: Lachlan Williams, Ben Eady
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MWJCA 2018/19 Under 16 Season Report

DCA Team: Sam Barnett, Samuel Dunn, Evan Dunnachie, Sam Jones,
Oscar Lucius, Oliver Melville, Luke Morley, Joe O'Brien,
Matthew Priest, Luke Richardson, Joshua Seward, Zac
Thomas, Lachlan Trewartha
Filled in: Dominic Murphy
President’s Cup Team: Noah Kasmar (captain), Angus Beaumont, Joshua Bortolussi,
Patrick Campbell, Liam Chang, Liam Hart, Riley Kennedy,
Matt Kuchel, Declan McLerie, Noah Moss, Dominic Murphy,
Henry Thomas, Thomas Wunsch
Stan Austin Carnival: Luke Richardson
Coaches: Phil Munting (DCA), Neil Barnett, Andrew Dawes, Andrew
Melville (Assistants-DCA)
Ross Trewartha (President’s Cup)
Managers: Jon Priest (DCA)
Deb Kasmar (President’s Cup)
Players of the Year: Lachlan Trewartha (DCA)
Liam Chang (President’s Cup)
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DCA C.S. Watson Shield – Under 16
As the sun sets over the clock on the southern stand another season of cricket comes
to a close.
For our group of intrepid young men 2018/19 represents a transition from the
youthful exuberance of underage cricket, to the responsibility of making your way in
the world of senior cricket and the challenges that come with it.
In a year where many of our boys tasted the pressure of playing at grade level, we
promised much as a side only to find a new way each week to hand our hard earned
position in the game to the opposition. But in the end wins and losses were not how
we set out to measure our success as individuals or as a side.
Our aim was to build a team of young men who loved the game, who loved playing
with each other and who loved the challenge of playing at a level befitting their
combined talent. To a man, they gave all they had, they played with great heart and
great emotion, pushing each other at every stage to greater and greater heights. For
that we as a coaching team are not only very proud, but very thankful for the time and
effort that was put in.
Cricket it is said is a great leveller, a sport for building character, for making life long
friendships and for teaching you a lesson or two on the journey. So, from that view
point we learnt a lot, we learnt that sticking to a plan is paramount, that playing for
the side bred success and that in the end if you put the team first above all else that
there is nothing that cannot be achieved.
Whilst individuals are measured on runs and wickets there is much more to learn than
what the statistics tell us.
Players
like
Lachlan
Trewartha, Sam Dunn, Evan
Dunnachie, Luke Richardson
and Joey O’Brien were the
heart and soul of the side, all
played their part, and all
stepping up from our
Presidents Cup team from
previous year to become fine
DCA players.
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Every side also has its injection of class, the young men who look like they were born
with bat or ball in hand, our side this year was no different, the undoubted talent of
Sam Jones, the cricket nous of Josh Seward, Luke Morley and Oscar Lucius and the
shear persistence and professionalism of Oliver Melville, Matt Priest and Zac Thomas.
All showed they have a future in the game should they choose to pursue it.
Then, as with every side, there must be a leader, not to say that each player did not
exhibit his share of leadership when it was his turn to step up, but for us Sam Barnett
was that man. Taking the role on for the very first time Sam showed a level of calm
and class way beyond his years. A good communicator and a friend to all Sam led the
side with aplomb.
For me and my fellow coaches we will be eternally grateful for having the opportunity
to work with such a fine group of young men and I hope to have had some small
impact on their cricketing education and development
As this is our final year I do not wish to write as in previous years a few lines on every
player.
What I will say is we started as a team and it is fitting that we finish in the same way.
As head coach, it would be remiss of me if I did not extend my thanks to Andrew
Melville who spent many hours with the boys passing on his knowledge and
experience. To Andrew Dawes who gave his time and considerable talent to coaching
mid-week and to Neil Barnett who took on the role as fielding coach, which as we are
all aware is always a poison chalice.
Also to Ross Trewartha who has devoted many years to under age cricket in the area,
thank you for your efforts with our Presidents Cup side, for you wise counsel, and for
sharing your vast experience.
To our Manager Jon Priest thank you for being there as our sense of reason and for all
your hard work and finally to our parents who turn up every week and support both us
and their boys.
You are a marvelous bunch, thank you.
Finally enjoy the game, enjoy the friendships you make and the experiences you have,
they will forever be a part of who you are as people and as cricketers.
Cheers
Phil Munting - Head Coach DCA U16
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President’s Cup – Under 16 Andrew Blamey Cup
2018/19 IDCA Andrew Blamey Cup Champions
“No player was too important, and no player lacked importance.” – Matt Murphy –
Veterinarian and Parent!
“The strength of the team is each individual member. The strength of each member
is the team." --Phil Jackson, Basketballer
Player of the year – Liam Chang
For this team, the last 3-4 years have built upon enjoyment, personal development,
cricketing development, and above all else, friendship.
Our team has always had a wonderful balance of personalities, and a great blend of
cricket skills. They are a pleasure to coach, they are great fun to be around, and being
part of their cricket experience is a humbling feeling for me.
Over the last few years, we have always had a beautiful variety to our team. A mixed
bowling attack, of which no other team has ever matched. A flexible batting order,
where aggression was combined with skill, combined with fighting spirit. A fielding
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team which always hung in there, chatting, talking, encouraging each other in the
hottest and most difficult of conditions.
All the boys were team oriented, and shared and enjoyed the success of their team
mates with as much happiness as they enjoyed their own personal success. That, in
itself is a recipe for success, not only on the field, but also off the field, in terms of
enjoying the time each Sunday. This was one area where we were always a better
team than any of our opposition. We were always together as a team and as
supporters.
Each boy played a role at some stage during the season, to help get us over the line in
tight games. No contribution was ever too small. Every moment was important. If you
learn one thing from cricket, it is that very run counts and the game is never over until
it is won.
While we had some standouts statistically, there wasn’t one boy in the team who
didn’t contribute, and we proved that our ‘team’ was superior to those of our rivals.
The final was a fitting end, and a deserved win. All parents can be very proud of their
boys, and all the boys can be very proud of themselves and their mates.
Personally, this team has brought me a lot of happiness, enjoyment, satisfaction and
above all else, love and friendship. I have made some truly beautiful friends from
cricket, and I feel extremely lucky to have been part of this group.
It's been a great ride, and for the boys especially, just a part of the journey!
I look forward to seeing them all develop and prosper not only as cricketers, but
especially in their lives ahead.
Massive thanks to all the parents, for their support and encouragement, but more
importantly their friendship.
Over the last few years we have always had the friendliest, happiest, most fun, most
willing, easy going and enthusiastic parent group. Just a wonderful group of people to
be around.
While the team spirit was shared by everyone, the off-field organisation was managed
by the Manager of the century…Deb Kasmar. Deb has always gone above and beyond,
much to the envy of the other associations. Sunday wasn’t just a day for rep cricket,
it’s been a social event, a BBQ, a lunch, a party, and afternoon tea…. With a game of
cricket thrown in for good measure!
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Special thanks again to Terry Kennedy and also Bill McLerie for their weekly match
reports, which continued to excite and enthral the avid sports and fiction fans among
us.

The Cricket
After the 5 preliminary matches, we were outright 2 nd . Half a win behind Sutherland
who were the only team to have beaten us.
We started with a comfortable victory under lights at North West Hurricanes. Pink ball,
lights, clear blue sky. A great thrill for the boys and we controlled the game
throughout. Game two was a thumping loss to Sutherland, while our 3 rd game was in a
jungle up at Penrith, where as usual, our bowling was tight and restrictive. Liam Chang
(Changa) played one of his finest innings. With grass longer than the jungles of the
Amazon, he scored 53, without a boundary, out of 108. At the SCG it would have been
100.
But this was just a prelude….. Our last 3 games were full of the fighting qualities which
have made this team what it is.
Against Newcastle, they were cruising at 2-140, and 5-171 when Liam Harte produced
a spell of 4-8 to reduce them to 175 all out. Despite an aggressive 59 from Tom
Wunsch, at 7-130 we were under the pump, but Dom Murphy (Murph) and Henry
Thomas combined for a match winning partnership of 45, to get us home in a game
where we were only ever in front at the end!
The following weekend we travelled in the heat to play the strong Maitland team, who
had beaten us soundly at the tournament in Taree. Losing the toss on a wet wicket, we
were reduced to 4-30, however an 80 run partnership again featuring Murph, this time
with Noah Moss (Mossy), saw us to 110, before another mini collapse. The last over
yielded 8 runs courtesy of a massive bomb by Matt Kuchel (Kooch), and we came off
knowing we had something to bowl at with 141. The weather was searing, but we
stuck to the task and took steady wickets all afternoon to hang in the game. Their
number 3 was dominating with 62, but as things got closer, we got better, and
stronger, and momentum was moving in our favour. Skipper Noah Kasmar (Kassie)
gambled and kept himself on and snared a vital wicket, while Kooch bowled 10 overs,
3 wickets for a miserly 5 runs. We held all our catches (Mossy with a screamer) and
turned their singles into run-outs! Pat Campbell came on with 8 overs to go, and took
2-5, (Changa taking the catches)….. All of a sudden, we were in the final with victory by
8 runs.
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The final again showcased our talents and especially our spirit. With Sutho Parents
spread out all over the place, we bunkered down together, players and families, and
completed a great victory. From 0-50, we ground Sutherland all out for 123, again
Kooch with 3-18 from 10 over, Kassie with 1-6 from 8 overs, and Liam Chang 2-18 from
8, we turned the screws on them. From 3-15 in our innings we watched Liam Chang
and Noah Moss consolidate, regain control and then dominate, to win by 5 wickets
with plenty of overs to spare. Changa’s mature, match winning 76 not out, combined
patience with power, and he was well supported by the heroes of Maitland, Mossy
and Murph.
A fitting reward. A great end to Rep Cricket. So much pleasure and satisfaction for
everyone. Years of fun, a lifetime of friendship, and some magical cricket memories.
To win a premiership, you need a lot of things to go right, but as most will know, you
must win the close moments of the close games. And that’s what we did. Every boy
contributed to the win. Stats don’t always tell the story in cricket, as 1 wicket can be
vital (e.g. Henry Thomas in the final, knocking over the competitions leading run
scorer)… a fighting 10 not out here, or a miserly bowling spell, or a great save in the
field. Everything thing counts, every run. Our catching peaked over the last few games,
and we hardly dropped anything, and took a few screamers along the way.
All in all, a very satisfying result and a fitting reward for this wonderful group of young
men. Friendships forged and fantastic times had by all.

The Players
Angus Beaumont – New to rep cricket this season Angus brought power to the batting
line up, and demonstrated as much in his first trial game, smashing Sutherland all over
Frank Gray. Unfortunately, it never quite clicked into gear during the season, but
Angus was our leading run-scorer on our Taree tour, and was a great asset in the field
and a reliable slip fielder. Like many in their first season on turf, there are some
hurdles to overcome, however Angus worked hard in the nets all season, and has the
ability and the work ethic to continue to improve. Like all the boys over the years,
despite being a first-year player, it seemed like he’d been part of the team for years.
Josh Bortolussi – After a pre-season school exchange trip overseas, Josh was probably
a little underdone in terms of bowling going into the season and struggled for his
rhythm early on. A few solid net sessions had him back to his best near Christmas. Ever
the team player, Josh took himself out of the bowling attack a few times when it
wasn’t quite working for him. He was always good value around the team, always
willing for a chat, to anyone, (team mates, parents, umpires, opposition…) and he still
has potential as a batsman, showing some glimpses of power during the season.
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Patrick Campbell – Patrick was an integral part of the team again this year, and took
critical wickets bowling either at the death, or early on. Patrick was second in the
bowling with 8 wickets at 11. While the opening batting experiment didn’t really work,
on tour Patrick made some decent scores and has always been a powerful hitter down
the ground. Athletic in the field, Patrick is popular member of the team, and his easygoing nature makes him easy to coach and a good lad to have around the team.
Liam Chang – The player of the year for us. Liam played several “innings of substance”
for us this year, and has matured as a batsman over the course of the last 3 years.
Necessity is the mother of all invention, and Liam’s maturity and willingness to graft
for longer periods, was in part due to the injury to Riley Kennedy (our leading batsman
from last season) and in part due to his competition with his 11-year-old brother!!
(whatever works !!)
As in previous seasons Liam’s accurate right arm swing bowling was always probing,
always reliable and provided a basis for us keeping a lid on the opposition batting.
Added to this, his athletic fielding and catching makes him a genuine all-round asset.
Higher honours beckon.
Liam Hart – With a bowling strike rate of 16, one may suggest Liam was under bowled
this season, but his strength lies in the element of surprise so one could also argue he
was used judiciously throughout the year?!?
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His 4 for 8 v Newcastle (see match reports above) was the highlight of his season, and
turned the game in our favour, delighting cricket fans everywhere.
Liam possesses a good batting technique, and while his batting didn’t reach any great
heights in the main games, he made 36 on tour. Only his Dad Scott had more runs on
that day!
Liam is a natural athlete and took some great catches again this year. He is also a
natural competitor, who enjoys the contest, and the chat, and made many friends on
tour with opponents and umpires alike!
Noah Kasmar – Another great season for Noah, both as a bowler and a skipper. In all
close games, there are always critical decisions to make, and Noah showed an astute
tactical awareness, either to attack and take wickets, or pull back slightly, both
designed to keep the games under our control. As in previous seasons, Noah took
wickets with his leggies (6 wickets at 18), with an economy of 3.5. Great stats for a
leggy. His improvement each season is a testament to his hard work and dedication to
a difficult art form. He has always been a key bowler in this team, but has always put
team first and led by that example. Noah’s opportunities with the bat were again
limited this season, however his power is developing, and his technique remains as
solid as ever.
Riley Kennedy – After being the leading run scorer across the competition last season,
unfortunately injury curtailed Riley’s season. However, he showed his ability in Round
1 under lights with a breezy 17 to seal the game.
He supported and celebrated throughout the season, and hopefully Riley can
overcome his injuries and progress to higher honours in his cricket in years to come.
Matt Kuchel – Kooch had another great season with us, finishing as our leading wicket
taker with 10 wickets, at the miserly average of 8.9, and the leading economy rate of
1.8. In the last 2 games, Matt had figures of 20 overs, 6-23, which went a long way to
securing the premiership. His batting showed improved power and technique and he
had significant lower order contributions at crucial times, (v Penrith and Maitland). A
popular member of the team, we again look forward to continued improvement next
season, in both cricket and Fortnite!
Declan McLerie – Declan joined our team this season and took the new ball in most
games. Declan was always the hardest trainer and worked on various bowling varieties
in the nets, however it was his tidy in-swingers with the new ball which were his main
asset.
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A hard-hitting lower order batsman, his batting opportunities were rare, yet none-the
less much anticipated by everyone, and it was his thumping 6 at Taree which ended
the tour on a great note! Combine all the above with athletic fielding, and safe hands,
this made him an asset on the field, while his off-field personality made it seem like
he’d been with the team for years.
Noah Moss – Noah epitomised the fighting spirit of the team and is the type of player
that every team needs. A great team player, and always the man for a crisis, Noah
played a number of critical innings for us with the bat, (see match reports above) and
was always a consistent bowler at important times. As a fielder, Noah always provided
the energy and enthusiasm required in all circumstances, and his miraculous catch at
Maitland lifted us at a crucial time in the game.
Dom Murphy – 4 stumpings, and 3 run outs. Dom has been a rock for us behind the
stumps in each of the last 5 years. His calm reliability, and high skill level have been a
major factor is us winning the comp. In addition, his batting reached a new level this
year and his fighting spirit which he has showed in life, flowed naturally into his
batting and he played some notable innings for us. (see match reviews above). I can’t
speak highly enough of Dom as a player and more importantly, as a great team player.
I have no doubt Dom could keep in grade cricket, as he has shown high quality
standing up to our array of spinners over the years. If his batting improves at the same
rate over coming years, then he’ll be the keeper batsmen every team needs.
Henry Thomas – as usual, one of the central characters of the team and vice-captain
again this season. While Henry’s stats don’t necessarily make exciting reading,
between the lines we find an invaluable 10not out V Newcastle, and the prize wicket in
the final, of the competition’s only double century maker and leading run scorer!
Henry continues to be able to swing the ball both ways having worked hard in the nets
to master both deliveries. There was noticeable improvement in Henry’s batting, at
times looking every inch a technician, while still being able to slog!
As always, Henry contributes as much off the field as on it, and he remains a great kid,
easy to coach, and the leading fisherman in the squad.
Tom Wunsch – Into his second season with us, Tom’s improvement in just one season
was noticeable and he has developed into a powerful opening batsman. A top score of
59 against Newcastle laid the foundation for a heart-stopping win, and he was
instrumental in providing a solid platform in most games. Tom was 2 nd in
performances with 134 runs at an average of 27, and showed he could mix solid
defence, with controlled aggression and was always able to increase the tempo as
required, which was the most noticeable change from the previous season.
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A great team player, and popular team man, he didn’t get an opportunity with the
ball…...
As per last year, a big thanks also to Phil Munting for training the entire squad of DCA
and Presidents cup players.
This season was similar to previous seasons, but with more on field success. Our offfield success has never been in doubt thanks to the wonderful families involved.
Despite some personnel changes, the team (and parents) bonded in a similar way each
season, and the enjoyment each Sunday was testament to everybody who played and
supported.
This team has created memories for themselves and for their parents and supporters,
and the friendships we all have made, will live on with us all.
Once again, I’m very thankful to share this experience with the wonderful families, and
especially with these amazing group of boys. I wish them every success and happiness
not only in cricket, but wherever their lives take them.
Regards
Roscoe
Ross Trewartha – coach
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MWJCA Records as at 2018/19 Season
Criteria for Association Records
 BATTING – to qualify for batting average records, a batsman must bat in 8
innings and score 100 runs or more during the season.
 BOWLING – to qualify for bowling average records, a bowler must take 15
wickets and bowl 30 overs during the season.

Hat Tricks in 2018/19 *
Age/Division

Name

Under 12 Div 1

Harley Cruickshank Collaroy

Round 3 vs. Peninsula

Under 12 Div 2

Lachie Hansen

Harbord

GF vs. Seaforth

Under 13 Div 1

Matthew Evans

Harbord

Round 9 vs. Peninsula

Under 13 Div 2

Max Shacklock

Collaroy

Round 5 vs. Beacon Hill

Under 13 Div 2

Hamish Macqueen St Augustines Round 10 vs. Cromer

Under 13 Div 2

Hamish Macqueen St Augustines Round 15 vs. St Pius X

Under 14 Div 1

Joshua Lawson

Collaroy

Round 6 vs. St Pius X

Under 14 Div 1

Matthew Adam

Collaroy

Round 13 vs. St Pius X

Under 15 Div 2

Sienna James

Harbord

Round 14 vs. St Augustines

Under 15 Div 2

Sienna James

Harbord

Semi-final vs. Peninsula

Under 15 Girls

Lauren Turner

Forest

Round 3 vs. Wakehurst

Harbord

Round 5 vs. St Augustines

Under 16-18 Div 1 Ashish Sharda

Club

Round

* Hat tricks only recorded for traditional cricket age groups Under 12 and above.
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Records Set in 2018/19
Age/Division

Category

Name

Club

Record

Under 12 Div 1

Batting Aggregate

Lukas Overhoff

Seaforth

529 runs

Under 12 Div 1

Batting Average

Matthew Melville

Wakehurst

60.33

Under 12 Div 1

Highest Score

Lukas Overhoff

Seaforth

78*

Under 12 Div 1

Bowling Aggregate Ryan Baldwin

Seaforth

24 wickets

Under 12 Div 1

Bowling Average

Luke Kennedy

Cromer

4.88

Under 12 Div 1

Bowling Figures

Harley Cruickshank

Collaroy Plateau

6/7

Under 12 Div 2

Batting Aggregate

Jackson James

Harbord

357 runs

Under 12 Div 2

Batting Average

Nelson Davis

Harbord

75.75

Under 12 Div 2

Highest Score

Beau Gowenlock

Seaforth

58

Under 12 Div 2

Bowling Aggregate Sam Roche

Peninsula

24 wickets

Under 12 Div 2

Bowling Average

Barnaby Hodgson

Harbord

3.07

Under 12 Div 2

Bowling Figures

Sam Roche

Peninsula

4/3

Under 13 Girls

Bowling Aggregate Arabella Handley

Collaroy Plateau

13 wickets

Under 13 Div 2

Batting Aggregate

Jack Toohey

St. Augustines

507 runs

Under 14 Div 1

Batting Average

Andrew Boulton

St. Augustines

498.0

Under 15 Girls

Bowling Aggregate Laura Judson

Wakehurst

16 wickets

Under 15 Girls

Bowling Average

Laura Judson

Wakehurst

5.63

Under 15 Div 2

Highest Score

Tristan Acord

Peninsula

128*

Under 15 Div 2

Bowling Figures

James Pholi

Peninsula

5/5

Under 16-18 Div 2

Batting Aggregate

Joshua Overton

St. Pius X

466 runs

Under 16-18 Div 2

Batting Average

Joshua Overton

St. Pius X

66.57

Under 16-18 Div 2

Highest Score

Ethan Brown

Forest District

152*
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Records as at 2018/19 Season – Mixed competitions
Records for best bowling figures are from 2003/04 when electronic records have been
available, except where MWJCA archives have been found that provide information
from earlier seasons.
Under 12 Records from 2018/2019 Season #
Under 12 Division 1
Category
Batting: Highest Season Aggregate
Batting: Highest Season Average
Batting: Highest Individual Score
Bowling: Most Wickets in a Season
Bowling: Best Bowling Average
Bowling: Best Bowling Figures

Name
Lukas Overhoff
Matthew Melville
Lukas Overhoff
Ryan Baldwin
Luke Kennedy
Harley Cruickshank

Club
Seaforth
Wakehurst
Seaforth
Seaforth
Cromer
Collaroy Plateau

Record
529 runs
60.33
78*
24 wickets
4.88
6/7

Year
2018/19
2018/19
2018/19
2018/19
2018/19
2018/19

Under 12 Division 2
Category
Batting: Highest Season Aggregate
Batting: Highest Season Average
Batting: Highest Individual Score
Bowling: Most Wickets in a Season
Bowling: Best Bowling Average
Bowling: Best Bowling Figures

Name
Jackson James
Nelson Davis
Beau Gowenlock
Sam Roche
Barnaby Hodgson
Sam Roche

Club
Harbord
Harbord
Seaforth
Peninsula
Harbord
Peninsula

Record
357 runs
75.75
58
24 wickets
3.07
4/3

Year
2018/19
2018/19
2018/19
2018/19
2018/19
2018/19

# In 2018/19 junior format changes that were introduced resulted in Under 12 records being re-commenced.

Under 13 Records from 1978/1979 Season
Under 13 Division 1
Category
Batting: Highest Season Aggregate
Batting: Highest Season Average
Batting: Highest Individual Score
Bowling: Most Wickets in a Season
Bowling: Best Bowling Average
Bowling: Best Bowling Figures

Name
Jake Osborne
Sam Jones
Jake Osborne
Shawn Bradstreet
Sam Rose
Shawn Bradstreet

Club
Forest District
Collaroy Plateau
Forest District
Redbacks
Peninsula
Redbacks

Record
823 runs
467.0
156*
51 wickets
2.24
8/0

Year
2014/15
2015/16
2014/15
1984/85
2007/08
1984/85
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Under 13 Division 2
Category

Batting: Highest Individual Score
Bowling: Most Wickets in a Season
Bowling: Best Bowling Average
Bowling: Best Bowling Figures

Name
Daniel McKenna
Jack Toohey #
M. Hill
Finn Epplett #
Christopher Fiadino
S. Bartlett
M. Hill
Finn Button

Club
Beacon Hill
St. Augustines College
St. Augustines College
Peninsula
St. Pius X College
Pittwater House
St. Augustines College
Harbord

Record
462 runs
507 runs
71.60
77.00
113
54 wickets
2.81
8/9

Year
2006/07
2018/19
1992/93
2017/18
2006/07
1982/83
1992/93
2010/11

Under 13 Division 3
Category
Batting: Highest Season Aggregate
Batting: Highest Season Average
Bowling: Most Wickets in a Season
Bowling: Best Bowling Average

Name
Julian Bignold
Julian Bignold
G. Speakman
G. Speakman

Club
Terrey Hills
Terrey Hills
Redbacks
Redbacks

Record
317 runs
31.70
41 wickets
2.29

Year
1985/86
1985/86
1985/86
1985/86

Batting: Highest Season Aggregate
Batting: Highest Season Average

# In 2016/17 boundaries were reduced from 50m to 40m and junior format changes introduced in 2017/18.

Under 14 Records from 1978/1979 Season
Under 14 Division 1
Category
Batting: Highest Season Aggregate
Batting: Highest Season Average
Batting: Highest Individual Score
Bowling: Most Wickets in a Season
Bowling: Best Bowling Average
Bowling: Best Bowling Figures
Under 14 Division 2
Category
Batting: Highest Season Aggregate
Batting: Highest Season Average
Batting: Highest Individual Score
Bowling: Most Wickets in a Season
Bowling: Best Bowling Average
Bowling: Best Bowling Figures

Name
Oliver Davies
Daniel Schimek
Andrew Boulton #
Daniel Paterson
J. O'Neil
Sam Rose
Sam Rose
Jake Carden

Club
Harbord
St. Augustines College
St. Augustines College
Peninsula
Warringaroos
Peninsula
Peninsula
Collaroy Plateau

Record
587 runs
292.0
498.0
129

2.48
7/8

Year
2013/14
2005/06
2018/19
2008/09
1979/80
2008/09
2008/09
2010/11

Name
Harry McKibbon
T. Rigby
Harry McKibbon
Patrick Campbell #
J. Saunders
Lincoln Waller
Andrew Langham

Club
Redlands
Seaforth Youth Club
Redlands
Cromer
Terrey Hills
Forest District
Redlands

Record
564 runs
149.50
119
134*
56 wickets
2.80
7/16

Year
2006/07
1999/00
2006/07
2016/17
1980/81
2015/16
2007/08

42 wickets
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Under 14 Division 3
Category
Batting: Highest Season Aggregate
Batting: Highest Season Average
Batting: Highest Individual Score
Bowling: Most Wickets in a Season
Bowling: Best Bowling Average

Name
Josh Andersen
T. Goodwin

Club
Harbord
Harbord

Record
332 runs
68.25

Year
1999/00
1999/00

A. Gilmore
A. Gilmore

Redbacks
Redbacks

46 wickets
2.60

1985/86
1985/86

# In 2016/17 boundaries were reduced from 50m to 45m and junior format changes introduced in 2017/18.

Under 15 Records from 1978/1979 Season
Under 15 Division 1
Category
Batting: Highest Season Aggregate
Batting: Highest Season Average
Batting: Highest Individual Score
Bowling: Most Wickets in a Season
Bowling: Best Bowling Average
Bowling: Best Bowling Figures

Name
Oliver Davies
Theo Guichon
Craig Currie
J. Gavanga
Sam Rose
Matthew Butcher

Club
Harbord
Harbord
Beacon Hill
St. Augustines College
Peninsula
Peninsula

Record
675 runs
188.0
193
49 wickets
4.18
8/12

Year
2014/15
2012/13
1989/90
1979/80
2009/10
2004/05

Under 15 Division 2
Category
Batting: Highest Season Aggregate
Batting: Highest Season Average
Batting: Highest Individual Score
Bowling: Most Wickets in a Season
Bowling: Best Bowling Average
Bowling: Best Bowling Figures

Name
Josh Andersen
Tim Rigby
Tristan Acord
Paul Hynes
S. Manning
James Pholi

Club
Seaforth Youth Club
Seaforth Youth Club
Peninsula
St. Pius X College
Cromer
Peninsula

Record
464 runs
149.50
128*
52 wickets
4.10
5/5

Year
2000/01
1998/99
2018/19
1989/90
1990/91
2018/19

Record
797 runs
113.86
234*

Year
2011/12
2011/12
2004/05
2000/01
2006/07
2002/03
2006/07

Under 16-18 and 16-17* Records from 1998/1999 Season
Under 16-18 Division 1
Category
Batting: Highest Season Aggregate
Batting: Highest Season Average
Batting: Highest Individual Score
Bowling: Most Wickets in a Season
Bowling: Best Bowling Average
Bowling: Best Bowling Figures

Name
Michael Balzan
Michael Balzan
Matthew Nesbitt
D. Riddington
Daniel Tabrett
Steven Taylor
Nick McCallum-Toomey

Club
Redlands
Redlands
Seaforth
Seaforth Youth Club
Cromer
Beacon Hill
Peninsula

34 wickets
5.62
9/5
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Under 16-18 Division 2
Category
Name
Club
Batting: Highest Season Aggregate Joshua Overton
St. Pius X College
Batting: Highest Season Average
Joshua Overton
St. Pius X College
Batting: Highest Individual Score
Ethan Brown
Forest District
Bowling: Most Wickets in a Season Cooper Hatvany
St. Augustines College
Bowling: Best Bowling Average
Cooper Hatvany
St. Augustines College
Bowling: Best Bowling Figures
Samuel Gartner
St. Augustines College
* Under 16-17 competition changed to Under 16-18 in 2012/13 season

Record
466 runs
66.57
152*
27 wickets
8.19
6/8

Year
2018/19
2018/19
2018/19
2017/18
2017/18
2017/18

Records as at 2018/19 Season – Female competitions
MWJCA Female only competitions commenced in 2016/17 with an Under 13 girl’s
competition. In 2017/18 the Under 15 girl’s competition was introduced.
Under 13 Female Records from 2016/2017 Season
Under 13 Girls Division 1
(competition introduced in 2016/17 season)
Category
Name
Batting: Highest Season Aggregate
Breanna Henry
Batting: Highest Season Average
Breanna Henry
Batting: Highest Individual Score
Breanna Henry
Laura Judson
Bowling: Most Wickets in a Season
Arabella Handley
Bowling: Best Bowling Figures
Suriya Ganeshraj

Club
Beacon Hill
Beacon Hill
Beacon Hill
Wakehurst
Collaroy Plateau
Collaroy Plateau

Record
337 runs
112.33
70

4/7

Year
2017/18
2017/18
2017/18
2017/18
2018/19
2016/17

Under 13 Girls Division 2
(competition introduced in 2017/18 season)
Category
Name
Batting: Highest Season Aggregate
Ruby Gruber
Batting: Highest Individual Score
Ruby Gruber
Bowling: Most Wickets in a Season
Annabelle Fegan

Club
Cromer/Peninsula
Cromer/Peninsula
Cromer/Peninsula

Record
138
47
9 wickets

Year
2017/18
2017/18
2017/18

13 wickets
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Under 15 Female Records from 2017/2018 Season
Under 15 Girls Division 1
(competition introduced in 2017/18 season)
Category
Name
Batting: Highest Season Aggregate
Genevieve O’Brien
Batting: Highest Season Average
Robyn Medley
Batting: Highest Individual Score
Annabel Hutt
Bowling: Most Wickets in a Season
Laura Judson
Bowling: Best Bowling Average
Laura Judson
Bowling: Best Bowling Figures
Catherine Morrison

Sienna James – Achieved two hat
tricks during the U15 Div. 2 season

Club
Forest District
Forest District
Wakehurst Redbacks
Wakehurst Redbacks
Wakehurst Redbacks
Forest District

Andrew Boulton – U14 Div. 1
Batting average record of 498.0

Record
425 runs
133.0
56*
16 wickets
5.63
4/11

Year
2017/18
2017/18
2017/18
2018/19
2018/19
2017/18

Laura Judson – breaker of bowling
records in the U15 Girls competition
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Association records have been kept since the 1957/58 season. Rule changes resulted
in records being re-commenced around 1975 (the exact year varied in each age
group). From that point Under 10 and Under 11 Division 2 and 3 played average cricket
so these records are now unchanged. Additionally, junior format changes introduced
in 2018/19 resulted in Under 11 Division records to 2017/18 to be closed off and
Under 12 records re-commenced. The old records were:
Under 10 Records to 1973/1974 Season
Under 10 Division 1
Category
Batting: Highest Season Aggregate
Batting: Highest Season Average
Batting: Highest Individual Score
Bowling: Most Wickets in a Season
Bowling: Best Bowling Average

Name
P. Lowery
G. Fletcher
M. Sanford
P. Lowery
M. Sutter

Club
Narrabeen Youth Club
Beacon Hill
Narrabeen Lakes
Narrabeen Youth Club
Wakehurst

Record
415 runs
42.50
67
105 wickets
1.90

Year
1968/69
1972/73
1971/72
1968/69
1969/70

Under 10 Division 2
Category
Batting: Highest Season Aggregate
Batting: Highest Season Average
Batting: Highest Individual Score
Bowling: Most Wickets in a Season
Bowling: Best Bowling Average

Name
M. Jolly
G. Pope
M. Jolly
T. McTeigue
C. Stoneman

Club
Seaforth Youth Club
Avalon Youth Club
Seaforth Youth Club
Collaroy Plateau
Curl Curl Youth Club

Record
378 runs
41.14
104*
107 wickets
0.88

Year
1967/68
1967/68
1967/68
1969/70
1972/72

Under 10 Records from 1974/1975 Season
Under 10 Division 1
Category
Batting: Highest Season Aggregate
Batting: Highest Season Average
Bowling: Most Wickets in a Season
Bowling: Best Bowling Average

Name
R. Medway
R. Walton
B. Minnett
B. Cake

Club
Forest Anglicans
Seaforth Youth Club
Collaroy Plateau
Collaroy Plateau

Record
247 runs
186.0
58 wickets
1.54

Year
1976/77
1978/79
1974/75
1975/76

Under 10 Division 2
Category
Batting: Highest Season Aggregate
Batting: Highest Season Average
Bowling: Most Wickets in a Season
Bowling: Best Bowling Average

Name
A. Gray
M. Bland
A. Hodgson
M. James

Club
St Kevins
Forest Anglicans
Forest Anglicans
Allambie

Record
210 runs
195.0
52 wickets
2.41

Year
1974/75
1978/79
1975/76
1979/80
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Under 11 Records to 1974/1975 Season
Under 11 Division 1
Category
Batting: Highest Season Aggregate
Batting: Highest Season Average
Batting: Highest Individual Score
Bowling: Most Wickets in a Season
Bowling: Best Bowling Average

Name
Andrew Fraser
G. Fletcher
M. Jolly
D. Tracey
A. Spargo

Club
Christian Bros College
Beacon Hill
Seaforth Youth Club
North Balgowlah
Balgowlah

Record
601 runs
74.33
105*
122 wickets
1.54

Year
1974/75
1973/74
1968/69
1962/63
1961/62

Under 11 Division 2
Category
Batting: Highest Season Aggregate
Batting: Highest Season Average
Batting: Highest Individual Score
Bowling: Most Wickets in a Season
Bowling: Best Bowling Average

Name
Sam Mesite
Sam Mesite
R. Delaney
P. Brown
R. Margolis

Club
Christian Bros College
Christian Bros College
Narrabeen Youth Club
Balgowlah
Avalon

Record
487 runs
60.87
97
100 wickets
0.94

Year
1966/67
1966/67
1967/68
1961/62
1973/74

Under 11 Division 3
Category
Batting: Highest Season Aggregate
Batting: Highest Season Average
Batting: Highest Individual Score
Bowling: Most Wickets in a Season
Bowling: Best Bowling Average

Name
K. Wright
K. Wright
K. Wright
G. Horton
T. Ansel

Club
Balgowlah Rugby Union
Balgowlah Rugby Union
Balgowlah Rugby Union
Pittwater
Beacon Hill Youth Club

Record
219 runs
21.90
41*
83 wickets
2.35

Year
1966/67
1966/67
1966/67
1966/67
1966/67

Under 11 Records from 1975/1976 to 2017/18 Season ##
Under 11 Division 1
Category
Batting: Highest Season Aggregate
Batting: Highest Season Average
Batting: Highest Individual Score
Bowling: Most Wickets in a Season
Bowling: Best Bowling Average
Bowling: Best Bowling Figures

Name
Jack Edwards
Cameron Williamson
Tomas Cheetham #
Jack Edwards
Will Brewster #
Luke Watts #
Shawn Bradstreet
M. Wolley
Daniel Tabrett

Club
Beacon Hill Youth Club
Beacon Hill Youth Club
Forest District
Beacon Hill Youth Club
St. Augustines College
Wakehurst Redbacks
Belrose
Forest Anglicans
Wakehurst Redbacks

Record
566 runs
110.0
140.67
110*
113
113
52 wickets
2.10
6/0

Year
2009/10
1980/81
2016/17
2009/10
2016/17
2017/18
1982/83
1981/82
2001/02

# In 2016/17 boundaries were reduced from 40m to 30m and junior format changes introduced in 2017/18.
## In 2018/19 the above records were closed off due to junior format changes introduced in this season.
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Under 11 Records from 1975/1976 Season
Under 11 Division 2
Category
Batting: Highest Season Aggregate
Batting: Highest Season Average
Bowling: Most Wickets in a Season
Bowling: Best Bowling Average

Name
J. Sanders
G. Brown
G. Willmack
G. Willmack

Club
Terrey Hills
Beacon Hill Youth Club
Terrey Hills
Terrey Hills

Record
362 runs
31.60
55 wickets
2.12

Year
1977/78
1977/78
1982/83
1982/83

Club
Christian Bros College
Christian Bros College
Allambie
St. Augustines College
Collaroy Plateau

Record
716 runs
89.50
131
134 wickets
1.56

Year
1975/76
1975/76
1975/76
1965/66
1958/59

Name
G. Verity
N. Tuckerman
L. Poganowski
L. Anderson
J. Douglas

Club
Cromer
Allambie
Manly Vale
Frenchs Forest
Mona Vale

Record
432 runs
161.50
110*
91 wickets
1.66

Year
1974/75
1976/77
1962/63
1960/61
1958/59

Name
G. Reid
G. Reid
J. Murray
G. Reid
S. Green
J. Rodgers

Club
North Balgowlah
North Balgowlah
Christian Bros College
North Balgowlah
North Balgowlah
Christian Bros College

Record
317 runs
195
66*

Year
1964/65
1964/65
1964/65

77 wickets

1964/65

3.12

1964/65

Under 12 Records to 1976/1977 Season
Under 12 Division 1
Category
Batting: Highest Season Aggregate
Batting: Highest Season Average
Batting: Highest Individual Score
Bowling: Most Wickets in a Season
Bowling: Best Bowling Average
Under 12 Division 2
Category
Batting: Highest Season Aggregate
Batting: Highest Season Average
Batting: Highest Individual Score
Bowling: Most Wickets in a Season
Bowling: Best Bowling Average
Under 12 Division 3
Category
Batting: Highest Season Aggregate
Batting: Highest Season Average
Batting: Highest Individual Score
Bowling: Most Wickets in a Season
Bowling: Best Bowling Average

Name
Andrew Fraser
Andrew Fraser
S. Johnson
J. Burke
D. Anderson
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Under 12 Records from 1977/1978 to 2017/18 Season ##
Under 12 Division 1
Category
Batting: Highest Season Aggregate

Batting: Highest Individual Score
Bowling: Most Wickets in a Season
Bowling: Best Bowling Average
Bowling: Best Bowling Figures

Name
Nicholas Hidas
Daniel Tabrett
Jack Slater #
Michael Cosentino
Linc Woodroff
Sam Rose
Sean Tingcombe

Club
Collaroy Plateau
Wakehurst Redbacks
Peninsula
Wakehurst Redbacks
St. Augustines College
Peninsula
Cromer

Record
512 runs
245.0
333.0
109*
45 wickets
2.20
7/4

Year
2009/10
2002/03
2017/18
1995/96
1992/93
2006/07
2007/08

Under 12 Division 2
Category
Batting: Highest Season Aggregate
Batting: Highest Season Average
Batting: Highest Individual Score
Bowling: Most Wickets in a Season
Bowling: Best Bowling Average
Bowling: Best Bowling Figures

Name
E. Watson
Liam Chang
Ryan Cullam
R. McDermott
Edward Bernasconi
Dylan Frost

Club
Beacon Hill Youth Club
St. Pius X College
Forest District
Seaforth Youth Club
Seaforth
Peninsula

Record
475 runs
188.0
115*
61 wickets
1.55
8/12

Year
1980/81
2014/15
2010/11
1979/80
2003/04
2003/04

Name
R. Gracie
A. Ross

Club
Collaroy Plateau
Palm Beach

Record
200 runs
31.66

Year
2001/02
1985/86

B. Lougham
A. Porter
R. Grant
Matt Haines

Palm Beach
Narrabeen
Palm Beach
Peninsula

30 wickets

1985/86

2.95
6/2

1985/86
2004/05

Batting: Highest Season Average

Under 12 Division 3
Category
Batting: Highest Season Aggregate
Batting: Highest Season Average
Batting: Highest Individual Score
Bowling: Most Wickets in a Season
Bowling: Best Bowling Average
Bowling: Best Bowling Figures

# In 2016/17 boundaries were reduced from 50m to 35m and junior format changes introduced in 2017/18.
## In 2018/19 the above records were closed off due to junior format changes introduced in this season.

Under 13 Records to 1977/1978 Season
Under 13 Division 1
Category
Batting: Highest Season Aggregate
Batting: Highest Season Average
Batting: Highest Individual Score
Bowling: Most Wickets in a Season
Bowling: Best Bowling Average

Name
P. Spraggs
S. Hegarty
M. Jolly
S. Buchan
M. Jolly

Club
Collaroy Plateau
St. Augustines College
Seaforth Youth Club
St. Augustines College
Seaforth Youth Club

Record
698 runs
117
148*
85 wickets
2.38

Year
1962/63
1974/75
1970/71
1967/68
1970/71
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Under 13 Division 2
Category
Batting: Highest Season Aggregate
Batting: Highest Individual Score
Bowling: Most Wickets in a Season
Bowling: Best Bowling Average

Name
G. Alley
M. Smith
D. Alley
S. Lawler
P. Wilkins

Club
Seaforth Youth Club
Forest Anglicans
Collaroy Plateau
Narrabeen Lakes
Wakehurst

Record
507 runs
125

2.90

Year
1965/66
1972/73
1965/66
1972/73
1969/70

57 wickets

Under 14 Records to 1977/1978 Season
Under 14 Division 1
Category
Batting: Highest Season Aggregate
Batting: Highest Season Average
Batting: Highest Individual Score
Bowling: Most Wickets in a Season
Bowling: Best Bowling Average

Name
R. Ryan
R. Ryan
R. Ryan
M. Murfin
J. Tucker

Club
Christian Bros College
Christian Bros College
Christian Bros College
Seaforth Youth Club
Dee Why

Record
794 runs
198.50
170*
71 wickets
2.04

Year
1962/63
1962/63
1962/63
1969/70
1972/73

Under 14 Division 2
Category
Batting: Highest Season Aggregate
Batting: Highest Season Average
Batting: Highest Individual Score
Bowling: Most Wickets in a Season
Bowling: Best Bowling Average

Name
T. Hall
N. Coltman
T. Hall
S. Hynes
S. Hynes

Club
Christian Bros College
Curl Curl
Christian Bros College
Christian Bros College
Christian Bros College

Record
548 runs
79
141
69 wickets
2.30

Year
1977/78
1962/63
1977/78
1976/77
1976/77

Record
503 runs
107
82 wickets
2.48

Year
1965/66
1971/72
1965/66
1972/73

Record
473 runs
131
124
39 wickets
3.93

Year
1993/94
1990/91
1993/94
1993/94
1987/88

Under 15 Records to 1977/1978 Season
Under 15 Division 1
Category
Batting: Highest Season Aggregate
Batting: Highest Season Average
Bowling: Most Wickets in a Season
Bowling: Best Bowling Average

Name
D. Headon
M. McGuire
S. Allum
A. Gors

Club
Pittwater RSL
Dee Why RSL
Pittwater RSL
Beacon Hill

Under 16 Records to 1997/1998 Season
Under 16 Division 1
Category
Batting: Highest Season Aggregate
Batting: Highest Season Average
Batting: Highest Individual Score
Bowling: Most Wickets in a Season
Bowling: Best Bowling Average

Name
T. Marsh
S. Gillespie
S. Jenkins
S. Jenkins
P. Connor

Club
Pittwater House
Collaroy Plateau
Pittwater House
Pittwater House
Redbacks

MWJCA History of Winning Teams 2009/10 to 2018/19
Age

Div

2018/19

2017/18

2016/17

2015/16

2014/15

2013/14

2012/13

2011/12

2010/11

2009/10

U10

1

Seaforth

Wakehurst
Harbord

Peninsula

Wakehurst

Collaroy

Collaroy
Harbord

Wakehurst

Harbord

Harbord

Peninsula

U10

2

Peninsula

Harbord

Seaforth

Harbord

Harbord

Peninsula

Harbord

Beacon Hill

Harbord

U11 Girls

1

Peninsula
Wakehurst
Wakehurst

U11

1

Seaforth

Seaforth

Forest

Wakehurst

Collaroy

Wakehurst

Wakehurst

Seaforth

Harbord
St Augustines

Peninsula

U11

2

Forest

Wakehurst

Collaroy

Cromer
Seaforth

Harbord

Harbord

Harbord

Cromer
Peninsula

Harbord

Seaforth

U11

3

U12

1

Wakehurst

Peninsula

Forest
Wakehurst

Collaroy

Forest

Seaforth

Peninsula

Harbord
St Augustines

Collaroy

U12

2

Harbord

Seaforth

Collaroy

Peninsula

Peninsula

Cromer

Wakehurst
Peninsula

Forest

Peninsula

U13 Girls

1

Forest

Forest

U13 Girls

2

Wakehurst
CromerPeninsula

U13

1

Seaforth

St Augustines

Wakehurst

Harbord

Wakehurst
Collaroy

St Augustines
Harbord

Collaroy

St
Augustines

Wakehurst

Peninsula

U13

2

St Augustines

Peninsula

Wakehurst
Peninsula

Harbord

Peninsula

Wakehurst

Beacon Hill

Peninsula

Redlands

U14

1

St Augustines

Peninsula

Harbord

Wakehurst

Harbord

Collaroy

Collaroy

Collaroy

Peninsula

U14
U15 Girls
U15

2
1
1

St Pius X
Forest
St Augustines

St Augustines
Wakehurst
Harbord

Cromer

Forest

Redlands

St Augustines

Harbord

Wakehurst

St Augustines

Collaroy

Collaroy

Wakehurst

Peninsula

U15

2

St Augustines

Collaroy
St
Augustines
Gold

St
Augustines

Harbord

Redlands

St
Augustines

Collaroy

Redlands

U16-18 *

1

Seaforth

St Augustines

Harbord

U16-18 *
2
Cromer
St Augustines
* Included U16-17 prior to 2012/13 season

St
Augustines
Harbord
Collaroy

Harbord
Wakehurst Green
Wakehurst Black
Wakehurst
St Aug White
St Aug Gold

Wakehurst

St Aug.
Wakehurst
Harbord

Official Positions since 2003/2004
Season

President

Vice President

Secretary

Treasurer

Assistant / Competition
Secretary

Representative
Chairman

2003/04

Ted Lindsay

-

Cassie Woodley

Andy Dessaix

Tony Sullivan

Tony Pecar

2004/05

Tony Pecar

-

Cassie Woodley

Andy Dessaix

Sally McCallum-Toomey
Tony Sullivan

Tony Pecar

2005/06

Tony Pecar

-

Ashley Kaye

John Treadwell

Sally McCallum-Toomey

Geoff Mee

2006/07

Tony Pecar

-

Ashley Kaye

Matthew Kaye

Vicki Carden

Geoff Mee

2007/08

Tony Pecar

-

Ashley Kaye

Matthew Kaye

Vicki Carden

Geoff Mee

2008/09

Rob McKenna

Gary Chester

Diana Pecar

Danielle Simpson

Vicki Carden

Geoff Mee

2009/10

Rob McKenna

Gary Chester

Sharon Porter

Danielle Simpson

Vicki Carden

Ross Trewartha

2010/11

Rob McKenna

Ross Denny

Sharon Porter

Danielle Simpson

Vicki Carden

Ross Trewartha

2011/12

Ross Denny (interim)
Danny LeMoy

Ross Denny

Sharon Porter

Cathy Hurditch

Vicki Carden

Shane Moran

2012/13

Danny LeMoy

Ross Denny

Denise Gullick

Cathy Hurditch

Vicki Carden

Shane Moran

Cathy Hurditch

Vicki Carden
Karen Brock
John Jackson

Shane Moran

Ross Denny
Shane Moran

2013/14

Danny LeMoy

Ross Denny

Denise Gullick

2014/15

Danny LeMoy

Ross Denny

Denise Gullick

Cathy Hurditch

Karen Brock
Vicki Carden
John Jackson

2015/16

Danny LeMoy
Ross Denny (interim)

-

Denise Gullick

Cathy Hurditch

Vicki Carden
John Jackson

Ross Trewartha

2016/17

Graham Scheffers

David Nimmo

Alecia De Angelis

Cathy Hurditch

Tim Ryan

Blake Cousemacker

2017/18

David Nimmo

Toby Horstead
Tim Ryan (until Oct 2017)

Rachel Chick

Fiona Brewster

Rachel Chick
Tim Ryan (until Oct 2017)

Blake Cousemacker

2018/19

David Nimmo

Toby Horstead
Adrian Molloy

Rachel Chick

Fiona Brewster

Adrian Molloy

Blake Cousemacker

Prepared by Ross Denny for the Manly-Warringah Junior Cricket Association

